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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

This report describes the goa.ls, organization, conduct. and results of a

self a,ssessment program conducted by Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation

management personnel for Nine Mile Point Unit 2 during the power

ascension program through Test Condition 2. This self-assessment program

evaluated the effectiveness of programs in place and identified areas

requiring management attention. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has

been kept apprised of progress and results throughout the course of the

assessment and will receive a copy of this report.

1A. PURPOSE

Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation established the Self Assessment Program

on June 4, 1987 (Appendix 1). The purpose was to perform a

self-appraisal similar to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Systematic

Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP) in order to measure the success

of the Power Ascension Program. The activities of the program were

carried out by a Self Appraisal Team appointed by senior management. The

Self Appraisal Team was charged wi th developing measurement cri teria for

assessing the startup test program, performing the self assessment and

reporting on the resul,ts of the evaluation prior to the time Unit 2 is

scheduled to proceed to Test Condition 3.

18. SCOPE

The Self Appraisal Team organized the review into ten topical areas

paralleling those used by the NRC in its Systematic Assessment of

Licensee Performance. These areas include Operations, Radiological

Controls, Maintenance, Surveillance and Startup Testing, Emergency
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18. SCOPE (Continued)

Planning, Security and Safeguards, Licensing, Training and Qualification

Effectiveness, and Assurance of Quality. Control Room operations was

considered as an independent topic because of its importance and special

interest in the matter .

In addition, as described in the June 4, 1987 letter from C. V. Hangan to

N. Russell, the following areas were specifically evaluated:

a. Effectiveness of internal problem identification and resolution

programs.

b. Impact of administrative duties on effective 'monitoring and oversight.

c. Procedure adequacy and compliance.

d. Teamwork and communications.

e. Effectiveness of quality assurance audi ts, surveillance activities,

and corrective actions to identify and resolve problems in a timely

manner.

f. Adequacy of design and other technical requirements, including

Technical Specifications and Final Safety Analysis Report.

g. Adequacy of corporate support including engineering and licensing.

h. Effectiveness of training.

1C. OBJECTIVES

This final report describes the activities and findings of the Self

Appraisal Team. The report addresses the commitments made in the June 4,

1987 letter from Hr. C. V. Hangan to Mr. N. T. Russell (Appendix 1) which

include the following:





1C. OBJECTIVES (Continued)

1. The Self Appraisal Team wi 11 use personnel having experience in

operations, maintenance, radiation protection, engineering and quality

assurance (see Section 3).

2. The Management Oversight Committee as well as other management will be

advised of any signficant concerns (see Section 3).

3. The final report wi 11 include an assessment of operation and identify

specific problems, corrective actions and recommended improvements

(this report);

4. The assessment will address each general area of Systematic Assessment

of Licensee Performance with the exception of construction (see

Section 4).

5. The team will review previous Systematic Assessment of Licensee

Performance and Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (Corporate and

Site) Evaluations to identify areas that require particular attention

(incorporated into Self Appraisal Team Checklist Appendix 2).

6..The team will review programs to identify potential concerns (see

Section 3 and 4).

10. REPORT BREAKDONN

Section 2 provides the Executive Summary. This section provides an

overview of the organization, process, results, and conclusion.
I

Section 3 discusses the Self Appraisal Team charter, the individuals on

the Team and operation of the Team, including a description of the

assessment process. It further provides a description of the Management

Oversight Committee, its objectives, personnel and meetings. This
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1D. REPORT BREAKDONN (Continued)

Section provides a detailed description of the Self Appraisal Team

methodology, surveillance and evaluation process, and a discussion of the

surveillance program and the team interaction with the Oversight

Committee.

Section 4 describes the results of the self assessment program. This .

section addresses each Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance

topic, Control Room operations, and specific issues identified in the

June 4, 1987 letter. This section also provides results of the

assessment areas including findings and their resolutions. In addition,

Section 4 also provides a description of the mechanisms in place to

continue to monitor the implementation of the recommendations resulting

from the Self Appraisal Team findings.

Section 5 describes the overall conclusions resulting from the Self

Appraisal process, and an assessment of the program as a management

tool. This section discusses the major lessons learned and the overall

conclusion of the Self Appraisal Team.

Section 6 discusses the specifi'c recommendations made as a result of the

findings described in Section 4.

lE. BACKGROUND

This report describes the goals, organization, conduct, and results of

the self-assessment program undertaken by Niagara Mohawk Power

Corporation for the startup and power ascension program through Test

Condition 2 for Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station Unit 2. The





lE. BACKGROUND (Continued)

self-assessment program was administered by a team comprised of senior

individuals with responsible positions, who reported to the Management

Oversight Committee. The self-assessment team (Self Appraisal Team)

based its findings upon its own direct observations, formal and informal

interviews, its evaluation of procedures and other documents, and an

analysis of available trend i nformation.

Nhi le the Self Appraisal Team covered the entire range of management

activities associated with the power ascension test program, it focused

on areas which were known to be possible weaknesses or critical to the

accomplishment of a successful power ascension test program. Those areas

were identified by past experience at other nuclear power plants

(including Nine Mile Point Unit l), previous inspections, the Institute

of Nuclear Power Operation's evaluations, and Systematic Assessment of

Licensee Performance reports and management consultation. During the

conduct of the program, the program methodology.and scope were refined

and redirected based upon preliminary findings, management direction, and

the successes and shortcomings of the power ascension test program.

There is little industry exper1ence w1th utility self assessment

programs. As a, result, it was necessary to develop the program and

refine it on an ongo1ng basis. As the program progressed and experience

increased, the observation and evaluation techniques of the Self

Appraisal Team became more sophisticated and focused more sharply on

management issues. Collegial discussions among the Self Appraisal Team

members during weekly meetings were important in shaping the team's

conclusions. Also important was the interaction with the Management

Oversight Committee.





lE. BACKGROUND (Continued)

The self-assessment program was established in early June of this year.

Inasmuch as the final report is being issued in mid-September, the

program spans less than 3-1/2 months. Obviously, this is a relatively

short period to develop, implement and conduct such a program, close out

findings, implement recommendations, and judge the program's adequacy and

effectiveness. This short-term perspective must be kept in mind while

reviewing this report and judging the success of the program.

The Hanagement Oversight Committee stressed at the outset, and reinforced

throughout, that the Self Appraisal Team was not to limit itself to

matters which could be resolved during the course of the program. It was

also emphasized that the Self Appraisal Team should not shy away from

matters which it might not be able to resolve on its own level. For each

of the matters raised by the Self Appraisal Team, either a resolution has

been achieved and its implementation verified or a mechanism is in'place

for further action and close-out, e.g., a separate task force to deal

with further actions relating to the control room. For various reasons,

some issues raised by the Self Appraisal Team involve corrective action

which cannot be implemented at this time and may not be achievable in the

immediate future. These matters, like the addition of office space and

other structures at the station, will receive the attention of senior

management. By bringing these matters to the attention of the Senior

Hanagement; one of the purposes of the program has been achieved.





lE. BACKGROUND (Continued)

Each Self Appraisal Team member was knowledgeable in the subject area of

their observations and review, including the manner in which the

equipment, systems and unit operated and how the various groups and

departments interacted. Thus, each member was already familiar with the

workings of the areas to which they had been assigned and could quickly

and effectively. focus on problem solving. One of the strong points of

the, self-assessment process was that it encouraged members to raise

matters based upon previous experience, which was reinforced by

observations during the course of the program.

The self-assessment process could not be uniformly implemented over all

startup and test program areas, nor are the achievable results expected

to be uniform over these areas. There were a number of topics which, by

their very nature, are not readily amenable to an assessment over a short

term. .A primary example is emergency planning, which is appropr.iately

reviewed over an entire year or emergency planning exercise cycle.

Radiological controls, another example, are not now being fully tested

because of the early stage of operation.

The instructions from Niagara Mohawk senior management were to be

self-critical in order that improvements in the various programs could be

made no matter what the judgment was as to the overall effectiveness of

management and the power ascension test program. This was the principal

guideline utilized by the Self. Appraisal Team members.





lE. BACKGROUND (Continued)

Therefore, only a modest effort has been made to describe some of the

strengths of the various phases of the power ascension test program. No

effort has been made to present a balanced picture of strengths and

weaknesses. Areas judged to be satisfactory or performing well could, of

course, still stand improvement. These matters are laid out in the

report. It is important to recognize, however, that the power ascens'on
I

test program is achieving its goals and that Niagara Mohawk has

determined that there is no impediment to its completion and trans) tion

to power operation.

In the preparation of this report consideration was given whether to

discuss individual performance of particular key individuals in the

conduct of the startup test program. The management of Niagara Mohawk

recognizes that individual performance and interaction are important

elements in the successful operation of the unit, perhaps even more so

during the startup test program. The performance of individuals and

their response to observations of the Self Appraisal Team have been a

topic of continuing dialogue between the Self Appraisal Team and the

Management Oversight Committee over the course of the program. Moreover,

senior management is continually evaluating individual performance as

part of its normal duties.

After consideration, Niagara Mohawk has chosen not to separately and

explicitly discuss the performance of particular individuals in this

report. The critical evaluation of individuals is ordinarily not made a

matter of public record. The positive effects of such disclosure, if
-8





IE. BACKGROUND (Continued)

any, would be far outweighed by the harm to the individuals, the program,

the operation of the unit and Niagara Mohawk;

The self-assessment program represents a significant corporate commitment

by the Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation, its senior management, and

program participants. The Self Appraisal Team initially set a guideline

that 'team members spend more than 10 percent of their time performing

Self Appraisal Team activities. The 10 percent of working time would be

dedicated to the project to assure adequate coverage without conflicting

with work assignments. Inspections generally required significantly

longer than the 10 percent of working time allocated, and Self Appraisal

Team meetings lasted between I to 2 hours each week. Most team members

participated in a 4 hour INPO Observer Training Course to prepare for

their assignment and participated in an Institute of Nuclear Power

Operation assist visit to improve inspection techniques. Hundreds of

hours were spent by the Self Appraisal Team members in disciplined

observations, evaluations and collegial discussions during the course of

the program. As noted, these individuals were of senior or management

rank and were also playing major roles in the startup test program.

Thus, the program represented additional hours devoted to these duties or

in some cases slowed their other assignments. Additional time was

devoted to preparation of reports. Many hours were spent by senior

management in performing their Management Oversight Committee duties. In

addition, many hours were required by. other senior individuals to respond

to the observations of the Self Appraisal Team and to take and supervise

corrective action.

-9-





1E. BACKGROUND (Continued)

For the most part, interaction of individuals in the plant and nuclear

organization with the Self Appraisal Team was good. As noted, there was

substantial participation by non-Self Appraisal Team members in the

surveillance and interview process and in responding to Self Appraisal

Team observations. To a limited extent there was some reluctance on the
I

part of certain ind'.viduals to give fair consideration to observations or

suggestions of the Self Appraisal Team. Hhi le due in a 'large part to the

press of time and other conflicting responsibilities, such matters were

raised to senior management for its consideration, and resolved.

-10





2, EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The major effort of the self-assessment program was carried out through

the Self-Appraisal Team. This was comprised of the Station

'Superintendent, Assistant to the Senior Vice President, Hanager Nuclear

Consulting Services, Superintendent Site Haintenance, Technical

Superintendent, Superintendent Chemistry/Radiation Management,

Engineering Manager, and the Unit 2 Quality Program Manager. These

individua'ls were selected by senior management based upon their

recognized management capabilities, their intimate knowledge of the

corporate requirements and their ability to rapidly effect change within

the Nuclear and Quality Assurance divisions in response to identified

issues. Collectively,.these individuals had the expertise and experience

to provide the full coverage of the subject matter required to perform

the self-assessment process.

Niagara Mohawk recognized the importance of senior management involvement

in this self appraisal. Therefore, the activities of the Self Appraisal

Team were closely monitored and supported by the Management Oversight

Committee. The objectives of the Management Oversight Committee were to

provide guidance to the Self Appraisal Team in the conduct of its

activities, monitor progress of the activities and recommendations of the

Self Appraisal Team, and take necessary actions to implement those

recommendations. The Management Oversight Committee also provided

guidance to the Self Appraisal Team on an ongoing basis regarding

additional areas to inspect, evaluate or analyze and directed the Self

Appraisal Team to consider and report on specific issues. The Management

Oversight Committee consisted of C. V. Hangan, Senior Vice President





2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (Continued)

Nuclear Division; T. E. Lempges, Vice President, Nuclear Generation; J.

A. Perry, Vice President guality Assurance; T. J. Perkins, General

Superintendent, Nuclear Generation; C. G. Beckham, Manager Nuclear (}A

Operations; and C. D. Terry, Manager, Nuclear Engineering and Licensing.

Either the Chairman of the Self Appraisal Team or the entire team, as

necessary, met with the Management Oversight Committee approximately once

every 10 days to discuss the status of pt ogram activities. The

Management Oversight Committee, as well as other appropriate management,

were advised of any significant findings of the Self-Appraisal Team or

any difficulty in resolving findings. Members of the Management

Oversight Committee spent time at the plant observing operations. They

participated with Self Appraisal Team members jointly in observing plant

activities and talking to personnel.

To assure that necessary topics were considered and to assure objectivity
in the conduct of its review, the Self Appraisal Team established

comprehensive performance assessment criteria. T'earn members were

assigned specific subject areas for direct observation such as

engineering or startup testing activities. The Self Appraisal Team

developed the performance measurement criteria based upon the Institute
of Nuclear Power Operation's "Guidelines for the Conduct of Operations at

Nuclear Power Plants" and portions of the Nuclear Regulatory'Commission

Inspection and Enforcement manual. The performance criteria were

reviewed to assure that areas of Systematic Assessment of Licensee

Performance weaknesses". and the Institute.,of Nuclear Power Operation's

findings were covered. Team members were assigned to each subject area

-12-





2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (Continued)

and an 'inspection frequency guideline was developed. The Self Appraisal

Team observations, interviews of site personnel, evaluation of procedures

and other documents, and other analyses have the potential to identify

discrepancies or deviations from performance ob)ectives contained in the

checklist. They may also identify suggestions for improvements in such

matters. The deviations and 'suggestions were identified in writing to

managers and other individuals having responsibilities in that area and

responses were obtained from the responsible individual. Surveillance
C

reports, interviews and results of the Self Appraisal .Team activities

were reviewed during the Self Appraisa1 Team weekly meetings to determine

their adequacy. Responses were reviewed with the responsible manager or

their immediate supervisor. At approxlmateTy monthly intervals, Self

Appraisal Team findings were collated and analyzed by the Chairman to

assess the collective impact of the individual Self Appraisal Team

findings. Heekiy Self Appraisal Team meetings included a focused

collegial discussion of'he findings and responses to the Self Appraisal

Team observations, and a review of the monthly and final reports. The

Self Appraisal Team meetings also focused on the root causes of selected

problems and additional areas for observation. Each of the surveillance

reports was evaluated singularly and grouped to assess the impact of the

activity on the overall startup and test process.

Two monthly reports were issued . Hhi le not intended to be comprehensive

because of the continuing dialogue with the Management Oversight

Committee, the monthly reports identified some significant issues that

-13





2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (Continued)

needed attention by management. The reports discussed the activities
that occurred during the month, related background information, a summary

of the .results, and performance analyses in selected areas.

The Self,Appraisal Team oversees the activities of others to assure that

surveillance reports, once the response has been determined to be

satisfactory, are closed and verified. The Compliance and Verification

group is verifying the status of the finding. The Compliance and

Verification group is responsible to the Manager, Nuclear Engineering and

Licensing for the independent verification and correctness of Nuclear

Regulatory Commission licensing submittals.

Items identified during the conduct of the evaluation which warranted

additional attention were promptly brought to the attention of the

responsible manage.. Items which were not capable of resolution at the

level of the responsible manager were brought to the attention of senior

management. Items which remained unresolved were tracked until resolved

to the satisfaction of the Self Appraisal Team. Any remaining continuing

actions are being assigned to responsible managers. Pet iodic oral status

reports and week'ly and monthly reports were provided and discussed with

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Resident Inspectors.

-14-





2. EXECUTIYE SUMMARY (Continued)

Results

The overall assessment of the Self Appraisal Team is that Niagara Mohawk

has performed satisfactorily during the assessment period. A number of

strengths and some weaknesses were identified. While still too early to

make a definitive statement, the performance improved during the period,

with some credit going to the activities of the Self Appraisal Team.

Beyond the actions already taken to improve the process, enhancements are

continuing as delineated in this report. The Self Appraisal Team and the

Management Oversight Committee have reviewed this repor t and concluded

that operations and power ascension testing of Nine Mile point Unit 2

should proceed. Safety related activities, work practices and

performance of the testing process are acceptable and a number of the

Self Appraisal Team recommendations have already been implemented. The

specific results, recommendations and findings are discussed in Sections

4 and 6 of this report, respectively.

Conc lus ions

The performance of the Self Appraisal Team has benefited the overall

corrective action process. Direct observation by management has resulted

in early identification of problems. The Self Appraisal Team members

have viewed the actual performance of procedures in the field. The

actions of individuals and groups can be directly related to the

interpretation of station procedures. Direct observation provides "on

location" identification of deviations to procedures.
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2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (Continued)

Conclusions (continued)

The direct observation and interviews of plant personnel at all levels by

the Self Appraisal Team and Management Oversight Committee members

results in better communications. Problems and concerns that individuals

or groups of individuals in the plant have, can be expressed to

management in the field. This leads to better communications both up and

down the organization chain.

The Self Appraisal Team process involves management in certain day-to-day

activities which can improve attention to detail. Personnel interviewed

and tours performed with different groups (Operations, Instrument and

Control, Radiation Protection and Maintenance personnel) result in

individuals having a better understanding of the purpose of certain

activities. This creates greater attention to detail.

Corrective actions resulting from Self Appraisal Team issued surveillance

reports have received aggressive supervisory action. A seven day request

for response and closur~ to the Self Appraisal Team item was requested.

The response to these Self Appraisal Team items of the general plant

personnel has been timely.

Finally, the Self Appraisal Team provided a means for feedback from

personnel to site management and senior management of areas that may need

programmatic adjustment based upon these findings. The Self Appraisal

Process will be continued through Test Condition 6.

-16-
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2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (Continued)

Overall, Niagara Mohawk has performed reasonably well during the tenure

of the Self Appraisal Team. Enhancements can and will be made which are

delineated in this report. The Self Appraisal Team has concluded that

operation and power ascension testing of the unit should proceed. Safety

related activities, work practices and performance of the startup testing

process are considered satisfactory. However, management practices can

be improved to enhance the effectiveness of the Nuclear Division and

Quality Assurance Department.

-17





3. SELF APPRAISAL TEAM (SAT):

The Self Appraisal Team was charged with a Startup Test Program self

assessment, and reporting on the results of the evaluation prior to the

time Unit 2 is scheduled to proceed to Test Condition 3 (on or about

September 28, 1987). This section describes the charter, personnel, and

the conduct of activities by the Self Appraisal Team.

3A. CHARTER

The assessment was performed using a team approach. The Self Appraisal

Team was charged with managing the evaluation and reporting to the Senior

Vice President and the Management Oversight Committee. The Self

Appraisal Team also managed task assignments related to the assessment,

and documented the completion of Self Appraisal Team activities. The

Self Appraisal Team developed a checklist of success measurement .

criteria. The Self Appraisal Team performed inspections by direct

observation or inspections of other personnel and of plant activities

using a checklist. The checklist was developed to emphasize coverage of

plant performance in areas identified as Systematic .Assessment of

Licensee Performance weaknesses in Nuclear Regulatory Commission

inspection reports.

Closure recommendations were made to senior management based on items for

which committed action was not complete or which did not satisfy the

success measurement criteria.

-18





3A. CHARTER (Continued)

The Self Appraisal Team issued periodic reports to and met regularly with

the Management Oversight Committee. These reports included summary

analyses of data from inspections and pertinent supporting information

from Quality Assurance Department audits, surveillances, and

inspections. Specific areas requiring additional attention were reviewed

with the Management Oversight Committee.

Items identified during the conduct of the evaluation which warranted

additional attention were promptly brought to the attention of the

responsible manager. Items which were not capable of resolution at the

level of the responsible manager were brought to the attention of senior

management. Items which remained unresolved were tracked unti 1 resolved

to the satisfaction of the Self Appraisal Team. Any necessary continuing

actions are being assigned to responsible managers. Periodic oral status

reports and weekly and monthly reports were provided and discussed with

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Resident Inspectors.

3B. PERSONNEL

The Self Appraisal Team was selected based upon (but not limited to) the

following criteria:

l. Individuals with a broad experience base and recognized management

capabilities.

2. Individuals with intimate knowledge of the Niagara Mohawk policies,

practices and procedures.

3. Line managers who can rapidly effect change within the Nuclear and

Quality Assurance division as a response to the issues identified.

-19
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3B. PERSONNEI (Continued)

Based upon these criteria, the following individuals were selected:

N. L. Rademacher

R. G. Smith

R. J. Pasternak

K. A. Dahlberg

N. C. Drews

C. L. Stuart

R; B. Abbott

Unit 2 Quality Program Manager (Chairman)

Assistant to Senior Vice President

Manager Nuclear Consulting Services

Superintendent Site Haintenance

Technical Superintendent

Superintendent Chemistry/Radiation Management

Station Superintendent

Subsequently, an additional Engineering Manager, Mr. 0. L. Pike, was

added to the team. Collectively, these individuals had the expertise and

experience to provide the full coverage of the subject matters required

to perform the self assessment program commitment.

3C. MANAGEMENT OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE:

Niagara Mohawk recognized the importance of senior management involvement

in this self appraisal. Therefore, the activities of the Self Appraisal

Team were closely monitored and supported by the Management Oversight

Committee. The objectives of the Committee were to provide guidance to

the Self Appraisal Team relating to the conduct of its activities, to

review program progress and recommendations by the Self Appraisal Team,

and to take necessary actions to implement the recommendations. The

Management Oversight Committee also provided overall guidance to the Self

Appraisal Team relative to additional areas to inspect, evaluate or

analyze, and participated in reviews of station operations.

-20





3D. OVERSIGHT PERSONNEL

The Oversight Committee consisted of the following personnel:

C. V. Mangan, Chairman - Senior Vice President

T. E. Lempges, Vice President - Nuclear Generation

J. A. Perry, Vice President — Quality Assurance

T 3. Perkins, General Superintendent - Nuclear Generation .

C. G. Beckham, Manager - Nuclear QA Operations:--

C. D. Terry, Manager '- Nuclear Engineering 5 Licensing

3E. INTERACTION OF SELF APPRAISAL TEAM NITH MANAGEMENT OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE

During this period the Management Oversight Committee provided overall

direction to the Self Appraisal Team on matters within the entire range

of Self Appraisal Team's activities. Examples of specific concerns

addressed by the Management Oversi.ght Committee were:
/

1. Self Appraisal Team Charter, Conduct of Self Appraisal Team, and work

priorities

2. Austerity program effects on safe startup

3. Assessment of the Addition of Instrument and Control Hork Practices

and Operations

4. Documentation supporting Self Appraisal Team efforts, results and

reports

The Oversight Committee asked that the Self Appraisal Team rev.iew its

findings and identify any evidence that the Company austerity program had

an adverse effect on safety or plant startup. The Self Appraisal Team

found no measurable safety impact. This matter is discussed in

-21





3E. INTERACTION OF SELF APPRAISAl TEAM NITH OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE (Continued)

Section 4L, Impact of Administrative Duties. The Management Oversight

Committee requested that the Self Appraisal Team examine instrument and

control work practices in a manner similar to the Self Appraisal Team

review of maintenance practices. This is discussed in Section 4.D,

Surveillance and Startup Testing. Also, the Management Oversight

Committee directed that the Self Appraisal Team provide additional

observation and verification effort in the area of startup and testihg

activi ties to assure that these activities were adequately addressed.

This area is described in Section 4.D, Surveillance and Startup Testing.

3F. CONDUCT OF SELF APPRAISAL BY SELF APPRAISAL TEAM

The Self Appraisal Team formally interacted with the Management Oversight

Committee approximately once every 10 days. As necessary, either the

chairman or the entire team met with the Management Oversight Committee

and discussed activities related to the self assessment program. In

addition, the Self Appraisal Team Chairman and other members discussed

Self Appraisal Team activities on virtually a daily basis with members of

the committee. The Management Oversight Committee has met regularly with

the team to review reports and progress. In addition, the Management

Oversight Committee, as well as other appropriate management, were

advised of any significant findings of the Self Appraisal Team or

difficulty in resolving findings. Members of the Management Oversight

Committee spent time at the plant observing operations, and participating

with Self Appraisal Team members in observing plant activities. The

Management Oversight Committee provided direction to Self Appraisal Team

members about participation and priorities. Members were directed to

spend at least 10 percent of their time performing Self Appraisal Team

activities.





3F. CONDUCT OF SELF APPRAISAL BY SAT (Continued)

The Self Appraisal Team established an assessment checklist (Appendix

2). Team members were assigned subject areas for direct observation such

as operations, engineering and power ascension testing activities. The

team developed the performance measurement criteria based upon several

inputs. The Institute of Nuclear Power Operation's "Guidelines for the

Conduct of Operations at Nuclear Stations". was used as the fundamental

basis for the Self Appraisal Team checklist. For maintenance assessment,

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Inspection and Enforcement manual was

used as a basis'. The subject areas were reviewed to ensure the

checklists covered areas of Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance

weaknesses and Institute Nuclear Power Operation Findings. Team members

were assigned to each subject area and an inspection frequency guideline

was developed. The team checklist is provided as Appendix 2; and

includes the topics shown on Table 1:

TABLE 1

SELF APPRAISAL TEAN TOPICAL AREAS

Communications

Labeling
Operator Aids

Temporary Hodification
Shift Routines/Roundsheets

Operator Tours

Response to Indication
Resetting Protective Devices

Control Room Activities
Chemistry/Radiation Protection
Haintenance Hechanical/Electrical
Problem Identification

Preventative maintenance

Corrective Haintenance

Tagouts

Independent Verification
Abnormal Events

Shift Turnover

Engineering

Quality Assurance.

Licensing
Procedural Adequacy

Startup and Test
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3G. YiETHODOLOGY

The direct observations and interviews of site personnel by Self

Appraisal Team members can lead to positive findings (good performance)

or discrepancies or deviations from performance objectives contained in

the checklist. The deviations were identified to managers and other

individuals having responsibilities in that area. Exceptional

performance or good practices were discussed in Self Appraisal Team

weekly meetings. The deviations were transmitted in written form on a

Self Appraisal Team surveillance report. See Table 2 (at the end of the

report) for a summary of the surveillance reports. Responses and

corrective actions are obtained from the responsible individual.

Surveillance reports and interviews are reviewed during the Self

Appraisal Team team weekly meetings to determine their adequacy.

Unacceptable responses were reviewed with the manager or their immediate

supervisor. There were few deviations that had to be referred to senior

management to obtain an acceptable response. At approximately monthly

intervals the Self Appraisal Team findings were collated and analyzed by

the Chairman to assess the collective impact of the individual Self

Appraisal Team findings. The Team separated the findings into

categories. Once placed in a category, the findings were reviewed to

provide the bases for writing this. report. The categories included:

2.

5.

6.

7 0

8.
9.

10.

testing
organizational effectiveness
communication and teamwork

attention to detail
training effectiveness
procedure adequacy

design/corporate support/technical requirements
personnel error
management effectiveness

control room operations





3G. METHODOLOGY (Continued)

Self Appraisal Team meetings were held every week (with one exception)

from June 4, 1987 through September ll, 1987. The meetings included a

focused collegial discussion of the findings and responses to the Self

Appraisal Team observations, the analysis performed by the chairman, and a

review of the monthly and final reports. The Self Appraisal Team meetings

I'lsofocused on the root causes of certain problems and additional
areas'or

observation.

, Two monthly reports were issued. Hhile not intended to be comprehensive

because of the continuing dialogue with the Management Oversight

Committee, the monthly reports identified some significant issues that

needed attention by management. As necessary, the reports discussed the

activities that occurred during the month, related background information,

a summary of the results, and performance analysis in several areas.

The Self Appraisal Team also monitored the activities of others to ensure

that surveillance report findings were closed and corrective actions

verified. The Compliance and Verification group was used to verify the

status of the surveillance items. The Compliance and Yerification group

is responsible to the Manager, Nuclear Engineering and Licensing for the

independent verification and correctness of Nuclear Regulatory Commission

licensing submittals.

The Self Appraisal Team prepared this final report which was reviewed and

approved by the Management Oversight Committee.
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3H. PARTICIPATION BY TEAM MEMBERS

In most cases, team members spent significantly more than 10=percent of

their time performing Self Appraisal Team activities. The 10 percent was

initially established as a guideline to assure adequate coverage without

unduly interferring with work assignments. Inspections generally--

required longer than 4 hours per week, and Self Appraisal Team meetings

lasted between 1 to 2 hours. Additionally, most team members attended

the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations Observer, Training Course and

participated in an Institute of Nuclear Power Operations assist visit to

improve observation and inspection techniques.

3I. SURVEILLANCE PROCESS

Team members made direct observations within assigned topical ar eas.

These observations were primari'ly made at the plant. Any findings were

recorded and designated as surveillance items. Table 2 (at the end of

the report) provides a summary of the surveillance and interview

findings. Each item identified to the Chairman initiated a surveillance

report. At the end of each month, the surveillance findings were

summarized and discussed with the Team. The significant findings were

addressed in the monthly report.

Each of the surveillance reports was evaluated by the Self Appraisal Team

singularly and grouped to assess the impact of the activity on the

. overall startup testing process. The team also r elied on existing

reporting systems including guality Assurance Surveillance Reports,

Licensing Event Reports and others.

1
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The overall evaluation of the Self Appraisal Team is that Niagara Mohawk

has performed reasonably well during the assessment period, with a number

of, strengths and some weaknesses. This section primarily focuses on

findings which identify weaknesses.

The Self Appraisal Team and the Management Oversight Committee have

reviewed this report and concluded that Operation and Startup of Nine

Mile Point. Unit 2 can proceed. Safety related activities, work practices

and performance of the startup testing process are acceptable. Beyond

the actions already taken to improve performance, the program

enhancements delineated in this report can and should be made.

Improvements as outlined in this report such as Nuclear Division policies

will be implemented to enhance the effectiveness of the Nuclear Division

and Quality Assurance Department.

The results section is organized into sections A through S which describe

the following areas:

A. Plant Operations - describes the Self Appraisal Team findings of ihe

the Operating department and associated support.

B. Radiological Controls - describes Self Appraisal Team findings of the

radiation and chemistry department activities.

C. Maintenance - describes the Self Appraisal Team findings of the

maintenance areas.

D. Surveillance and Startup and Testing - describes the Self Appraisal

Team findings of the power ascension testing activities as well as

Instrument and Controls area.
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4. RESULTS (Continued)

E. Emergency Planning — describes the Self Appraisal Team findings of

the Emergency Preparedness activities.

F. Security and Safeguards — describes the Self Appraisal Team findings

of the Security area.

G. Licensing - describes the Self Appraisal Team findings of the

l.icensing area.

H. Training and Qualification Effectiveness — describes the Self

Appraisal Team findings associated with the Training Department and
'I

the effectiveness of training programs.

I. Assurance of Quality - describes the Self Appraisal'Team findings

related to management involvement and control in assuring quality of

work conducted in areas such as commitment tracking and performance.

J. Control Room Operations - describes the Self Appraisal Team findings

and status of activities associated with the Control Room.

K. Effectiveness of Internal Problem Identification — describes several

findings derived from Licensee Event Reports, Occurrence Reports,

Problem Reports, and surveillance reports.

L. Impact of Administrative Duties on Effective Monitoring and Oversight

— identifies certain areas where personnel are overloaded and the

effects of austerity.-

M. Procedure Adequacy and Compliance - describes the Self Appraisal Team

assessment of compliance to and adequacy of procedures.

N. Teamwork and Communication — describes the Self Appraisal Team

findings on teamwork and. communications areas.

O. Effectiveness of Quality Assurance Audit, Surveillance and Corrective

Action - describes Self Appraisal Team findings relative to these

areas.
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4. RESULTS (Continued)

P. Adequacy of Design and Other Technical Requirements - describes

design problems and the Final Safety Analysis Report and Technical

Specification areas.

Q. Adequacy of Corporate Support - describes some findings in the area

of Engineering and other corporate support. Licensing is covered in

Section G.

R. Management Effectivenes — summarizes what is presented earlier in

parts of Section 4, as they relate to the effectiveness of management

and supervision.
, I "~

ST Miscellaneous Observations - summarizes general observations not

categorized in the other specific areas.

4A. PLANT OPERATIONS

The Self Appraisal Team members conducted observations of operations

activities. The Self Appraisal Team )ointly and individually, as

assigned, assessed operations activities. The ma]or areas of assessment

were:

Shift routines/and roundsheets

response to alarms

control room activities

operator logs

operator tours

Licensee Event Reports

Generally, the Self Appraisal Team found that the shift staff and

Operations Department were performing well. Special attention to plant

operational activities is evident during observations of startup tests

and startups and shutdowns.
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4A. PLANT OPERATIONS (Continued)

Management attention to plant operations, maintenance, surveillance

testing and management presence in the plant at Unit 2 has increased

since the start of Self Appraisal Program. This has improved

communi cations, helped in the identification of problems, and facilitated

resolution to those problems.

The attention focused by management on Control Room conduct and

professionalism has, in the last few months, resulted in noticeable

improvement in Control Room traffic, routine operations and testing, and

a dec<'ease in noise levels. Although slow in implementation, the

establishment of barriers, a Control Room access point and a continued

strengthening of the, work control organization has significantly reduced

the number of personnel in the Contro1 Room and the frequency at which

non-operation personnel enter the Control Room. Special steps were taken
pig:

to assure that management focused on this problem. The. Control Room task

management team, which was established to assure that continuing
I

management attention was given to this issue, will make some additional

short-term and Iong-term recommendations. (See Section 4.J)

Due to some initial delays in resolving plant deficiencies which arose as

a result of the startup and test process, Nuclear Division Management

established a task management approach to resolving high priority

problems. This method of assigning a task manager from problem

identification through operationa,l fix resulted in a more thorough and

timely resolution of ma]or problems affecting plant operation.
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4A. PLANT OPERATIONS (Continued)

Overall, the operations department is adequately staffed with qualified

individuals and generally performs we11. Due to this strength, Nine Mile

Point Unit 2 has made good progress in power ascension testing the last

few months, but further improvements need to be made as evidenced by

analysis of problems experienced in 1987.

Licensee Event Re ort Im acts

The events of 1987 point to some underlying weaknesses in management

effectiveness, procedures, design deficiencies, personnel error and

testing and communication. These areas are discussed below as well as in

other sections of this report.

In Licensee Event Report 87-17, the standby gas treatment system was

initiated during troubleshooting when a Reactor Protection System breaker

was opened. The incident was identified as personnel error due to lack

of knowledge. As corrective action to that incident, a power board (VBS

'anels) load list was developed on Hay 1, 1987. The list provides an

excellent breakdown of power boards, circuits, fuses and associated plant

impacts with the loss of power to each one of these circuits.

Distribution of the list was provided to Site Hanagement, Operati'ons, the

Station Shift Supervisor, Technical Support and Engineering. The list
has not received formal engineering review and has not been published as

a controlled document.

On August 13, 1987 shutdown cooling was isolated, and a resultant loss of

coolant recirculation occurred, during the conduct of N2-ESP-RPS-R-742

(Reactor Protection System Vital Bus Power Monitor Instrument Channel
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4A. PLANT OPERATIONS (Continued)

Check). The events during this test, point out the complexity of the

Reactor Protection System and the Nuclear Steam Supply Shutoff System

circuitry and associated power supplies. The inability to test

Electrical Protection Assembly breakers without losing power to important

power boards is a design deficiency. However, a contributing root cause

was an inadequate test procedure which should have been, very detailed to

properly appraise Operations of plant impacts. Utilization of a

controlled YBS* load list would have been useful in the development of

the test procedure, and a valuable tool for Operations.

Specific actions have been identified to preclude recurrence of similar

problems. Engineering should expedite review of the VBS* Load List and

publish the load list as a controlled document for use by Operations,

Electrical Maintenance and Instrument and Control (see Recommendation

6.4, Section 6.0). Operations should carefully review any test procedure

concerning the subject circuits and power supplies before testing.

Additional Engineering support will also be provided to aid in the review

(see Recommendation 6.36, Section 6.0). A task manager will be assigned

to expedite completion of the YBS* Load List and to conduct a design

review of the subject circuits and power supplies.'his review will look

for ways to improve testabflity, minimize inadvertent safety system

actuations, and anticipate potential problems during testing (see

Recommendation 6.37, Section 6.0).

Several events have occurred where procedures have not been followed or

procedures were inadequate. In Licensee Event Report 87-06, Main Steam

Isolation Valve isolation occurred after a half trip was not cleared. In
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4A. PLANT OPERATIONS (Continued)

Licensee Event Report 87-09, a similar Hain Steam Isolation Valve

isolation event occurred when a half isolation logic trip was not reset.

Both events were attributed to procedural errors. In Licensee Event

Report 87-19, the Division 1 Emergency DC Bus was de-energized during a

battery charger load test. The procedure did not provide adequate

direction or caution. In Licensee Event Report 87-22, there was

inadequate guidance in an electrical preventative maintenance procedure

which resulted in the loss of Division 2 DC power. These four events

indicate that greater supervisor atte'ntion is required in the review of

and incorporation of lessons learned on instrumentation and control,

electrical maintenance, surveillance tests and preventative maintenance

procedures (see Recommendation 6.3 Section 6.0).

Hithin Operations, procedure discrepancies were identified during the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission Readiness Team Inspection and by the

Self-Appraisal Team. F'eedwater isolation valves were isolated without

approved procedures; a two hour. surveillance on service water was missed

when temperature exceeded 74 (Licensee Event Report 87-41); a cleanup

isolation occurred because of misplaced cautions within temporary

procedure 87-41 (Licensee Event Report 87-42); and a standby gas

treatment system filter surveillance was missed.

The Self Appraisal Team conducted numerous reviews of personnel for

procedure compliance in surveillance tests, power ascension tests and

operating procedure areas. Pr'ocedure compliance was found to be high.
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4A. PLANT OPERATIONS (Continued)

However, some Self Appraisal Team activities in this area resulted in

proposed changes to the Service Hater monthly surveillance procedure, to

improve both plant and personnel safety, and to change operator round

sheets to reduce redundancy and improve data gathering.

One Self Appraisal Team observation during startup identified a weakness

in training effectiveness. A startup .was in progress with two rod groups

removed with the reactor subcritical and stable. Contrary to good

operating practice, and training department instruction, the operator

left the immediate vicinity of the reactor control panel to pursue a

control rod edit from the computer to verify rod pattern, This was an

isolated event and discussed with the operator involved. Training wi 11

continue'o emphasize operator attention to the control panel.

Nhi le these incidents point out some procedure shortcomings within the

Operations organization, it should be noted that there is a very high

procedure. compliance percentage as reported -by the guality Assurance

Department and observed by the Self Appraisal Team. The Team also noted

the large number of Temporary Change Notices that are processed every

. week. These Temporary Change Notices are manifestations of an

organization that is working to improve its procedures and enforce

procedure compliance.

The Self Appraisal Team conducted several plant tour inspections and

noted deficiencies with label plates. .It should be. noted that signficant

progress has been made to install permanent plant tags and label plates.
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4A. PLANT OPERATIONS (Continued)

The Self Appraisal Team identified several locations where improper tags

were installed; these were corrected or are planned. One inspection

identified a label plate deficiency on a design drawing; a design change

is in process to correct this.

The gaseous effluent monitoring system has been the source of several .

problems in 1987. In Licensee Event Report 87-14, instrument and

administrative control problems caused the actuation of the standby gas

treatment system. In Licensee Event Report 87-27, the system was running

without proper sampling. Sample pump GTS-CAB105 was inoperable and this

fact was not known. Although the root cause of the event was identified

as personnel error, a major contributing factor was a deficiency in

design. The samp1e system design was arranged in such a fashion that the

low flow alarm was sealed in on either low sample system flow or low pump

flow. The radiation protection personnel noted that the alarm was sealed

in during an information test when the sample pump was running.

Therefore, the personnel concluded that the alarm would always be

alarming during conditions of low sample flow. Some time later, the

sample pump failed. No alarm conditions changed and radiation protection

personnel were not aware of the inoperable pump.

In Licensee Event Report 87-29, the standby gas treatment system was

actuated due to a hand-held radio causing an electronic spike. In

Licensee Event Report 87-30, temporary power was applied to correct

problems with sample pump GTS-CAB105 but, due to poor implementation, the

modification resulted in circuit card failures and several actuations of
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4A. PLANT OPERATIONS (Continued)

standby gas. Events associated with Licensee Event Report 87-27 point to

deficiencies in preoperational testing and general weaknesses in the

gaseous monitoring equipment designs (see Recommendation 6. 17 Section

6.O).

A number of events in 1987 have been attributed to personnel error. In

Licensee Event Report 87-02, the Station Shift Supervisor failed to

. thoroughly review markups on Reactor Building ventilation dampers. There

was also an operational test on recirculation fans which further

complicated the scenario and resulted in a loss of Reactor Building

ventilation and standby gas actuation. In Licensee Event Report 87-13,

breakers were repositioned causing system trips. In Licensee Event

Report 87-17, standby gas was initiated during troubleshooting when an

Reactor Protection System breaker was inadvertently opened.

Personnel error was the cause for several missed surveillances. As

discussed in Licensee Event Report 87-39, a diesel generator was made

inoperable due to one HYAC fan out of service and the appropriate

additional surveillance required for this situation was not performed.

In Occurrence Report 87-150, a portion of the APRM weekly surveillance

concerning the flow biased thermal upscale rod block trip was not

completed. The missed surveillance was actually a portion of a

surveillance procedure that was performed while in Mode 2. However, the

missed portion was not required for Mode 2 operation and had not been

performed. The root cause of this event was inadequate management review

of the surveillance test results and adequacy of surveillance status for
entering Mode 1. In Occurrence Report 87-156, the main stack flow

transmitter 170 was inoperable which required four hour flow estimates.
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4A. PLANT OPERATIONS (Continued)

The estimates were inadvertently missed (see Recommendation 6.6 Section

6.0).

In Licensee Event Report 87-18, a previously sealed fire penetration was

discovered to be open during an engineering walkdown. In Licensee Event

Report 87-35, fire watches were inappropriately suspended (this Licensee

Event Report also identified similar events described in Licensee Event

Reports 86-06, 87-08, and 87-15). The events above indicate that greater

attention is required in the area of fire protection, procedure review

relating to patrols and fire protection equipment (see Recommendation

6.29 Section 6.0).

Personnel errors are difficult to categorize but they are impacted by

training, workload and planning. Attention to detail must continue to be

stressed. Other steps to reduce personnel error include the

communication of events, improved planning and a verification of

Technical Specification Compliance (see Recommendation 6.1, 6.3 and 6.6,

Section 6.0).

Personnel error and management ineffectiveness were the cause of a missed

surveillance on the Standby Gas Treatment System Filters. The need to

improve the method for monitoring filter media i'n service time was

previously identified by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Sy the time

that appropriate corrective action was performed, a train. of the Standby

Gas Treatment System had exceeded the Technical Specification allowable

in service time limit of 720 hours. This part of the system should have

.been declared inoperable. The failure to adequately address this
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4A. PLANT OPERATIONS (Continued)

Technical Specification requirement led to 'additional problems. Because

the Station Shift Supervisor was unaware of the inoperative Division I

train of Standby Gas Treatment, the Division II diesel was removed from

service. This action caused both trains of Standby Gas Treatment to be

inoperative. This sequence of events points out several issues that need

to be addressed:

1) A more positive design feature to measure equipment inservice time

for Standby Gas Treatment and Control Room Special Filter Trains

(which have the same requirement).

2) A more positive means to ascertain out of service equipment.

3) More positive and timely management followup on Nuclear Regulatory

Commission identified weaknesses.

4) Better communications to on shift personnel of components that are

out of service or potentially inoperable.

The Self Appraisal Team noted that the Station Shift. Supervisor needs to

be better informed of the completion of surveillance activities. The

feedback from planning is provided about once a week. The Station Shift

Supervisor needs more frequent updates of the completion of these

surveillance tests (see Recommendation 6.6 and 6.29, Section 6).
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4A. PLANT OPERATIONS (Continued)

Control Room Operator Res onse to Alarms

Control room operator response to alarms, as can be expected, fluctuates

with plant conditions and Control room activity, and varies with the

operating shifts. Operator response continues to be a concern of

Operations Management. Night orders, memoranda and individual

discussions with Control Room personnel are ongoing. Continuing emphasis

is provided to ensure that operator res'ponse to alarms is a number one

priority to maintain vigilance of plant conditions and parameters. Also,

to provide a better understanding of expected operator performance,

specific operational guides are being developed.

C clin of Eeedwater Valves

This event is being addressed in the response to the violation included

in the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Operational Readiness Team

Inspection Report.

7

There is no intent at Unit 2 to operate systems outside the bounds of

operating procedures. However, the team noted that there have been a

couple of circumstances where this has occurred. The Administrative

Procedures provide general guidance on the conduct of operations. To

promote improved understanding of operator per ormance, more specific

operational guides will be developed to address issues like valve cycling.
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48. RADIOLOGICAL CONTROLS

The Self Appraisal Team assessment for radiological controls included

evaluation of the following topical areas:

a. Effectiveness of corporate overview

b. Effectiveness of enforcement of station procedures

c. Effectiveness of radioactivity contamination control

The Radiological Performance Monitoring Report was initiated in March of

.1987 as a management tool to identify and trend radiological reports

which were indicative of the site's overa11 radiological performance.

The report, along with audits, was used as a means to assess enforcement

of station procedures, and contamination control. This program was later

expanded to provide for utilization of its data base in support of the

Self-Assessment Program. Hith this modification, site management was

able to assess individual unit performance in addition to the overall

site performance.

Figure 1 provides both a tabular and graphical representation of total

incidents reported. Unit 1 and 2 monthly values are provided. The

monthly totals for the site and Unit 2 have improved recently. These

improvements may, in part, be due to the Team efforts.

The visibility of the information sorted out by departments has enabled

managers to track personnel performance, identify individuals requiring*

remedial action and take corrective action to obtain conformance. This

report has been widely accepted and su'pported by site supervision and

demonstrates good management attention to radiological programs and

teamwork to improve performance.
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48. RADEOLOGECAL CONTROLS (Continued)

Dosimetry related reports account for the greatest majority of reports

identified during and prior to the Self Appraisal Team program. Quring

the Self Appraisal Team effort, improvements in this area have been

realized through (1) decreased dosimetry changeout frequency, (2)

improved software application programs and (3) increased vigilance on the

part of Radiation Wotection and other departmental personnel in

enforcing Radiological Program requirements.

Other than dosimetry related concerns, the performance monitoring report

has revealed no other identifiable trends requiring attention. See the

Personnel Monitoring Section below.

As noted in Section 4A, a flow alarm on a sample pump was sealed in. The

Radiation Protection personnel concluded that the alarm would always be

alarming. Radiation Protection personnel should perform more checking on

such design matters to preclude future concerns.

Radiolo ical Audits

Ouring the Self Appraisal Team program, audits of the Radiation

Protection Program were conducted by the Corporate Health Physics Group

(7/20-7/24/87), Quality Assurance (6/29-7/3/87), and Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (6/1-6/18/87). These audits were in addition to ihe continual

self-auditing being performed by Site Chemistry and Radiation management

.Supervision during their round the clock shift coverage of power

ascension activities.
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4B. RADIOLOGICAL CONTROLS (Continued)

Radiological Program areas identified during these audits and confirmed

separately by the team as requiring additional attention included:

1. Frisking practices

2. Dosimetry placement

3. Key Control

4. Hot Particle Control

5. Control and documentation of technician qualifications

6. Provisions in non-conformance event transmittal and radiological

incident report procedures to ensure long-term corrective actions are

implemented.

7. Housekeeping

8. Minor Procedure Problems

9. Measuring and Test Equipment Calibrations

~ Personnel Monitorin

In response to previous internal and external audit findings relative to

personnel monitoring, staff personnel investigated, and implemented

improved personnel monitoring equipment during the latter portions of the

Self Appraisal Team program. Three (3) NNC Friskall IIA Contamination

Monitors were installed at Nine Mile Point Unit 2. These monitors are

designed to perform a whole body frisk ln 30 seconds.'

Except for some .initial hardware and software problems, these monitors

have been well received by station personnel. During operation, these

monitors have improved the sensitivity with which station personnel are

routinely monitored and also decreased the amount of time personnel spend
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4B. RADIOLOGICAL CONTROLS (Continued)

at access points. Further, the'riskall units provide a more positive.

means to assure a proper frisk. During Team surveillance, general

conformance to frisking requirements was observed and implemented by the

access control technicians. However, a continuing problem pursuant to

weari ng of dosimetry in the proper location 'was identified which resulted

in a change to Station policy issued by the General Site Superinten'dent

(memorandum dated August 31, 1987).

~Chemi str

Observation of chemistry sampling and analysis programs indicated a

dedicated, professional staff who appear to be closely monitored by

supervision. The laboratory facilities are very crowded since both units

must utilize the same laboratory (See Recommendation 6.9, Section 6.0).

The Team noted that the Unit 1 chemistry technicians performed very well

during the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Region I Chemistry Standards

Inspection Program for test standards provided to all Region I licensees.

Cor orate Overview and Su ort

The Corporate Health Physics organization provides an overview of the site

programs via its quarterly assessments, Radiological Performance Report

trending, and participation in Safety Review and Audit Board audits. This

effort is judged to be adequate at this time.





48. RADIOLOGICAL CONTROLS (Continued)

Support provided to the site radiological programs by corporate Health

Physics has been steadily improving during 1987. The number of site work

request items has increased, as well as the amount of project related

activities, for example, 1988 outage primary system chemical

decontamination, Hydrogen Hater Chemistry Pilot Program, Ventilation

System reviews, Offsi te Dose Calculation Manual updates. Several members

of the corporate group have been assigned as shift chemistry supervisors

during the power ascension test program.





4C. MAINTENANCE

Staffina

The Self Appraisal Team reviewed many work requests and their

implementation. Assessment included review of such matters as:

1. Maintenance records/and history

2. Hork package performance

3. Corrective maintenance

4. Preventative maintenance

During recent Self Appraisal Team 'inspections, it was noted that

mair tenance personnel were performing work requests related to electrical

and mechanical maintenance in accordance with station procedures. Because

of the evolution of station activities from construction to preoperational

testing to startup testing, maintenance personnel and managers have

experienced many different situations in the last year which have

contributed to their development as professionals. Their involvement in

procedure writing, testing and modifications has increased their value as

employees to Niagara Mohawk.

Most maintenance personnel have been onsite throughout the preopera,tional

and startup testing of Unit 2. The staff has been stable and gaining

experience. However, the first line supervisors are overloaded. Overtime

hours have increased during outages to provide scheduled weekend and night

shift coverage (see Recommendation 6.34 Section 6).

Improvements in management effectiveness have occurred within the

electrical department. A procedure index assigning a supervisor and

electricans as reviewers for'ach electrical maintenance procedure has
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C. MAINTENANCE (Continued)

been developed. In addition, an accountability matrix detailing areas of

responsibility associated with each supervisor has been established. The

mechanical maintenance department should establish the same accountability

indexes (see Recommendation 6.30 Section 6).

Housekee in

Housekeeping practices were determined by the Self Appraisal Team and

senior management as needing ma]or improvement. Each site employee must

be cognizant of housekeeping. The attitude of site personnel needs to be

improved to instill greater pride in the work place. Each site employee

must be cognizant of housekeeping. A site building and grounds program

has been developed to establish a sense of ownership (see Recommendation

6.33 Section 6)., This program was developed based on regulatory

standards, station procedures and the Institute of Nuclear Power

Operation's guidelines. The program encompasses station area

decontamination,. site laundry operation, janitorial services and

maintenance of site grounds. Job completion (roundsheets) are uti lized to

define and administer the program.

Material

Investigation of spare parts ava'ilability and control problems indicate

that additional corrective action is required. Two specific concerns

identified and described below are that required parts are not always

accurately identified. and parts are not always obtained in a timely manner.

The reactor water cleanup pump and Rosemount Transmitters were two

specific areas assessed by the Self-Appraisal Team relating to spare





4C. MAINTENANCE (Continued)

parts. There were two problems identified associated with spare parts of

reactor water cleanup pump. The first dealt with the master parts list.
The list did not identify all the component parts and, as such, not all
required spare parts were on hand to repair the pump. The second problem

centered around the manufacturer of the pump and the manufacturer of the

seal. Each manufact:urers'rawings had different part numbers for the

same piece. The maintenance shop had one drawing, whereas the storeroom

had the other.

There was one problem associated with spare parts for the Rosemount

Transmitters. The problem existed in the procuring of the transmitter by

specification rather than by model number.. The storeroom did have extra

transmi tters of the same model number, but the parts were not listed
under the specification number. Additionally, five transmitters were in

the storeroom, but a higher than normal failure rate soon depleted the

inventory of'ransmitters. Subsequently, parts were not available when

needed.

Material concerns were recognized by senior management. Discussions were

held among department heads for Purchasing, Materials Management, Nuclear

Generation, and Nuclear Engineering. An engineering plan to resolve the

above concerns has been written for implementation. The plan includes

better identification of the spare parts (see Recommendation 6.8, Section

6).
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4C. MAINTENANCE (Continued)

~P1 anni n

The Self Appraisal Team noted that there are administrative delays that

are impacting the scheduled start of work. The Self Appraisal Team noted

that administrative delays in processing work requests and modification

work requests have occurred.(See Recommendation 6.8, Section 6.). The

delays are due in large part to the following factors:

1. Locating parts using Materials Management computer

2. Obtaining operations markups

3. Finding materials not loaded into materials computer

4. Verifying design on walkdowns by modification engineers and verifying
that parts are available

5. Including too many activities in the outage where work was not fully
I

staged

6. Lacking department planner/evaluators

7. Distance between facilities

Facilities

Another area that was evaluated as part of the maintenance assessment is

adequacy of facilities. In August, the Self Appraisal Team reviewed the

need'or upgrading facilities to improve organizational and management

effectiveness. This review included the following suggestions:

1. Lockers (situated in close proximity to showers and restrooms) should

be available for represented personnel

2. Supervisors should have an office contiguous to the power block
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4C. HAINTENANCE (Conti nued)

3. Instrument and Control and Haintenance should have shop areas in

close proximity to the plant

4. Haterials Hanagement mini-stage warehouse (where prestaging jobs

could occur)should be located inside the security fence

5. Unit 1 should have a construction changehouse building

6. A goal should be established to remove trailers from the protected

area

7; The Procedures group should be relocated off of elevation
277'dministrationBuilding.

8. A larger warehouse facility should be within the protected area

9. A new Chemistry Lab should be provided for Unit 2

10. Adequate lunchroom and cafeteria space

11. A new building at the southeast corner of the Control Building to

house functions (1), (2), (3), (4), (9) and maybe (10).

* New facilities should be provided to improve organizational and

management effectiveness. Evaluation of these requests should be

.included in a revised facilities plan and provide a schedule for

implementation (see Recommendation 6.9 Section 6).

4D. SURVEILLANCE AND STARTUP TESTING

On an overall basis the physical performance of testing and the power

ascension program is well run and is in conformance with procedures. The

Self Appraisal Team assessment of power ascension testing is that startup

and test problems are being identified and resolved in a timely manner.

The Self Appraisal Team observed startups and shutdowns, surveillance

tests and several power ascension tests such as SUT 5 HU, SUT 14-1, and
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4D. SURYEILLANCE AND STARTUP TESTING (Continued)

SUT 28-1. A few matters discussed in Section 4.9 were resolved but not as

effectively as can be considered optimal. The assessment indicates that

station management is heavily involved in the startup program, training

for the startup program is adequate, and procedures are being followed.

The daily r eport adequately provides input to the corporate office

identifying concerns and accomplishments.

~Testin

Procedures have had several reviews and key tests have been conducted on

the simulator. Experienced personnel were hired to write and direct

testing. Experience at other utilities has been factored into the testing

program.

Many surveillance tests were run at least once and in some cases twice

before the first startup. The fact 'that there have been as few trips and

scrams as recorded is a credit to the personnel who were writing,

reviewing, and implementing tests and procedures..

Acceptance test and preoperational testing, for the most part, appears to

have been conducted very well and resulted in a high readiness condition

for power plant operation. A few deficiencies have been identified and

are presently receiving Engineering attention. Those areas include the

reactor water cleanup, standby gas treatment system and Kaman Digital

Radiation tlonitoring Equipment. Thorough testing of the above systems

could not be completed until the plant actually went critical and

integrated system operation occurred.
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4D. SURVEILLANCE AND STARTUP TESTING (Continued)

Feedwater piping stratifi cation was identified early as'a potential

significant problem during the Nine Mile Point 2 startup. Due to

experiences at other stations, Unit 2 had been instrumented to

investigate the possibility of feedwater stratification and a Task

Manager assigned. Hhi le it was anticipated that such a problem could

occur, stratification was still found to be occurring and therefore

efforts at precluding it were not successful.

In Licensee Event Report 87-10, a pressure spike occurred as a result of

valving in an out-of-service instrument. It had previously been

determined that the instrument was not needed to be in service. This

instrument has, at times, caused pressure disturbances and therefore it
Il

was recommended that the local indicating instrument should be valved out

of service. The instrument was valved out of service but was not marked

up indicating that that device was out of service in the control room.

Further, information was not provided to the Instrument and Control

organization to properly amend their procedures. Thus, an uninformed

technician caused a trip when he worked with the instrument.

Instrumentation configuration at Nine Mile Point 2 has been a

contributing factor to a number of trips and system actuations. In

Licensee Event Report 87-10, an out-of-service delta pressure instrument

was valved into service causing a reactor scram because of an excessive

pressure disturbance in that line and other lines vi.a rack-mounted

transmitters. In Licensee Event Report 87-11, the bumping of a flexible

hose line caused a reactor scram. In Licensee Event Report 87-20, air

entrapment inside a transmitter was blamed for a reactor scram. In
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4D. SURVEILLANCE AND STARTUP TESTING (Continued)

Licensee Event Report 87-26, a reactor water cleanup flow -transmitter was

being vented which caused a pressure disturbance in the line, resulting

in a reactor water cleanup isolation. Instrument and Control and

Engineering have continued to investigate the above events to address

concerns about instrument line slope and the use of flexible hose

connections (see Recommendation 6.16 Section 6.0).

The Self Appraisal Team performed an assessment of the Instrument 5

Control activities. Generally, Instrument 5 Control work has been

acceptable. However, several areas need attention. Poor housekeeping

and material control in the Instrument 5 Control shop on elevation
288'ave

been noted as such 'areas, Also, additional 120VAC outlets would be

helpful. On some Instrument 5 Control Hork Request's it was noted that

the cause of failure and corrective action were not stated. The Self

Appraisal Team noted as a strength that many of the Instrument E Control

technicians are specialized in certain types of work. However, work

requests are not performed when the "specialized" technician is not on

duty. The foreman defers the work to the shift with the "speciality"

techni cian. Training of more specialists will take time and the Self

Appraisal Team recommends this training. Also, in some cases the

workload among a specific shift needs ad]ustment. Therefore, the

planning of work requests is not optimal. Communication between the

shift foreman and the Instrument and Controls supervisor needs to be

improved. (See Recommendation 6.1 Section 6.0).
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4E. EMERGENCY PLANNING

The Self Appraisal Team evaluated activities on Emergency Preparedness by

observing the two Emergency Plan Drills in July and August. The findings

are discussed below:

Jul Dril1

An emergency drill was performed July 21, 1987. The-following

discussion summarizes the activities and critiques the drill. This drill
although for Unit 1, provides a measure of the performance of Unit 2

since the site activities are essentially the same. The Emergency

Preparedness Drill was carried out to meet requirements outlined in

Station Procedure EPNP-4 (Rev. 4), Sections 5.2.5 and 5.2.6; namely the

performance of Semi-Annual Health Physics and Notification Drills,

respectively. Also, this drill was conducted to meet the periodic

emergency preparedness drill requirements of lOCFR50.47 (b)(14).

The Self Appraisal Team noted one area needing attention. The station

personnel accountability process began at 0912 hours. Upon completion of

this process, 49 people were not accounted fot . This represents 4l of
V

about 'l100 people on-site at the time of personnel accountability.

Recommendations to improve accountability have been made separately by

station personnel.

The drill progressed in simulated events leading to a General Emergency

classification at 1020 hours. Accident assessment continued until the

drill was terminated at 1204 hours. No offsite recovery activities took

place during this drill.

h
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4E. EMERGENCY PLANNING (Continued)

In summary, this Emergency Preparedness Drill successfully met its

intended objectives. Personnel actions were appropriate for the drill
events they encountered. Radiological and accident assessment activities

were effective and adequate. Timely accountability is the only

noteworthy deficiency. The recommended corrective actions are included

in.the drill report and will be followed as a normal part of the

correct)ve action.

Au ust Drill

The exercise was observed by an Nuclear Regulatory Commission inspection

team comprised of 7 individuals in addition to the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission Resident Inspectors. Several of these team inspectors were

present to observe certain specialized activities (e.g. dose assessment

activities). In addition to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission inspection

team observers, another 27 individuals acted either to control exercise

activities or to observe these activities.

Exercise activities began in the Unit 1 Control Room with a sequence of

simulated plant anomolies that would eventually lead the plant into all

four emergency classifications (Unusual Event, Alert, Site Area

Emergency, General Emergency).. All emergency response facilities were

activated with the exception of the Unit 2 Control Room. In total,

approximately 275 people participated as players in the exercise.





4E. EMERGENCY PLANNING (Continued)

The emergency preparedness activities were performed well except for

accountability. A previous Self Appraisal Team and Nuclear Regulatory

Commission open item dealt with the personnel accountability process.

Ouring this process results indicate that of the 1100 people on site, 129

were listed on the missing report. A revi.ew of this missing report was

performed. Recommerdations for improvements in. this area have been

identified separately by station personnel and reviewed by the Self

Appraisal Team. The 'team has no additional recommendations.

4F. SECURITY AND SAFEGUAROS

Overa11 the physical security program is well run and seems to be in

conformance with procedures. Security appears to have adequate staffing

levels. The Self Appraisal Team assessment in this area has resulted in

on1y two minor issues which were addressed by security in a timely and

professional manner. Guards are courteous and professional. Security

personnel performance of their duties is excellent.

4G. LICENSING ACTIVITIES

The assessment of licensing resulted from interviews and observations of

licensing activities during the assessment period. Licensing is

improving its responsiveness to operations. Recently, licensing and

operations are jointly establishing priorities for the list of technical

specification interpretations (about sixty items) and improvement

pro]ects (see Recommendation 6.7 and 6.22, Section 6.0).
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4G. LICENSING ACTIVITIES (Continued)

The consolidation of several daily meetings into one meeting early in the

morning has improved communication among Engineering, Licensing,

Operations, Maintenance and. Instrument 5 Control organizations. Daily

reports for both Units 1 and 2 have improved the flow of information

between the site and corporate office.

As a result of interviews with security management, a Self Appraisal Team

surveillance report was issued to request a Nuclear Division policy about

Nuclear Regulatory Commission entrance and exits, and support. The

policy for an exit critique should establish a quick response to the

concerns identified.

Discussions with site personnel and Team observations are the basis of
the following comments/actions (see Recommendation 6.39, Section 6.0).

1. Licensing is at the end of the "paper train" for a modification.

Often little time is allocated to prepare the Safety Evaluation.

2 . Engineering should provide conceptual information to Licensing in

order to start the Safety Evaluation in a timely fashion.

3. , Priority and scheduling requirements should be provided to Licensing

for modifications.

4. Licensing Callout'List should be followed on weekends as opposed to

calling individual Licensing Engineers.
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4G. LICENSING ACTIYITIES (Cont inued)

5. Operational input should be obtained by Engineering prior to

providing final design to Licensing for the Safety Evaluation.

6. Licensing attendance at planning meetings should be improved.

7. Licensing management presence at the site should be increased.

There does not appear to be one focal point at the site for coordinating

Licensing activities. By increasing Licensing management presence at the

site and attendance at daily planning meetings, the appropriate emphasis

can be placed on scheduling work loads, as well as provide Licensing

inputs to the design making process (see Recommendation 6.39, Section

6.O).

Recently, Licansing was added to the distribution for the "Engineering

Action Item List" to provide information relative to priority and

scheduling..~

As a long term measure, it is suggested that the Licensing Group

Organization be reviewed to provide better focus for each unit. As each

unit is required to meet different licensing bases, having dedicated

staff for each unit will improve communications, training, efficiency and

productivity (see Recommendation 6.23, Section 6.0).
1
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4G. LICENSING ACTIYITIES (Continued)

Self Appraisal Team assessments of licensing indicates that the technical

capability of the personnel needs strengthening. In some cases,

submittals are rushed to meet schedule deadlines, and safety evaluations

do not contain all the necessary details (See Recommendation 6.23,

Section 6).

It is the Self Appraisal Team's assessment that the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission perceives that Licensing sometimes relies on the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission staff to make technical decisions. Licensing needs

to take further action to address this perception. Part of the solution

is to provide better submittals and improve schedules so that a more

thorough and timely review can be performed. An additional corrective

action is to ensure that presentations and phone conversations clearly

demonstrate that the decisions have been made, the basis is clear, and

that Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation is sharing the. information, not

requesting that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission be a consultant or

decision maker (see Recommendation 6. 10, Section 6.0).

The Self Appraisal Team noted that the roles and responsibilities between

licensing and generation need to be better defined regarding responses to

violations (See Recommendatio 6. 18, Section 6).
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4H. TRAINING QUALIFICATION EFFECTIVENESS

A significant effort has been devoted to the development of accredited

training programs. The result has been a better definition of training

needs and an improved program.

The Self Appraisal Team has assessed the training program with regard to.

its effectiveness. measures of effectiveness include such things as

passing Nuclear Regulatory Commission exams, and requalification exams,

student feedback during the course evaluation, the Institute of Nuclear

Power Operations accreditation, audits by the Safety Review and Audit

Board, guality Assurance, and quarterly supervisor meetings feedback and

plant performance. These performance measures are monitored by Training

Management.

Based upon interviews with training management, the overall trend of

training effectiveness is improving in the areas of general employee

training, emergency planning and procedures, chemical, radiation

protection and electrical and mechanical maintenance.

(

Operator training in recent years has significantly changed'with the new

Nuclear Regulatory Commission rules and requalif ication programs. The

new simulator portion of the exam, based upon the Team's assessment,

requires'experience in the control room and formalized simulator

training. Simulator examination of Technical Specification problems is

improving based upon the personal observation of Self Appraisal Team

members.
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4H. TRAINING UALIFICATION EFFECTIVENESS (Continued)

Five out of eight Unit 2 license holders passed the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission requalification exam. However, several recent candidates and

new license holders failed the simulator portion of the exam. This

indicates that training and screening of operators needs improvement (see

Recommendation 6.24, Section 6.).

Some weakness in training effectiveness were evident during the
~ 4i

evaluation period. As previously discussed in plant operations, a

' weakness was observed when operators were inattentive to the control

panel during a startup. Another weakness was evident during instrument

and control testing.

Due to inadequacies in instrumentation layout designs, there have been
J

some trips due to operations of rack-mounted transmitters. Niagara

Mohawk has tried to overcome inadequacies by instructing Instrument 5

Control technicians on the possibility that transmi tter instrument lines

can cause trips. However, the instructions have not been totally

effective, indicating ineffective training and ineffective corrective

action. For example, in Licensee Event Report 87-26, a reactor water

cleanup rejection flow transmitter was being vented which caused a

perturbation in the line resulting in reactor water cleanup isolation.

The Licensee Event Report identified personnel-error as the root cause of

the. event and stated "the Instrument and Control technicians performing

this operation were not aware that the divisional flow transmitters

shared the same instrument lines. This is not immediately apparent from

the equipment set up, since each transmitter is on its own instrument
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4H. TRAINING UALIFICATION EFFECTIVENESS (Continued)

rack and is separated from the other by several feet. This equipment

arrangement was shown on the available design drawings, which were

reviewed, but due to a cognitive error, the technicians failed to realize

that both divisional transmitters shared the same sensing lines." (See

Recommendation 6.3, Section 6.0).

4I. ASSURANCE OF UALITY

The Assurance of Quality Section, as defined in recent Systematic

Assessment of Licensee Perfor'mance reports, relates to management

involvement and control in assuring quality of work conducted in all

areas and activities, not simply the Quality Assurance organization.

As part of the assesment of Unit 2, the Self Appraisal Team evaluated the

current status of some of the actions relating to specific shortcomings
I

identified in the most recent Systematic Assessment of Licensee

Performance report on Unit 2.

The corrective action process has improved based upon the assessment.

Under the direction of the Long-Term Commitment Advisor/ Committee. The

Root Cause Program procedure has been revised to make the analysis more

effective. Of the approved recommendations made on Root Cause to improve

root cause analysis and prob)em trending, some have been completed and

the rest are in the development stages..
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4I. ASSURANCE OF EQUALITY (Continued)

Commitment Trackin

Niagara Mohawk has many ways to track commitments, such as open items

related to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the Safety Review and Audit

Hoard, the Site Operations Review Committee, and the Institute of Nuclear

Power Operations. Many of these same issues overlap, such that responses

~ to one issue would also resolve another. However, there is neither an

overall tracking method, nor a responsibility center for coordinating

this effort. It has been noted by the Self Appraisal Team that the same

issues .on, for example the Nuclear Regulatory Commission violations are

being tracked by other methods. Further, the Self Appraisal Team noted

that responses for the various tracking methods may not be timely.

Duplication of effort must be eliminated. The timeliness of issues on

the list needs to be monitored and verification and follow-up performed,

to ensure that the problems are resolved. Because of efforts started

before the Self Assessment, a Nuclear Division tracking system is nearly

ready for impIementation. This wi 11 address the primary concerns. To

ensure timely closure, a goal of 90 days should be considered for most

items, depending on the priority (see Recommendation 6.31, Section 6.0).

Performance Indicators

A positive management tool within Niagara Mohawk is the monthly report

.. entitled Monthly Performance Monitoring - Management Information Repor t.
This report identifies values of important performance indicators

commonly used in the nuclear industry, and show trends in these values.

. The purpose of the program is to identify areas needing attention as well

as opportunities for improving performance. The report provides both

trending and current problem solution information.





4I. ASSURANCE OF QUALITY (Continued)

Quality performance indicators have been recently developed within the

Quality Assurance Department. These indicators relate to the inspection,

survei IIance and audit functions. Currently, each inspection,

surveillance and audit performed identifies the total number of

observations/inspections made versus the total number of observations/

inspections that are satisfactory.

Or anization Roles and Functions

Based upon many Self Appraisal Team Surveil,lance Reports,

responsibilities and organizational roles and functions are not clearly

defined. There are indications that accountability and responsibility
definition could be improved in areas relating to:

1. Housekeeping

2. Licensing responsibilities

3. Breakdown between Engineering/Generation Site Services roles and

functions

4. Administrative delays in processing Work Requests

5. Materials Management support for materials

(

Organizational roles are unclear from the Unit Supervisor to the General

Superintendent due to matrix management. Further, Engineering, Materials

Management, Site Services and support organizations interfaces and

functions on Unit 2 need clearer definition. Functional charters need to*

be established to clearly define responsibility and authorities.
'(

Functional roles, responsibilities and interfaces of support

, organizations need to be clearly defined. Establish. each department's

roles and responsibilities with a functional organization chart (see

Recommendation 6,18, Section 6).
'
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43. CONTROL ROOM OPERATIONS

The attention focused by management on control room conduct and

professionalism in the last few months has resulted in noticeable

improvement in control room traffic, noise levels, routine operations and

testing. The Self Appraisal Team conducted numerous inspections of

control room activities and identified some specific problems in the

areas of food control, traffic, excessive annunciators, housekeeping,

noise level, obstructed view for the Station Shift Supervisor and

excessive administrative burdens on the Station Shift Supervisor.
'These'roblems

have been addressed by a number of methods. Directives by the

Station Superintendent and enforcement by Operations have eliminated food

in the control room except for essential watchstanders. Sarriers and an

access desk have controlled traffic. This traffic control has cut down

C
on noise levels, reduced the number of personnel at turnover and has

helped in reducing the Station Shift Supervisor administrative burden. A

study has been done to evaluate Station Shift Supervisor duties. This

study will be reviewed and acted on by the Site Operations Review

Committee and department heads to further improve the Station Shift

Supervisor' ability to monitor the plant ( see Recommendation 6 .38,

Section 6.0).

Several changes have occurred which have reduced the number of personnel

in the control room and improved visibility. The previous Instrument 5

Controls shop was moved to provide a base for operators closer to the

control room. Procedures were relocated to improve center section

visibility. More changes are planned. Also, the Human Factors Control

(
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4J. CONTROL ROOM OPERATIONS (Continued)

Room Team, as part of a previous Nuclear Regulatory Commission

committment on Control Room Design Review, will -be evaluating

annunciators with the objective to reduce the number of alarming

annunciators to only essential alarms.

Towards the end of the appraisal period, observations of control room

activities by the Self Appraisal Team indicate significant strides have

1'een

achieved in upgrading the professional atmosphere and .the working

environment within the control room complex. Positive attributes have
t

. been noted during many direct observations; noteworthy are the power

ascension test actions for the Test Condition 1 shutdown from outside the

control room test .(N2-SUT-28-1). The briefing, of a large group of test .

personnel for this complex shutdown was conducted in an extremely

professional manner without distracting or hampering the normal control

room functions. The transition of "controls" from the main control room
I'o

the shutdown panels was smooth and the subsequent actions conducted

with expertise.

Further improvements are planned for the control room. The Station

Superintendent will issue management standards deal) ng with control room

activities (i .e. code of conduct). These standards will address the

issues raised during the Self Appraisal Team observations e.g. control

room command, organization, control room activities, communications, and

shift turnover (See Recommendation 6,11, Section 6.):
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4J. CONTROL ROOM OPERATIONS (Continued)

The Control Room Task Force was established on August 13, 1987 to respond

to findings of Self Appraisal Team members as well as to address the

requests and requirements of the Operations Oepartment and the issues

raised during the NRC's Operational Readiness inspection. The Task=Force

is presently working on sixteen tasks to improve the working environment

of the control room complex. TA8LE 3 provides the status of these

enhancements. Included in the list are several human factors

improvements that will be implemented which will aid the operator and

shift supervisor in the discharge of their duties. A ma]or upgrade is

the reconfiguration of the operators computer/annunciator console PBOOA

panel. The present panel with Cathode Ray Tubes obstructs the operator's

view of several main panels and the operator must, therefore, sit at a

desk opposite from this panel. The reconfigured panel wil.l allow an

unobstructed view, a large work area and a communications network. A

second action item involves the emergency radios and telephones. The

present layout of the radios blocks the Station Shift Supervisor's view

of some of the control room panels. The proposed design will clear the

Station Shift Supervisor's vision path and provide for an integrated

assembly of communications equipment for the control room communicator

during activities required by the emergency plan.
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T E 3
CONTROL ROOM OPERATIONS TASK FORCE

ACTIVITY

l. Improve organization
of SSS office, coffee
equipment, labeling
of books, files

START

8/14/87

SCHEDULE/
FINISH

10/1/87

DISPOSITION - REMARKS

Clean-out complete. Operations layout due
9/14/87.

2A. Dress code

2B. Control room conduct
rules

8/12/87

9/1/87

10/15/87

11/1/87

Procurement of clothing in process.

Management standards for control
room under development.

3. Provide rack/storage
space for hard hats
and coffee. cups

Complete'omplete. Final to be included in
operations "lay out" drawing due 9/14/87.

4. Replace temporary
labels/tags with per-
manent

9/1/87 11/10/87 All labels. and tags on hand will be
'installed by 9/11/87 (Phase I). New ones
to be developed and fabricated by 10/'l6/87
and installed by 11/10/87 (Phase 2).
Newly identified 'labels and tags
are under review and will be en-

'ineering'complete 9/16/87 and
installed 10/15/87 (Phase 3).
Revision on Standing Order gll
"Operator Aids" to include Human
Factors review.
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TABLE 3 Continued)

CONTROL ROOM OPERATIONS TASK FORCE

ACTIVITY

5. a. Set up operations
lunch area el.

306'old

I&C shop)

b. relocate I&C shop
to

261'.

Establish work control
office on el.

306'utsideC.R.

START

8/10/87

8/25/87

8/10/87

SCHEDULE/
FINISH

ND*

12/1/87

DISPOSITION — REMARKS

Move complete. Operations layout due
9/14/87.

Move complete. I&C submitted
requirements for 261'nd

288'hops- MOD flX187

Relocate kitchen facilities to lunch area
Convert present kitchen to office area

6. Housekeeping - regular
attention 'required

8/23/87 Complete Initial cleanup required in SSS office and
as areas are altered - higher degree of
routine c1eaning will be initiated. Building
and Grounds has issued a formal checklist of
required control room complex cleaning to be
performed for both day and night shifts daily.

7. Reduce number of
emergency phones-
move radios

t
1

*ND = Not Yet Determined
I

8/14/87 ND* Temporary fix - mount emergency phones on
temporary panel by 9/18/87.

Permanent fix - Install desk to accommodate
phones and emergency radios.
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TABLE 3 ( nued)
CONTROL ROOM OPERATIONS TASK FORCE

ACTIVITY

8. Improve surveillance test
methods by I&C - for example
electrical outlets are
inside panels, test
blocks in relay room
require jumpers
from panel to panel

START

9/3/87

SCHEDULE/
FINISH

ND*

DISPOSITION - REMARKS

This has been answered by Engineering.
Needs input from I&C. Modification request
120186 awaiting CRC approval and priority.

9. Relocate drawings/planning
area to space behind
fire panel.

8/23/87 10/1/87 Included in operations "lay out" drawing
due 9/14/87.

10. Move fire computer
(Wells Fargo) panel

8/25/87 ND* Feasibility study in progress-
resolution by 9/18/87.

11. Remove/replace P800A
panel. (CSO console)

8/14/87 Reconstruct desk, CRT's, keyboard and
communications facility to allow CSO to face
Rx control panel with unobstructed view.

*ND = Not Yet Determined
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TABLE 3 (C inued)
CONTROL ROOM OPERATIONS TASK FORCE

'CTIVITY

12. Provide capability to
silence fire panel alarm
from CSO console.

START

8/23/87

SCHEDULE/
FINISH DISPOSITION — REMARKS

Will be included with item 811.

13. Remove/replace
"welding tables"
in C/R

8/14/87 9/18/87 Removal being accomp'lished via.
Mod //MX-188

14. Expand C.R. vital area to
include operator's lunch
area; install new security
door in hallway, new door
from hallway to present
training office.

8/14/87 ND* Layout due 9/14/87

15. Control room computers
do not have sound

~ reducing covers

8/19/87 10/1/87 Covers for typers on order.
Delivery three weeks.

16. Provide alarm CRT in back
panel 'area for surveillance
testing to minimize required
access to front panel area.

8/14/87 Will be completed with Item //11.

*ND = Not Yet Determined
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4'K. EFFECTIVENESS OF INTERNAL PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

Certain Self Appraisal Team members performed a review of„Quality

Assurance Surveillance reports, problem reports, Licensee Event

Reports/Occurrence Reports, opera. ting logs, and root cause analysis.

Team members reviewed reports covering the period of the assessment to

determine the effectiveness and adequacy of these documents.

uali t Assurance Surveillance Re orts

The Surveillance program and associated reports were assessed for ,

responsiveness and timeliness. The Team concluded that the surveillance

reports are well received by most site personnel. Surveillance report

open items are generally easy to respond to and the average response time

is less than 16 days. It is the Self Appraisal Team's assessment that

site personnel much prefer to .respond to surveillance reports than

corrective action requests. Therefore, a prompt and responsive answer is

normally provtded. Thus corrective action precludes recurrence. The

surveillance program effectiveness is described in Section 4.0 below.

Problem Re orts

Problem Reports can be initiated to resolve a technical question. The

problem report provides a quick response in writing to a question needing

engineering disposition. Critical Problem Reports are tracked and

dispositioned by engineering, on the average, in less than 1 day. Both

the need for and number of undispositioned problem reports have been

trending downward over the past sixteen weeks. The team assessment is

that this is an indication of effectiveness.





4K. EFFECTIVENESS OF INTERNAL PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION (Continued)

Problem reports are being used to surface problems and get them

resolved. Problem reports are used for solving the technical problems.

The Self Appraisal Team's assessment is that problem reports have

pr'ovided a medium to correct the problems, but more action is necessary

(See Recommendation 6.25 Section 6).

LICENSEE EVENT REPORTS

The Self Appraisal Team reviewed Licensee Event Reports for 1987 and

factored its evaluation with the 'underlying events into this report.

Recommendations by the Self Appraisal Team concerning the Licensee Event

Reports are organized in the appropriate report section relating to the

associated subject matter. The Self Appraisal Team noted that the .

Independent Safety Engineering Group and Site Operations Review Committee

have not been totally effective in providing a critical revie~ of plant
'\

operations. Although some trending has been performed, the members of

the Independent Safety Engineering Group for the most part are busy

processing individual Licensee Event Reports. Overall assessment should

be done by the Site Operations Revie~ Committee with a major input from

the Independent Safety Engineering Group. The Self-Appraisal Team

observed that there is an excessive backlog of Site Operations Review

Committee items which affects critical appraisal. Host 1987 Licensee

Event Reports and root causes and some 1986 Licensee Event Reports and

root causes have not received Site Operations Review Committee review.

Site Operations Review Committee needs to review station events on a more

timely basis with a stronger input from the Independent Safety

Engineering Group (See Recommendation 6.12 and 6.14, Section 6.).





4K. EFFECTIVENESS OF INTERNAL PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION (Continued)

Occurrence Re orts (ORs)

Occurrence Reports are not being reviewed and closed out by the Site

Operations Review Committee in a timely manner. There is an excessive

backlog of Occurrence Reports. Therefore, the Site Operations Review

Committee has not been able to provide a timely critical review of

station activities for determination of root cause and ensuring permanent

corrective action.

In Occurrence Report 87-130, a lead was found lifted in relay E22-K13 in

2CEC*PNL625 for the High Pressure Core Spray (CSH) injection valve. The

occurrence report has not been reviewed by the Site Operations Review

Committee and long-term corrective action has. not been identified. The

apparent cause of the event was incomplete surveillance activities but a

root cause investigation wa,s not done because the practice is to complete

a formal "root cause" only if a Licensee Event Report is to be processed.

Occurrrence Reports 121 and 122 concerned plugs in Reactor Core Isolation

Cooling and High Pressure Core Spray transmitters for the condensate

storage tanks. These occurrence reports are not closed and root cause

has not been identified for acceptance by Site Operations Review

Committee. A more timely review of occurrence reports and licensee event

reports is required to provide a timely critical appraisal of activities

and effect corrective action. The occurrence reports and licensee event

reports should be presented to the Site Operation's Review Committee by

personnel knowledgeable of each event. The presenters should also be

knowledgeable of past events so as to identify common concerns (See

Recommendation 6.12 and 6.14, Section 6.)
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4K, EFFECTiVENESS OF INTERNAL PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION (Continued)

Operating logs were reviewed on an ongoing basis by assigned Self

Appraisal Team team members. Also, operations management reviews them.

After noting a few areas requiring improvements in early observations,

the overall assessment is that operator logs are filled out in accordance

with the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations Good Practices and are

effective. However, some operating logs may be inconsistent between

shifts. (See Recommendation .6.13, Section 6.).

Overall Effectiveness of Internal Problem Identification

The overall assessment is that there is still a, hesitancy by some

individuals in the Nuclear organization to bring forward concerns that

are difficult to solve. This may be due to a perceived "shoot the

messenger" syndrome that the Self Appraisal Team has noted. For this

reason, a Self Appraisal Process will be continued to help surface these

concerns (see Recommendation 6.35, Section 6,0).





4L. IMPACT OF ADMINISTRATIVE DUTIES ON EFFECTIVE MONITORING AND OVERSIGHT

Admi ni s trat i ve Duties

The Self Appraisal Team studied the effects of administrative duties on

monitoring a.nd oversight by management personnel. The Self Appraisal

Team found that certain key individuals had most of the administrative

burden. This assessment does not include the additional workload due to

Site Operations Review Committee, emergency preparedness drills and

temporary change notices or cross-disciplinary review. For example, the

administrative workload for procedure revision and updating is very

high. Table 5 shows the personnel who have the heaviest workload:

TABLE 5

PROCEDURES ORIGINATOR

Instrument 5 Control Supervisol

Chemistry Supervisor

Supervisor Radiation Protection

Site Maintenance Superintendent

All Nuclear Generation

¹ OF PROCEDURES

179

180

778

3479

Table 6 shows the number of procedures that require manager's
signature.'hose

noted have the heaviest administrative burden.
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4L. IMPACT OF ADMINISTRATIVE DUTIES ON EFFECTIVE MONITORING AND OVERSIGHT
(Continued)

TABLE 6

¹ OF PROCEDURES APPROVED

Station Superintendent

General Superintendent

Superintendent Operations

Superintendent Chemistry and Radiation Management
r

Site Maintenance Superintendent

Instrumentation and Control Supervisor

Supervisor Radiation Protection

TOTAL'NUMBER OF PROCEDURES

3185

2705

1334

1074

940

743

213

'479

Recommendations regarding this administrative work load are described in

Recommendation 6.20, Section 6.

~Meet'in s

The consolidation of several daily meetings into one meeting early in the

morning has improved communication among Engineering, Licensing,

Operations, Maintenance and Instrumentation and Control organizations.

Daily reports for both Units 1 and 2 have improved the flow of information

between the site and corporate office. However, the Self Appraisal Team

has noted during direct observation and interviews with Engineering and

Licensing that communications and teamwork could be improved between these

groups. The Self Appraisal Team recommended that meetings be more

effectively scheduled to prioritize work efforts, and provide feedback

mechanisms between management and the workers. Improvements rel'ating to

meetings were recommended with regard to agendas, action items, attendance

.list, the sequence of meetings. (See Recommendation 6.21, Section 6.).
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4L. IMPACT OF ADMINISTRATIVE DUTIES ON EFFECTIVE MONITORING AND OVERSIGHT
(Continued)

Effects .of Austeri t
The Management Oversight Committee requested that the Self Appraisal Team

determine whether the company austerity program had any effect on the

safe operation of the station. The effects of austerity on safety are

not more than a perception at this point. The Self Appraisal Team has

determined that Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation staff are concerned

about the possibility of union layoffs and lack of raises for management

.(for about two years). It is the Self Appraisal Team's assessment that

the .overall effect on safety is indiscernable.

This evaluation was performed for the following areas:

~Staff i n

Niagara Mohawk maintains a large staff of qualified personnel.

Turnover of personnel has been very low (less than 21./year).

~Trainin

Niagara Mohawk is actively training in all areas committed to in the

Final Safety Analysis Report and accredited by the Institute of

Nuclear Power Operations. Adequate resources are available to

continue to provide well qualified instructors for all areas of

committed training and for the maintenance of the training fa i li ties

including the full scope reference plant simulators for Unit 1 and

Unit 2.
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4L. IHPACT OF ADMINISTRATIVE DUTIES ON EFFECTIVE MONITORING AND OVERSIGHT
(Continued)

Maintenance

The backlog of open priority 1 corrective work orders has decreased.

No maintenance tasks have been deferred which would impact the safe

operations of the plant.

Desi n Chan e Modifications

'esign modifications are continuing on an as needed basis through the

power ascension test program. Many design enhancements are being

installed over and above r'egulatory requirements. Those that are noi

being implemented are being placed on a priority list.

Parts Im rovement

Spare parts inventories have continued to rise on a steep trend.

Inventories are increasing to ensure adequate parts for safe and

efficient operation.

~tl 1 A

The Quality Assurance department staff has increased over the past

'ears.Quality Assurance programs are improving. Niagara Mohawk

. Quality Assurance Department is installing its new Unit 2 Quality

Surveillance Program at Unit 1. Quality Assurance has continued to

retain its Quality First Program.

Thus, on the basis of evaluation and observation, there is no discernable

effect on safety.
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4M. PROCEDURE ADE UACY AND COMPLIANCE

' The Self Appraisal Team as a group was assigned the duty to assess

procedures. The Self Appraisal Team used personnel observation and

reports from the Quality Surveillance Program to determine procedure

compliance and adequacy. The Quality Surveillance Program observes

acti vi ti es of personnel in the plant performing their daily tasks . The

Quality Surveillance program measures the performance against

preestablished checklists. Any open items are noted. The open items are

tracked and trended. Areas observed are listed on Table 4. For July and

August the overall assessment in terms of percent satisfactory was based

upon attributes checked by Quality Surveillance. These attributes

include determining that personnel are following procedure.

For each category the summary is shown below:

TABLE 4

Overall

Nuc 1 ear
Generation'tartup

and Test

Inservice Inspection
Mechanical Maintenance

Electrical Maintenance

Instrument and Control
Operations Procedures

Technical Specification
Surveillances

'Training

Radwaste

July
Performance

Satisfactor
98.61

97.67

100.00

98.10

98.89

100.00

100.00

100.00

94.12

Attributes
Checked

865

43

88

158

90

52

108

85

17

August
Performance

Satisfactor
99.9

95.9

99.3

100.0

100,0

100.0

100.0

100.0

98.6

Attributes
Checked

1652

529

238

65

172

83

198

103

124

g- * Includes Fire Protection, Emergency Planning and Chemistry.
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4M. PROCEDURE ADE UACY AND COMPLIANCE (Continued)

The ratings provide an indication of performance. Further action was

taken in problem identification and resolution. For example, Quality

Assurance surveillance during power ascension has been increased. The

effectiveness of the surveillance program was recognized by management and

additional individuals were added on shift during the power ascension

phase to monitor power ascension activities. A Semi-Annual Trend Report

was issued by Quality Assurance in July based on data in Audit,

Surveillance and Inspection Reports. This report included evaluation of

deviations in terms of signifi.cance, type, frequency, and probable cause,

and focused on changes, both positive and negative. The report identified

specific areas requiring attention.

Plant startup during Test Condition 1 was begun with an open

nonconformance on the Main Steam Isolation Valve 7A. Operations and

Engineering believed this was acceptable because it was understood that

the ultimate disposition should be accept-as-is. Not all members of the

Self-Appraisal Team agreed with this position. As a result, the issue was

escalated to the Management Oversight Committee and the Committee

questioned the decision to startup without appropriate written

documentation. Subsequent discussions were held with Engineering and

Operations management to finalize the disposition of this specific

nonconformance and avoid future discrepancies.
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4N. TEAHNORK AND COMMUNICATIONS

The teamwork and communications issues were assigned to the Team as a

whole. The questions that were addressed include:

l. Are people from different departments working together as a team? and

2. Are good communications developing and being maintained?

Management attention to plant operations, maintenance, surveillance

testing and management presence in the plant at Unit 2 has increased since

the start of the Self Appraisal Team evaluation. This has improved

communications and helped in the identification of problems and promoted

quicker resolution to those problems.

The Self Appraisal Team assessed this topic by observing meetings of

different types, by assessing Licensee Event Reports and by reviewing

daily tasks and documenting communication concerns in the final report.

The Self Appraisal Team findings on communications/teamwork issues are

discussed below.

Communications pathways between Engineering and Operations exist at the

following three levels:

a, Procedural Level — This includes the Problem Report (PR) which is the

vehicle to have Engineering formally address questions relating to

plant design. Engineering storks according to the priority assigned

each problem report by Operations. Problem Reports are tracked daily

for status while they are in Engineering via an 8:00 a.m. meeting

attended by Engineering management and lead level engineers. In

addition, the Modification Request Form (HRF) is used to initiate
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4N. TEAMWORK AND COMMUNICATIONS (Continued)

requests for design changes to the plant. Priorities for plant

modifications are established between Operations and the responsible

modification engineer. Should disagreement exist at this level,

Engineering and Operations management will resolve them. Active

design modifications are tracked daily within Engineering'n the same

manner as the problem re'port described above.

b. Formal Meetings - Engineering representation at the managers'evel is

present for regularly scheduled interface meetings. This includes the

9:30 a.m. power ascension meeting. Priorities set for Engipeering at

these meetings are immediately fed back to engineers at the lead level

for action. Progress. on these action items are statused. Anv action

items not closed at this meeting are placed on the action item

punchlist for daily tracking and statusing.

c. Informal Communication - This includes almost daily discussions

between engineering managers and lead engineers and their Operations

counterparts. Good communication exists between the Site and Unit

Superint'endents and the Engineering Manager. In addition, an

individual has been dedicated full-time to providing direct

interaction with Operations (Engineering-Operations Interface Manager)

to establish priorities on a continuing basis. Also, Niagara Mohawk

Power Corporation Engineers at the plant are on a shift schedule to

provide twenty hours-a-day, seven days a week coverage in support of

Operations. During the remaining four hours a day, beepers can be

used to contact engineer ing personnel. Contacts have been established

on a daily basis with shift test engineers to provide shift engineers
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4N. TEAMWORK AND COMMUNICATIONS (Continued)

with plant status and any operating problems that may require

engineering involvement. In addition, an engineering manager is a

member of the Site Operations Review Committee which provides direct

interface with Operations.

Even though these communications exist, the Self Appraisal Team noted

that improvements could be made based upon the Test Condition-1 outage

cri tique (prepare'd by departments performing work in the outage)

described below:

a. Priorities for modification implementation should be defined as soon

as possible by Operations and changes to these priorities should be

minimized.

b. More extensive preplanning for modification implementation needs to

be done. It should involve representatives of affected

organizations, e.g., Operations, Operations Planning,

Construction/Maintenance, Engineering and Quality Assurance. These

organizations must be responsive in assisting the modification

engineer to determine the following:

l. Impact to operating procedures

2. Assurance of material availability

3. Adequacy of design for field installation (physical

interferences)

4. Markup requirements

5. Implementation schedules

6. Priorities for modification closeout
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4N. TEAMNORK AND COMMUNICATIONS (Continued)

c. Engineering needs to improve its responsiveness to problems in the

field that arise during the installation phase of a modification (see

Recommendation 6.26, Section 6.0).

d. Communications pathways between the installation contractor and

Engineering should be clearly defined ahead of time to allow

responsiveness to field problems.

e. Increased emphasis should be placed on identifying the Modification

Engineers. problems to appropriate management levels, particularly in

material delivery areas.

C

f. If the Modification Engineer is also to perform the functions of the

"Site Contact" as described in AP-6.1, Procedure for Modification and

Addition — Unit 2, then the manpower requirements for the

modifications group should be reevaluate'd, especially in light of the

ratio of modifications to available modification engineers (See

Recommendations 6.14 and 6.26).

Communications among Materials Management and Other Site Departments are

described below:

e

Problems have been identified with management of materials. A group

of key people which included representatives from Materials

Management, Maintenance (electrical/mechanicai), Engineering,

Equipment Qualification, Technical Department, Operations, Computer,

Quality Assurance, Instrument and Control, Fire Protection,
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4N. TEAMNORK AND COMMUNICATIONS (Continued)

Modification Engineering met on July 8 and 22, 1987 to sort out some

of the problems. A Kepnoe-Tregoe Situation Appra.isal was performed

recognizing concerns, separating them, assigning actions, and

providing a plan for resolution.

Subsequently, on August 4, 1987, the maintenance department met to

follow up on some of these concerns. An ongoing weekly meeting with

representatives of Maintenance, Quality Assurance, Materials

Management and Engineering is held to discuss Materials-Management

issues. Progress is being made but additional effort is required

(See Recommendation 6.8. in Section 6.0).

Im act of Licensee Event Re orts

Several events in 1987 point to a need for further communication

improvement between operations and other departments and between

management and the site departments. In the event described in Licensee

Event Report 87-08, the Chief Shift Operator interpreted a request for

markup as a directive. As a result, Division I switchgear Carbon Dioxide

System was marked up (taken out of service) without the appropriate fire

watch. In Licensee Event Report 87-25, poor communication between the

Control Room Instrument 5 Control technician and the Instrument 8 Control

technician in the plant during a surveillance test resulted in the field

technician landing a lead too early and causing secondary containment

isolation. Directions or steps must be understood by both ends of the

action parties in order for the desired results to occur. In the above

incidents, communication was inadequate (See Recommendation 6.3, Section

6).
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4N, TEAMWORK AND COMMUNICATIONS .(Conti nued)

Management's notification to employees regarding problems encountered and

corrective actions taken needs improvement. Several incidents in 1987

resulted in memoranda from si ie or station management as the designated

long-term corrective action. These memoranda appear to be one-time

events and do not appear to have a long-term continuing effect. For

example, a memorandum .issued as a result of Licensee Event Report 87-13

requested site employees participation in investigating root cause. The

memorandum for Licensee Event Report 87-08 stated that verbal approval is

not adequate for proceeding with actions. The memorandum resulting from

Licensee Event Report 87-11 pointed out that flex hoses when bumped at

Nine Mile Point ¹2 can cause trips. The memorandum resulting from

Licensee Event Report 87-14 provided information on operability

instructions. The memorandum resulting from Licensee Event Report 87-17

contained information on administrative policies for troubleshooting. A

memorandum resulting from Licensee Event Report 87-30 provided

instructions on the proper use of Administrative Procedure 3.3.2, Control

of Equipment Temporary Modification. A more permanent and appl.opriate

method has been recommended for the incorporation of these types of

memoranda relating to improved operations (See Recommendation 6.2,

Section 6).

Personnel Attitudes

The Team had noted that Generation personnel are perceived by others as

slightly defensive, and sometimes informal. These perceptions are not

true for all Generation personnel, nor is each observation applicable to

every individual.. The team did not note or observe these perceptions

during those periods that the Control Room was directly monitored.
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4N. TEAMHORK AND COMMUNICATIONS (Continued)

Based upon interviews with various plant personne.l during Self Appraisal

Team inspections, members noted that attitudes need improvement. This

was not an isolated conditon nor attributed to a specific group or

individual nor can it be. The Self Appraisal Team assessment is that the

concern may be exacerbated by austerity, due to non-essential personnel

layoffs and the lack of pay raises for management personnel. Continued
t

management meetings are needed to communicate concerns and increase

morale (See Recommendation 6.35, Section 6).
4

40. EFFECTIVENESS OF UALITY ASSURANCE AUDIT SURVEILLANCE AND CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS TO IDENTIFY AND RESOLVE PROBLEMS IN A TIMELY MANNER

Interview Process

The assigned Self Appraisal Team members assessed the effectiveness of

Quality Assurance Audit, Surveillance and Corrective Actions. The Self

Appraisal Team relied heavily on interviews of site and Quality Assurance

Corporate personnel and on the Safety Review and Audit Board's

independent assessment of Quality Assurance.

Several different site managers, including but not limited to,

maintenance, operations, engineering and radiation/chemistry were

contacted to discuss their perceptions of the Quality Assurance

organization's performance. Separate interviews were performed by the

Safety Revi'ew and Audit Board auditors and by the Chairman of the Self

Appraisal Team. The overall assessment was that Quality Assurance

effectiveness was improving, and that communications and teamwork were

also improving. Several site individuals referred to better support in

closing recent Corrective Action Requests. Quality Assurance is being
'sed

more as a management tool to search, out information and supply the
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40. EFFECTIYENESS OF QUALITY ASSURANCE AUDIT, SURVEILLANCE AND CORRECTIYE
ACTIONS TO IDENTIFY AND RESOLVE PROBLEtlS IN A TIMELY f1ANNER Continued)

research manpower. Examples of this are (1) closing Site Operations

Review Committee open items, 2) surveillance requests on Operator Aids,

temporary modifications and others requested by the Site Operations

Review Committee Chairman, and 3) follow-up items needing research from

Nuclear Regulatory Commission identified concerns. Based upon these

indications Quality Assurance is now more effective in, performing their

Quality Assurance functions.

The Safety Review and Audit Board auditors noted, during their exit

crit'ique on August 28, 1987, that they perceived a better interface with

Quality Assurance and that the interface was improving between Quality

Assurance and Engineering and between Quality Assurance and Operations

from what the auditors had observed a year ago. The Safety Review and

Audit Board audit team indicated that Quality Assurance/Quality Control

is effectively supporting the site, service was improved, and that the

Quality Surveillance grnup has provided management with a tool, the

surveillance program, that measures quality performance in a positive way.

Quality Assurance is now providing more information through inspection,

surveillance and audit. Inspections and observations identify the number

of activities inspected/observed versus the number of activities found

satisfactory. For example, in the Unit 2 Quality Control inspection area

for the months of June and Ju,ly, inspections resulted in 5621 yttributes

inspected with only 51 unsatisfactory conditions identified or slightly

over 99% satisfactory. The surveillance effort at Unit 2 for 1987
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40. EFFECTIVENESS OF UALITY ASSURANCE AUDIT SURVEILLANCE AND CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS TO IDENTIFY AND RESOLVE PROBLEMS IN A TIMELY MANNER (Continued)

through July resulted in over 6,000 observations, 98'L of which were

reported a.s satisfactory. In the area of Quality Assurance audits,

improvements have been made as discussed below:

The audit procedure (QAP 18.10) was recently revised to incorporate

improvements including utilization of preliminary audit observation

forms during audits. This facilitates on-the-spot communication,

allows correction of problems and reduces requirements for issuance

of Corrective Action Requests. This is done as early in the audit

process as possible, preferably at the post-audit conference.

Most of the audits required by the

Technical�

'Specifications are now

being performed jointly by the Safety Review and Audit Board and the

Quality Assurance Department. Nhi le some initial administrative

difficulties have been encountered, this auditing approach is proving

beneficial and effective. The Safety Review and Audit Board is

benefiting from the more structured and disciplined approach. inherent

in the Quality Assurance audit system, while Quail'ty Assurance is

benefiting from participation of the Safety Review and Audit Board,

technical experts on audit teams. Furthermore, duplication of

audi ting effort and the associated impact on audited organizations is

being minimized without reducing the overall degree of audit coverage.
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40. EFFECTIVENESS OF UALITY ASSURANCE AUDIT SURVEILLANCE AND CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS TO IDENTIFY AND RESOLVE PROBLEMS IN A TIMELY MANNER (Continued)

The Quality Assurance Department is now implementing an audit

checklist coding system designed to quantify audit coverage, methods,

and results in terms of "percent satisfactory" performance in these

areas: procedure adequacy; personnel training and qualification;

procedure compliance; and work end product acceptability. The system

is consistent wi th similar systems being implemented for Quality

Assurance Department inspection and surveillance activities, and wi 11
1

allow consolidation of results from all three programs.

The Safety Review and Audit Board auditors noted that there may be some

duplication in the effort between Surveillance, Quality Control, and

Auditing. For example, each group checks (according to the checklist for

each group) that the Instrument and Control calibration was performed

with a cal.ibrated meter. Although these are not a one-for-one

replacement, quality management should review such areas for redundancy,

and where appropriate remove such a requirement. This recommendation

will be followed as part of the normal corrective action process. The

Safety Review and Audit Board auditors also noted that Quality Assurance/

Quality Control trending was positive to Quality Assurance management but

no direct feedback was provided to the Quality Control inspector. This

area could be strengthened (See Recommendation 6.32, Section 6).

The Safety Review and Audit Board auditors'noted that the role of the

Quality Program Manager (interface to support the plant) should be

contained in the Site Administrative procedures. The Safety Review and

Audit Board auditors noted that some of the Quality Assurance Audit
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40. EFFECTIVENESS OF QUALITY ASSURANCE AUDIT, SURYEILLANCE AND CORRECTIYE
ACTION T IDENTI Y AND RE OLVE PR BLEM IN A TIMELY MANHE Continued)

reports need to be issued within 30 days as required by procedure, and

that more audit coverage should be performed of engineering. Also,

Quality Assurance coverage of computer software needs to be enhanced.

All of the'se concerns wi'il be addressed as part of the normal corrective

action process of the Safety Review and Audit Board. The Self Appraisal

Team Chairman has assessed the communications between Corporate and Site

Quality Assurance. Based upon observation of bi-weekly interface

meetings onsite between corporate and site management, he concludes that

communications are adequate and improving.

4P. ADEQUACY OF DESIGN AHD OTHER TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS INCLUDING TECHNICAL
PECIFICATION AH IHAL A ET ANAL I REP T

Described below is the'elf Appraisal Team team assessment regarding

recent Licensee Event Reports, GE transponder card problems, Offgas
~ ~

problem resolutions, IRN card with "Unqualified" resistors and reactor

bui 1 ding differenti a 1 temperature assessments.

Licensee Event Re orts

'everal events have occurred which indicate that review of the design

documents should be conducted to extract design information that needs to

be reflected in the operational restrictions. For example, in Licensee

Event Report 87-40, "the assumption for the unit coo1ers to. be in.

operation at the time of a Loss of Coolant Accident and the differential

temperature assumption were not specifically stated outside the drawdown

time calculation (details not available in the Final Safety Analysis

Report). These assumptions were not identified during the normal
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4P. ADEQUACY OF DESIGN AND OTHER TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS INCLUDING TECHNICAL
PECIFICATIONS AND FINAL AFETY ANALY IS REPORT Continued

engineering review process as being operational restrictions and

therefore, had not been translated into speci ic operational

requirements." As described in Licensee Event Report 87-39, the Station

Shift Supervisor did not know that the diesel generator rooms contained

tyo 50 percent capacity fans, although this information was clearly

identified in the Final Safety Analysis Report . Also, the design basis

outside air temperature is 93'F. This design basis temperature is not

reflected in Technical Specifications or any plant procedures.

Presently, the outside air temperature has been investigated by

Engineering and, it appears that there is no problem based on historic

information (See Recommendation 6.7, Section 6.0).

In an earlier section on Plant Operation, discussions and recommendations

were included on design problems associated with this system.
~ ~

In Licensee Event Report 87-24, use of vendor supplied set points was the

contributing factor to premature trips nn Reactor Building ventilation

and standby gas actuation. In Licensee Event Report 87-30, the

application of temporary power to correct design deficiencies resulted in

further trips for standby gas. The temporary modification was not

adequately preoperationally tested or followed up by Design Engineering.

The modification created high temperatures within the enclosure which .

should have been identified earlier (see Recommendation 6. 17, Section

6.0). The events experienced with the Standby Gas Treatment System and .

Reactor Building Ventilation are being reviewed and a formal design.

review is being performed.
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4P. ADEQUACY OF DESIGN AND OTHER TECHNICAL REQUIREHENTS INCLUDING TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS AND FINAL AFETY ANAL SI EPORT Continued

Yibration related failures have occurred at Nine labile Point 2. In

Licensee Event Report 87-31, the feedback arm fell off on ZFWS-LV-55A and

resulted in excessive feedwater addition and subsequent reactor scram.

Follow through on this event was evident in that personnel searched the

material equipment list to identify similar valves made by the same

manufacturer of the fa'iled valve. As discussed in Licensee Event Report

87-43, fatigue failure of EHC tubing resulted in a loss of EHC fluid, and

associated turbine trip, bypass valve closure and reactor scram. In this

case, there was also a good investigation and follow-up on this event.

In Licensee Event Report 87-29, the standby gas treatment system was

actuated due to a hand-held radio causing an electronic spike. In

Licensee Event Report 87-30, temporary power was applied to correct

problems with sample pump GTS-CAB105 but, due to poor'mplementation, the

temporary modification resulted in circuit card failures and several

actuations of standby gas. Events associated with Licensee Event Report

87-27 point to deficiencies in preoperational testing and'general

weaknesses in the gaseous monitoring equipment designs. (See

Recommendation 6. 17, Section 6.0}.

Instrumentation configuration at Nine Nile Point 2 has been a

contributing factor to a number of trips and system actuations.. Several

events are discussed in the Surveillance and Startup Testing Section

regarding instrumentation design. Work is continuing in this area to

effect improvement.,
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4P. ADEQUACY OF DESIGN AND OTHER TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS INCLUDING TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS AND FINAL SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT Continued

While a plant as complex as Nine Mile Point 2 is not expected to go into

power, operation without discovering problems, there are a number of areas

that required management attention and modification to enhance human

engineering features. Some of these modifications are discussed below.

Certain surveillance tests performed by the Instrument and Controlofdepartment

require the lifting of leads or installing jumpers. This

process increases the chance of inadvertent system trips and actuations.

Such an event described in Licensee Event Report 87-03 occurred when an

alligator clip fell off resulting in a ground and system actuation. As

discussed in Licensee Event Report 87-07, an electrician bumped the relay

inside the ventilation panel causing the initiation of standby gas

treatment system. The event was identified as one of personnel error

because the procedure provided cautions against bumping relays. However,

the orientation of the trip button on these relay blocks is conducive to

relay tr ips since it is flush mounted. Arrangements within the

ventilation control panel are similar to other panels. This incident

does point out that some human. factor design deficiencies exist for.

panels outside the Control Room (See Recommendation. 6.5, Section 6.).

<

GE Transponder Card Problems

Transponder cards have a well documented failure history throu'gh the

Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System. Failures to date. at Unit 2 have

been similar to those experienced by other utilities during Power

.Ascension testing and it does not appeat that a formal Root Cause
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4P. ADE UACY OF DESIGN AND OTHER TECHNICAL RE UIREMENTS INCLUDING TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS AND FINAL SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT (Continued)

Analysis would yield any new information. The failures during Power

Ascension testing are considered to be due to infant mortality, i.e., the

failure rate of semi-conductor devices is somewhat high during initial
energization of the equipment. The failure rate decreases with burn in

time.

Since September 1986, the Unit has experienced 10 transponder card
'I~

failures. Our last failure was on July 30, 1987. It is expected that

the-failures could be as high as 25 for a Power Ascension Test Program.

The last plant to go through this test phase, Hope Creek, had 17 failures..

In summary, experience is consistent with other plants. Specific reviews

are now in place to see what steps can be taken to reduce future infant

mortality prior to plant installation. Also, if future trends show

excessive, unusual or repeated failures, additional root cause evaluation

will be performed.

Offgas Problem .Resolution

Engineering was initially advised of an offgas problem in early July,

1987 at which time an engineer was assigned to assist Startup and Test.

Engineering commenced a review of the system design and operation.

During a, two-week period, Operations identified a small number of

problems with specific components such as the offgas condenser and

chiller level control and preheat drain restriction orifice. These

problems, once identified, received immediate engineering attention.
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4P. ADE UACY OF DESIGN AND OTHER TECHNICAL RE UIREMENTS INCLUDING TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS AND FINAL SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT (Continued)

Modifications to the Offgas Condenser Level Control System were made

within a few days. These modifications included. equipment purchase,

delivery and field installation. After installation of this

modification, Startup and Test and Operations continued their efforts to

operate the system.

Due to continued operational problems, a Task Manager was assigned and an

action plan was developed on July 21, 1987. As a result of this plan,

engineering was fully integrated with the Startup and Operations

personnel and provided twenty-four hour engineering coverage. Hithin

days of the establishment of an action plan, two additional design

problems were identified with steam jet air ejector check valves and loop

seal designs.

System modifications were performed to correct these problems.

Engineering closely coordinated its actions with those of the GE

Specialist who was assisting the effort. The Off-Gas System was

successfully placed in service on July 28, 1987.

In addition, an action item list of twenty items was established to

improve reliability and enhance system performance. This list targeted

several items for implementation during the Test Condition 'utage.
Since these action items required several modifications and

implementation was required within one week, a number of engineers and

designers were assigned to the modifications design. All required

engineering and design activities, including Safety Evaluation Report

preparation, review and signoff were, completed on time.
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4P. ADE UACY OF DESIGN AND OTHER TECHNICAL RE UIREMENTS INCLUDING
TECHNICAL'PECIFICATIONS

AND FINAL SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT (Continued)

Engineering provided an expeditious response to problems generated by

Operations throughout offgas testing particularly during the week prior
\

to the Test Condition 1 outage when the modifications packages were

required to be discharged. However, earlier problem identification by

engineerng and operations could have resulted in an earlier resolution of

the problem answer. (See Recommendation 6.25 and 6.27, Section 6.).

IRM Cards Hith Unqualified Resistors

The parts in question were initially considered unqualified because they

were ordered as "non-safety related", and were installed in a safety

related assembly. Operations took the correct conservative action and

declared the systems affected inoperable. Subsequent investigation by..

Engineering did ascertain that these parts were qualified for

installation in the safety-related assemblies. Hhi le the parts were

ordered non-safety related, a receipt inspection was performed and

documented to insure the parts were not damaged and that they were indeed

the parts specified on the purchase order. After installation, the

assembly was verified to be functioning properly. This established that

a "like" part, as compared to the one originally qualified by General

Electric on the assembly level, was inserted and tested in place of the

original part. Therefore, the assembly was adequately restored to its

qualified state, As a long-term resolution, General Electric electronic

parts were put on "hold" and assessed for equipment qualification

requirements. Engineering has assessed each part and performed

commercial dedication where necessary. Further, an audit of General

Electric supplied parts has been peformed to ensure that unqualified

parts are not supplied for Unit 2.





4P. ADE UACY OF DESIGN AND OTHER TECHNICAL RE UIREMENTS INCLUDING TECHNICAL

SPECIFICATIONS AND FINAL SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT (Continued)

Reactor Building Differential Temperature

The delta temperature requirements were in a state of flux due to the

interpretation of the Standard Review Plan requirement which requires

consideration of a Loss of Coolant Accident, Loss of offsite power and

the most severe single active failure in the Emergency Power System. The

original analysis assumed that the failure of a diesel was the most

severe condition. The first review of this accident condition determined

that the failure of the Division II 600V bus, was a more severe

condition. ,This caused the delta temperature to change. Then the

analysis was revised to reflect lower actual heat loads which changed

delta temperature again. Finally, a more limiting scenario which did not

involve Loss of Offsite Power was identified. A conference call was set

up with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to review the various scenarios

and preliminary results.

Niagara Mohawk should not have tried to explain this complicated sub]ect

on a telecon. The call was established with a four-way hookup with

approximately 12 people involved. The call was not effective in

informing the NRC of our design position <See Recommendation 6.10,

Section 6.0.).
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4Q. ADE UACY OF CORPORATE SUPPORT

Engineering responsiveness was evaluated by identifying existing project

interface networks. The team assessed how engineering participation and

communication is accomplished. The team assessed engineering interfaces

to determine if any specific networks between organizations were lacking

or areas exist where additional effort might result in improvement of the

overall program responsiveness.

A review of the interfaces, communications and support shows that

appropriate project organizations are interfacing with sufficient
frequency and structure to demonstrate Engineering's responsiveness and

accountability for work products. Engineering is consistently providing

representation to scheduled meetings and, whenever requested, directly
generating or responding to all the action item lists.

A key interface network was established prior to the start of plant

heatup and independent of the routine channels defined above. At the

request of Operations, an Engineering Manager was assigned directly to

interface with the Unit 2 P.lant Superintendent. The role was to work

directly with Operations personnel and Engineering to ensure that

critical issues were properly responded to by the Engineering

Organization. In addition, Niagara Mohawk and Stone 5 Hebster engineers

are assigned to shift coverage which fluctuates to directly correspond to

work/outage activities.
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4Q. ADE UACY OF CORPORATE SUPPORT (Continued)

ualit of En ineerin Products

Engineering quality was evaluated by determining what performance

indicators should be included in the assessment. The documents by which

engineering work and/or communications takes place are listed below:

Modification Package

— E&DCR/FDDR

— Safety Evaluation Report (SER)

- Installation/Inspection Plan

- Material Allocation Sheet

Problem Reports (PR)

Breach Permits

Non-conformance reports (NCR)

Corrective Action Reports ('CAR)

Purchase Requisitions

Licensing Design Change Notice (LDCN)

Part 21 Evaluations

For this review,'he Test Condition 1 outage was examined for overall

engineering work product quality. Results indicate that the engineering

products generated prior to and during the outage period generally

supported that effort. The planned work, plus emergency issues, were

acceptable since no extension in the outage window was required because

of the quality of the engineering work.
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4Q. ADE UACY OF CORPORATE SUPPORT INCLUDING ENGINEERING <Continued)

Timeliness

Engineering'timeliness was evaluated by considering the following action

modes under which engineering work is performed; 1) planned or scheduled

efforts, and 2) reactionary or "crisis-driven" efforts. For this

assessment, the review covered primarily modifications for Test Condition

1 outage engineered and issued in accordance with Administrative Procedure

6. I. Due consideration was given for compliance with regulatory and

licensee commitments.

. A review of modifications engineered for TC-1 outage shows some 177 design

change documents were developed. In association with those documents are

numerous support documents such as material allocati.on sheets, safety

evaluations, installation plans, etc. For all modifications, each of.

these documents is identified including required issue dates assigned,

actual compliance dates, and a schedule generated for management use.

Reactionary or crisis-driven engineering work cannot be measured as

easily. Insufficient time exists to generate schedules as the engineering

work is expedited on an "as soon as possible" basis. Complex and

cross-discipline type issues will take longer than simpler problems. But

an assessment can be made based upon whether such critical issues receive

proper management attention and are resolved within a time frame that

essentially supports project goals and power ascension needs. A

retrospective look at the TC-1 outage shows that all modifications were

completed by Engineering in support of the outage, and critical
engineering problems that surfaced during the outage were resolved such

that they did not result in extending of the outage.
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4Q. ADE UACY OF CORPORATE SUPPORT INCLUDING ENGINEERING (Continued)

The conclusion reached, by assessing the above engineering work

activities performed both in a planned and in a crisis mode, is that

Engineering does monitor timeliness and is generally adequate and .

improving the trend. But there are areas where timeliness and

responsiveness can be improved (See Recommendation 6.26 and 6.28, Section

6).

Task Mana er Assessment

The task manager system was formed in July 1987 to provide a more

expeditious. response from Engineering on critical concerns and focus the

resolution of the problems. The task managers report to a manager whose

sole responsibility is this function. They have had good success in

improving timeliness of engineering activities: For the near term the

task manager system is assessed as a effective method to resolve

difficult design concerns.

Cor orate Su ort
1

The Self Appraisal Team observed activities during the last Test

Condition (TC-1) outage and interviewed engineering personnel regarding

their support. As a result of this process and responses to Sel'f

Appraisal Team surveillance reports, the Self Appraisal Team has

determined that engineering and corporate support needs to improve in the

following areas:

. 1. , Communications on prioritization of engineering work-products for the

outage.

2. Planning for short term and long term modification work.
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4Q. ADE OACY OF CORPORATE SUPPORT INCLUDING ENGINEERING (Continued)

3. Amount of work to be included in the outage.

4. Lessons learned assessment reports should continue to be used to

improve communications.

The priority of Engineering work for outages and daily work packages is
*

defined by Operations. The priority system needs to be improved to

ensure that engineering is working on the high priority items to better
I

support Operations. The Station Superintendent needs to review with each

generation department head the priorities to ensure coordination and

efficiency in completing priori ty tasks.
A4

Engineering is sometimes slow in getting involved in plant problems. For

example, in Licensee Event Report'7-37, differential temperature

instrumentation from main steam tunnel temperatures was inoperative due

to incorrect supply air ventilation arrangements. It took approximately

two weeks for the Problem Report resolution. During that time, the

instruments were inoperable. Design deficiencies existed and weaknesses

were evident in, communication between operation and engineering, and in

timely support to operational needs. Thus, engineering support was not

timely <See Recommendation 6.15, Section 6.).

Engineering as well as those departments performing work in the
outage'eed

to continue lessons learned assessment and reports at each stage of

the startup test program to ensure that support improves. Engineering

should confirm long before the start of the outage its. ability to support

modifications during outages. Engineering and other departments need to

also work on long range planning for the "mini-outage" and first refuel
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4Q. ADE UACY OF CORPORATE SUPPORT INCLUDING ENGINEERING (Continued)

outage. This was previously recognized as part of the lessons learned

from the Hain Steam Isolation valve work. A manager has been assigned by

the Senior Vice President .to develop plans for the mini-outage. (See

Recommendation 6.19, Section 6.0).

4R. HANAGEHENT EFFECTIVENESS

This part of the report reflects a summary of what has been presented in

the earlier parts of Section 4, as they relate to the effectiveness of

management and supervision. The recommendations included in Section 6

reflect all of the actions that relate to management. No additional

recommendations are included here.

~All power ascension programs and reactor operations have problems to some

degree. Effective management does not completely eliminate these.

problems. The role of management is:

A. To be involved in the early identification of problems,

B. To provide tools and solutions to correct the problems,

C. To work on preventing recurrence of problems.

Indications of effective management are:

A. A small number of repetitive problems,
I

8. Problems are promptly identified and addressed,

C. Problems are anticipated and planned for.
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4R, MANAGEMENT EFFECTIVENESS (Continued)

The Self-Appraisal Team and the Oversight Committee have observed many

indications of effective management during this review. They have also

detected weaknesses and areas needing improvement. This report focuses

more attention on the weaknesses than on the strengths. This is a

natural tendency of -any audit or-review function.

Senior Management has provided the Station with a large competent staff.

This staff is adequately supported by various corporate departments.

Hhi le some specific areas need strengthening, overall staff resources are

adequate to safely and efficiently take Nine Mile Point Unit 2 through

power ascension and operation.

Because of previouslv identified concerns, management at all levels has

been actively involved in emphasizing procedural compliance. As

discussed in the body of this report, procedural compliance has been

found to be very high although improvements can still be made.

Involvement by management in anticipating, identifying and solving

problems is evidenced in many ways. Various levels of management have

been involved with other recent plants to anticipate problems, So called

"SHAT" teams have been set up to plan for the potential problems. Task

management groups have been set up to reso1ve problems as they do occur.

These groups are under a separate manager whose sole responsibility is to

resolve the problems as promptly as possible. Materials Management

concerns have been recognized by senior management. Discussions have

been held among the various department heads'nd a plan is in place to

resolve these concerns. Further work is needed in this area.
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4R, MANAGEMENT EFFECTIVENESS (Continued)

Various performance indicator systems have been established and are being

effectively used. The Radiological Performance Monitoring Report is a

management tool to identify and trend overall radiological performance.

This report, which has been widely accepted and supported by site

-supervision,--demonstrates good management attention to radiological

programs. Another report sent monthly to all levels of management,

including the vice presidential level. These reports track important

performance indicators commonly used in the nuclear industry. Many of

these indicators are routinely discussed at the presidential level.

Quality performance indicators have also been recently been developed.

These indicators trend satisfactory.and unsatisfactory performance with

regard to the attributes checked by the Quality Assurance Department.

These are used by the senior levels of management.

The Quality Assurance Department is more directly involved with station

operations. Their Surveillance program has improved- responsiveness to

the Quality Assurance Department identified concerns. The Surveillance

Report is well received by site personnel. It is a simpler system than

previously used and allows for more rapid and'ower level resolution.

Communications and teamwork among Quality Assurance and various station

departments have been improv'ing. The Department is effectively

supporting nuclear operations. The various site groups use the

surveillance program as a tool to measure quality in a positive way.

The Self-Assessment process has strengthened site and corporate

management. Direct systematic scheduled observation by management of

activities, personnel performance and implementation of procedures has
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4R. MANAGEMENT EFFECTIVENESS (Continued)

resulted in early identification of a number of problems. For each of

the matters raised by the Team, either a resolution has been achieved or

a mechanism is in place for further action. Direct observation and

formal interviews with station personnel at all levels have resulted in

better communications. Problems and individual concerns can be more

easily expressed to management in the field. Surveillance Reports

resulting from Self-Appraisal Team activities have received aggressive

supervisory action. The quick turnaround time placed on responses is

shorter than other usual response mechanisms. The Team has provided an

additional outlet for feedback for personnel in the field and allowed

problems to be resolved more effectively.

Hhile the strengths described above indicate that management is generally

effective, areas requiring improvement have also been noted. Overall,

management review of operations and various occurrences have not been

totally effective. The Site Operations Review Committee, which includes
I

station management, has not provided a timely critical review of station

activities for determination of root cause to ensure permanent corrective

action. Repetitive problems have occurred with some electrical

equipment. In addition, some of the required surveillances have been-

missed. In some cases, procedural deficiencies have been noted without

timely followup.

The general attitude of some station personnel needs improvement. There

have been instances on the part of some personnel where team suggestions

for improvement were not given proper consideration. Personnel sometimes

were defensive about the way they were doing things. Management needs to
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4R. MANAGEMENT EFFECTIVENESS (Continued)

be more involved in communicating their concerns to personnel and in

promoting morale. Management's belief in conservative operations needs

to be better instilled at all levels. This applies to technical

specification interpretation, surveillances and procedural compliance.

Greater pride in the workplace has to be instilled. As noted in this

report, housekeeping needs significant improvement. A program has -been

developed to establish a sense of ownership in the workplace.

The Team has found that there is still some hesitancy on the part of some

individuals to bring forward concerns. Management attention at all

levels is required to resolve this issue. It is noted that the problem

report system appears to be working well f'r surfacing hardware problems

and resolving them. ~

The assessment has shown that first line supervisors are overloaded.

This is particularly true during outages. In addition, certain key

individuals share most of the administrative burden with regard to

procedure revision and updating. Steps will be taken to correct both of

these issues.

Communications throughout the station organization need to be improved.

Better communications between the Operating staff and Licensing personnel

concerning diesel generator ventilation fan operability requirements-

could have prevented a missed surveillance. The system providing the

status of component surveillance to Station Shift Supervisor needs

improvement. Poor communication in this area contributed to a violation

of technical specifications. Dissemination of information regarding
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4R. MANAGEMENT EFFECTIVENESS <Continued)

problems and corrective action needs improvement. The current system of
C

using memoranda does not appear to have a lasting affect. Training

addressing these issues also needs to be improved.

The a.ttention focused'y management on control room-conduct and

professionalism has resulted in noticeable improvement. A task

management team has been established to address identified concerns.

Resolution of these concerns must be completed.

The Team has concluded that new facilities should be provided to improve

organizational and management effectiveness. The suggestions concerning

facility improvements cover many of the site groups.

Nhile corporate support for Operations has been good, there are areas

requiring improvement. Engineering needs to. improve its responsiveness

to problems in the field. They are sometimes slow in getting involved in

plant problems. In some cases, earlier and more aggressive action by

Engineering could have prevented inadvertent safety system actuations and

could have resulted in earlier resolution of plant problems. Hhi le

recognized by senior management, problems still exist with the management

of materials.

The roles and responsibilities of the various site groups, Engineering,

Materials Management and other corporate support need to be better

defined. Functional charters will be established to clearly define

responsibility and authority.
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4R. MANAGEMENT EFFFCTIVENESS (Continued)

Overall, station management has been heavily involved in the Power

Ascension program and has been effective. Management attention to plant

operations, maintenance, surveillance, and testing has increased since

the start of the Self-Appraisal Team program. Noticeable improvement has

occurred in maintenance management, the control room, quality assurance

interfaces and other areas.

In summary, management is addressing areas which require attention.

However, it is clear that further attention is required in certain areas.

4S. MISCELLANEOUS OBSERVATIONS

The Self Appraisal Team had several findings which are not discussed

elsewhere in the'eport because they didn't fit into any category. These

findings which appear on Table 2 are being followed through

verification. Responses which were valid and are not covered elsewhere

in the report and those which are not programmatic issues are discussed

below.

The SeIf-Appraisal Team noted concerns on the gaitronics and telephone

hardware. These are being followed on work requests. The Self Appraisal

Team noted concerns relating to personnel safety such as hard hats,

lighting, and markup binders and hold out tags. Actions are underway to

resolve these issues. Key control and lockwire issues were identified

and actions will be taken to resolve this concern. Operator aids and

labeling in the plant, iacluding tags and signs needed improvement.

Specific actions to address these issues are underway. A Quality

Assurance surveillance was performed and the checklist modified to ensure





4S. MISCELLANEOUS OBSERVATIONS (Continued)

that (in the future) trash cans are in their designated location. The

fire computer filter was noted as requiring preventive maintenance. This

is incorporated into the procedure. Protective clothing, laundry hampers

and bins were noted as not containing sufficient clothing, and the

laundry hampers were full. This has been corrected. Some minor

chemistry issues were defined such as an analysis procedure deviation

that needed correction, the chlorine analyzer was noted as being out of

chart paper, and suggested chloride analysis procedure'mprovements.

These analyses changes are underway and the analyzer was taken out of

service. The Self Appraisal Team noted. that certain nonsafety related

vendor manuals didn't contain part lists. This is be.ing addressed. A

fire extinguisher and a welding cable left over from construction were

noted, and addressed. Several radiation protection monitor indicating

11ghts were out in the lower elevations of the reactor building. These

have been fixed and addressed on a continuing basis by including them in

the Radwaste Protection technicians assignments.

An individual thermostat was noted as being out of calibration. A Hork

Request was issued to calibrate the unit.'quipment carts were noted as

not being stored (chained to supports) as required by station

procedures. Corrective actions have been taken.





5. CONCLUSIONS

a. Overall Evaluat/on of the Self-A raisal Process

The activities of the Self'ppraisal Team have strengthened the

overall corrective action process. Direct observation by management

has resulted in early identification of problems. The Self Appraisal

Team members has evaluated the actual performance of personnel in the

field to procedures. The actions of individuals and groups can be

directly related to the interpretation of station procedures. Direct

observation provides "on location" identification of deviation to

procedures.

The direct observation and interviews of plant personnel at all
levels by the Self Appraisal Team and Oversight Committee result in

better communications. Problems and concerns that individuals or

groups of individuals in the plant have can be expressed to

management in the field. This leads to better communications both up

and down the organization chain. Changes requested as part of the

interview process were identified on the Self Appraisal Team

surveillance reports for Corrective Action.

The Self Appraisal Team process involves management in certain

day-to-day activities which can improve attention to detail.
Personnel interviewed and tours performed with different groups

(Operations, Instrument and Control, Radiation Protection and

Maintenance personnel) result in individuals having a better

understanding of the purpose of certain activities, which creates

greater attention to detail.
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5. CONCLUSIONS (Continued)

Corrective, action resulting from Self Appraisal Team issued

surveillance reports, have received aggressive supervisory action. A

seven day request for response and closure to the Self Appraisal Team

item was requested. The response by site personnel, in general, to

these Self Appraisal Team items has been timely.

Finally, the Self Appraisal Team provided direct feedback from

personnel to site management and senior management regarding areas

that may need programmatic adjustment based upon these findings. The

self assessment process, in modified form, will be continued through

Test Condition 6.

b. Conclusion

Overall, Niagara Mohawk has performed well during this Self Appraisal

process, with exceptions noted in this report. Enhancements can and

will be made which are delineated in this report. The Self Appraisal

Team has concluded that operations, and power ascension testing of

the unit should proceed. Safety related activities, work practices

and performance of the power ascension testing process are considered

satisfactory. However, management practices can be improved to

enhance the effectiveness of the Nuclear Division and Quality

Assurance Department.
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6, RECOMMENDATIONS

The results section discussed areas needing improvements and

enhancements. This section summarizes the major. recommendations.

6.1 Provide additional management'ersonnel for the Instrument and

Control group. Currently, the Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation

management personnel are being supplemented by Stone 5 Hebster

Engineering Corporation and other consultants but more are needed.

Further, in the long-term the number of Niagara Mohawk Power

Corporation personnel needs to be evaluated. (Section 4D)

6.2 A more permanent and appropriate method to incorporate policy

memoranda should be developed. A suggestion is to develop

standards of conduct which are reviewed annually as part of General

Employee Training (Section 4N).

6.3 Establish a more rapid means to convey lessons learned to each

department. Use or the draft Licensee Event Report or Occurrence

Report is suggested. This could also include violations and NRC

open items. If deemed appropriate, this report could be included

later in the lessons learned book. (Sections 4A, 4H, 4N, and 4R).

6.4 Engineering should expedite the review of'the power board VBS" load

list as a controlled document. Training should include the list in

appropriate training activities. (Section 4A)
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS <Continued)

6.5 Engineering should review the panels that are similar to those

identified in Licensee Event Report 87-07 and prepare a notice to

identify special cautions about these panels. A modification

request should be prepared for evaluation of a long term solution..

(Section 4P)

6.6 An individual or group should thoroughly review the surveillance

test schedule to verify that it is adequate to meet technical

specifications. (Section 4A)

6.7 L/censing needs to complete its Technical Specifications

Interpretations book for the Technical Specifications. Any

'specific final Safety Analysis Report information that directly

relates to operability needs to be identified (Section 4G and 4P).

6.8 Improvements are needed to get material expeditiously (Sections 4C

and 4N).

a. 'Materials Management needs to determine an accurate inventory

and load the parts on the computer.

b. Modification Engineers need to ensure that walkdowns verify

material availability and design adequacy.

c. Senior management should review priorities and schedules for the

overall Materials Management action program.

. 6..9 Include an evaluation of the recommendations of the Self Appraisal

Team assessment in a revi sed facilities plan and establish a

schedule for implementation. (Section 4C)
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS (Continued)

6.10 Evaluate methods to improve oral and written communication with the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (See Sections 4G and 4P).

6.11 The Control Room Task management team should complete its

activities (Section 4J).

6.12 The Site Operations Review Committee needs to review the station

events and Licensee Event Reports on a more timely basis with a

stronger input from the Independent Safety Evaluation Group or

personnel knowledge of plant events (Section 4K).

6.13 As part of the control room operational guidelines, clearly

describe the operation logging requirements, and what each shift

should be documenting. (Section 4K)

6.14 Provide sufficient resources to perform the site contact function

for modifications in accordance with Administrative Procedure 6.1.

(Section 4K and 4N)

6.15 Engineering needs to more aggressively get involved in plant

~ problems and resolutions. Operations should help in this area by

early notification that a problem exists and clearly identifying

the interface for engineering. (Section 4g)

6.16 A resolution on instrument line design problems, including flex

hoses, should be expedited by a task manager. (Section 40 and 4P)
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS (Continued).

6.17 The Kaman digital radiation monitor equipment task manager should

be expediting the resolution to solving the reliability problems

(Section 4A and 4P).

6.18 Operational roles are unclear from the Unit Supervisor to the

General Superintendent. Further, Engineering, Materials

Management, Site Services and support organizational interfaces and

functions need clearer definition. Establish each department's

roles and responsibilities with a functional organization chart

which establishes responsibility and accountability (Section 4I) .

6.19 Planning for the mini outage and the first refueling outage must be

expedited by establishing dedicated personnel and regular status

meetings among involved managers and superintendents. (See 4Q)

6.20 Reduce administrative burden on key managers by delegating

responsibilities for procedure approval to even out the workload,

(Section 4L)

6.21 Streamline Site Operations Review Committee review by improving the

presentations, using typed material, and having indiv,idual

presenters better prepared. Agendas should be distributed with t'e

material for review about 1 week in advance. (Section 4L)

.6.22 Licensing should hire additional consultants on a-short=term basis

to cleanup the interpretation work. (Section 4G)
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS (Continued)

6.23 Consider changes in the organization of the Licensing group to

provide specific focus on Unit 1 and Unit,,2 (Section 4G).

6.24 Candidates for a licensed operator 'or senior operator positions

should be more thoroughly screened. Also, the training department

should enhance training on leadership, command and control training

as appropriate. (Section 4H)

6.25 Establish measures to better define and track and set priorities

for engineering tasks. Mechanisms to allow the operating

organization to set priorities and receive feedback from

Engineering are needed. Agreed priorities and schedules should be

documented on an engineering action punchlist available to both

Operations and Engineering. (Section 4K and 4P)

6.26 Engineering needs to improve its responsiveness to problems in the

field that aiise during the installation phase of a modification

(Section 4N and 4Q).

6.27 Improved communications pathways for plant status and information

on plant parameters are needed (Section 4P).

6.28 Engineering personnel need to receive system training and

associated technical specification training to be more effective in

modification planning (Section 4P).
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6 ~ RECOMMENDATIONS (Con t i nued)

6.29 A procedure index for each procedure onsite should be identified.

The index should designate "experts" for each procedure for

technical review. Assignments might also include a represented

person as a reviewer also. (Section 4A)

6.30 The mechanical maintenance department should establish an

accountability matrix and procedural index. (Section 4C)

6.31 Implement a single commitment tracking system. A group or an

individual should coordinate the list, monitor closure and notify

senior management when action is not taken. A goal of 90 days for

closure might be acceptable for most items (Section 4I).

6.32 Quality Assurance/Quality Control trending results need to be fed

back to responsible department heads to ensure areas requiring

vigilance are appropriately observed. (Section 40)

6.33 The buildings and grounds housekeeping program should be reviewed

and endorsed by management. (Section 4C)

6.34 Site departments should adjust department personnel to address

supervisory overload and overtime, and the need for additional

personnel as planners and evaluators.
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS (Continued)

6.35 Each manager needs to stress the practice of open communications.

A program should be developed to reinforce the existing Nuclear

Division Policy (NDMP-5) regarding open communications. The

program should reinforce the existing policy and be reviewed on a

periodic basis (Section 4C, 4K and 4N).

6.36 Site departments sho'uld carefully review any test procedure

concerning Reactor Protection System and Nuclear Steam Supply

Shutoff System circuits and power supplier before testing. As

.appropriate, engineering support should be provided for this review

(Section 4A).

6.37 Engineering should assign a task manager to expedite review of the

V8S* Load List and to conduct a design review of the Reactor

Protection and Nuclear Steam Supply Shutoff circuits and power

supplies. This review wi 11 examine ways to improve testability,

avoid safety system actuation and identify potential problems that

could assist during testing (Section 4A).

6.38 The General Superintendent should review the study performed by the

Self Assessment Team regarding administrative burdens on the

Station Shift Supervisor, and take any appropriate actions.

6.39 Nuclear Engineering and the Licensing department should take the

following aciions (Section G):
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS (Continued)

a. Licensing should be more aggressive in searching out information

so that Safety Evaluations can be. developed in parallel with

design.

b. Engineering and Operations should provide conceptual information

to Licensing.

c. Engineering and Operations should keep Licensing abreast of

schedule priorities regarding Safety Evaluations.

d. The Licensing callout list should be followed 'on weekends.

e. Licensing attendance at planning meetings should be'mproved.

f. Licensing management presence at this site should be increased.
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TABLE 2

SELF-EVALUATION SURVEILLANCE REPORTS

REPORT ¹
RESPONSIBLE

PARTY

RBAbbott/GHatty

RBAbbott/GMatty

DATE
RESPONSE DUE

6/12/87

6/12/87

SUBJECT

Elev. 306'ontrol room
area "at-the-controls" is
not marked

Gaitronics weak at the
access way at control
building entrance

STATUS'

HDJones

CLStuart/TChwalek

RDean/HCDrews'/12/87
6/12/87

6/12/87

CSO did not inform SSS
of any alarms

Scott Air Pack bottles on
306.'ontrol building
not locked in the locker

I&C shop required house-
keeping

C

6

10

VUpcraft/RBAbbott

HDJones

MDJones

HDJones

CGBeckham/TNewman

RBAbbott/HDJones

6/12/87

6/12/87

6/12/87

6/12/87

6/15/87

Personnel transitioning
Unit 2 coi ridor not con-
forming with hard hat .

requirements

Operator round sheets
did not meet INPO good
practices

On shift reading material
policy not developed

Control room logs incon-
sistent

Trash cans and other
movable objects need to
be located at specific
locations

CMS monitor 10B particu-
late channel was inopera-
tive

'KEY TO STATUS: 0 Open, No response from responsible manager
C Closed, Response from responsible manager
V Response Verified
I Invalid, question was invalid
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SELF-EVALUATION SURVEILLANCE REPORTS

REPORT 4

12

RESPONSIBLE
PARTY

RBAbbott/MDJones

DATE
RESPONSE DUE

6/15/87

SUBJECT

Key 351 (High Radiation
Control) was issued but
not signed out

STATUS"

13

15

16

17:

18

19

20

KADahlberg

CLStuart/JNDuell

RBAbbott/MDJones

TJPerkins

Department Heads

MDJones/RBAbbott

CLStuart/TChwalek

RBAbbott/MDJones

6/15/87

6/15/87

6/15/87

6/18/87

6/18/87

6/18/87

6/18/87

6/18/87

Individual issued an H key —
C

on 6/10 and it was not
returned at end of shift

Methane bottles located "
C

in 306'ounting room
were tied to conduit.

Operators are not rou-
tinely consulting pro-
cedures to respond to
annunciator alarms.

On-call supervisors not
utilizing on-call
vehicles 1

Strange sounds were
emanating from the
"Hear Hear"

Fire computer had tape
over the reset buttons

Operators aids on the
control room radio were
out of date

Markup binders not fully
filled in

21 JRSpadafore/PMangano 6/18/87 Hells Fargo Computerfilter needs changing

22

-23

TJPerkins

VUpcraft/MKammer

6/19/87

6/19/87

Phone in Unit I/II walk-
way elev. 277'as
destroyed.

Hard hats not being worn
on elev.

261'4

MD

Jones�/KFZol

1 i tsch 6/19/87 Aux. Boiler A tripped, and V
lockout relay coil burned
the overcurrent targets
but were not listed in
SSS/CSO log
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SELF-EVALUATION SURVEILLANCE REPORTS

REPORT 4

25

RESPONSIBLE
PARTY

RNeild/MDJones

DATE
RESPONSE DUE

6/19/87

SUBJECT

OP-48 did not require
notification of the
elec. maint; department

STATUS'6

MDJones/KDHard 6/22/87 Panel-s on remote shutdown C

panel were not in confor-
mance with Human Factors
principles

27

28

MDJones

KDHard

6/22/87

6/22/87

Uncontrolled operator
aids were hanging on the
wall at the north end of
relay room

Hater cooler on elev.
306's on a long
extension cord

C

29 OMcNally 6/22/87 Fire extinguisher was
located at elev.

288'sittingon floor)

30

31

32

33

35

MDJones

KNilsson

KNilsson

LLagoe

MDJones

LLagoe

E

6/22/87

6/22/87

6/22/87

6/23/87

6/23/87

6/25/87

Hold out tags were not
properly used in emerg.
swi tchgear and motor
control centers

Substantial number of
labels are left over
from the construction
phase

Housekeeping items were
identified

Public address announce-
ments could not be heard
on elev. 353', 328'r
286'nit

2 operator entered
drywell contrary to the
special order on drywell
entries

Hand set was missing from C

telephone on reactor
building elev.

306'3
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SELF-EVALUATION SURVEILLANCE REPORTS

REPORT ¹
36

RESPONSIBLE
PARTY

HDJones

DATE
RESPONSE DUE

6/25/87

SUBJECT

Uncontrolled P&ID's and
flow charts were located
in the cleanup resin
storage room in reactor
building

STATUS'7

38

ENLeach

JBeratta

6/25/87

6/25/87

Protective clothing laun- V
dry hampers were full and
protective clothing bins
did not contain suffi-
cient sizes

C02 room "rollup" door
was open and not all
people are checking in at
the card reader.

39

4O

41

43

CLStuart

HDJones

LLagoe

HDJones

HCDrews

6/25/87

6/25/87

6/18/87

6/25/87

6/25/87

Several Kaman normal
indicating lights were
out in the lower eleva-
tion of the reactor
building

Service water valves
mentioned in procedure
N2-OSP-SHP-H001 are in
difficult locations for
easy checking

Transmitters have incon-
sistent lockwire appli-
cation

Local alarms in the plant
may be responded to in
different ways.

Control room key control
was reviewed

V

44

45

JBeratta

JHeagraff

6/25/87

6/26/87

Reactor building doors a: C
elev. 175'ad
inoperative security card
readers

Certain control building
fluorescent lights are
too low
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SELF-EVALUATION SURVEILLANCE REPORTS

REPORT ¹
46

47

48

RESPONSIBLE
PARTY

LLagoe

HKammer

RJCohen

DATE
RESPONSE DUE

6/26/87

6/26/87

6/26/87

SUBJECT

Thermostat for 2HVC*TE111
was out of calibration

Tape was used to label
AOD2HVC'195 damper in
the KPCS switchgear room

Hri ting Site Services
Guidelines instead of
adapting other Niagara
Hohawk procedures

STATUS*

49 LLagoe 6/26/87 Trouble with gaitronics
system

50

51

52

53

MKammer

JNDuell/ARoss

KNilsson

LLagoe

6/26/87

7/8/87

7/8/87

7/8/87

Nelding cable was sealed
into the wall penetration
at elev.

261'ot

¹6321 resin posted on '

the side wall outside the
resin storage room is not
good to use.

A 55 gallon drum was used V
on reactor building elev.261's a drain

Gaitronics system was
weak in the screenwell
and reactor building

54 HDJones/KNilsson . 7/8/87 Ladders in the reactor
building were not secured
to structural components
on elev. 298'

56

HDJones

RJCohen/JSnyder

7/8/87

7/8/87

Hain steam valve room
(elev. 240') door
(R240-6) sign had the
incorrect key number
for entrance scratched
out and new ¹ written in

CBI scaffolding storage
area posting in the
turbine building does
not indicate whether a
safety analysis was
performed in accordance
with AP-7.2
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SELF-EVALUATION SURVEILLANCE REPORTS

REPORT 4
RESPONSIBLE

PARTY
DATE

RESPONSE DUE SUBJECT STATUS*

57 KADahlberg/M3Falise 7/8/87 Mechanics were working
on the Unit 2 cleanup
pump without finger rings

C,I

58

59

60

61

62

63

Department Heads

TJPerkins

MD3ones

KDNard

MDJones

RBAbbott

7/14/87

~ . 7/14/87

7/14/87

7/14/87

7/14/87

7/14/87

Administrative work load
of the SSS is high

Additional improvements
for control room

Recorder for reactor
water cleanup reject
flow was sitting on a
chair

Electrical outlets in
the control room and
relay room are inside
the panels making it
difficult to obtain
temp. power

Housekeeping in the
control room needed
attention

Two panel doors in the
control room have been
removed without any
warning signs or warning
tape

V

C,I

64 i RBAbbott 7/14/87 Unsecured tool boxes were C

located in the 306'able
chase in the control
building

65

66

67

68

MDJones

KFZollitsch

RBAbbott

RBAbbott

7/14/87

7/14/87

7/14/87

7/14/87

Operator aid tags may
not be appropriate in
the control room. Yellow
stick ons were used

LER Training not timely

Administrative .work load
of SSS too high - recom-
mend KT analysis be done

SSS not'nformed of
the completion of testing
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SELF-EVALUATION SURVEILLANCE REPORTS

REPORT ¹
69

RESPONSIBLE
PARTY

RBAbbott

DATE
RESPONSE DUE

7/14/87

SUBJECT

Overcrowding in control
room

STATUS"

70

71

RBAbbott

KDWard

7/14/87

7/14/87

SSS spends abour 4 hrs/wk C

in the plant on tour

No recorder prov-ided to.
separately trend heatup
and cooldown

72

73

74

75

CLStuart

KFZollitsch

KDWard

MDJones

8/14/87

7/14/87

7/14/87

7/14/87

Control room computer
printers do not have
sound reducing covers

1

Certain control room
equipment is not fully
functional

Con tro1 room swi tche s
have operator aids in
lieu of permanent human
factored tags

Control room E operator
is required to take about
25 redundant readings on
shift rounds

V

76

77

78

79

80

KDWard

PVolza

ARoss/JDuell

MDJones

KNilsson

'/14/87

7/14/87

7/20/87

7/20/87

7/20/87

ECNs used to update draw- V

ings in the control room
are not convenient'o
reducing administrative
activities in the control
room

Phones in control room a
problem

Chlorine analyzer on
turbine 250'ut of
chart paper

Mechanical vacuum pump
had several water leaks

Housekeeping needed im-
provement by the 1A and
2A refrigerator units
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SELF-EVALUATION SURVEILLANCE REPORTS

REPORT ¹
81

82

83

84

85

86

89

90

91

92

93

RESPONSIBLE
PARTY

KDNard/MDJones

KNilsson

EDunn

GMatty/DMyers

NCDrews

TJPerkins/NCDrews

NRD'Angelo/JPavel

MDJones

TJPerkins

MDJones

KNi lsson

OHenderson/JDuell

OHenderson/JDuell

DATE
RESPONSE DUE

7/20/87

7/21/87

7/21/87

7/21/8?

7/24/87

7/24/87

8/14/87

8/4/87

8/4/87

8/4/87

8/4/87

8/4/87

8/4/87

SUBJECT

Label plates incorrect
on the remote shutdown
panel

Housekeeping needed
improvement — machine
shop

Certain vendor manuals
do not include part
lists

HR priorities may not be
in concert with ops .

needs or desires

Material control in the
IIEC laboratory needs
improvement

IIEC facilities need to be
moved

No formal policy when
entrance and exit cri-
tiques are held with NRC.

Extra operations per-
sonnel may be needed
to man the admittance
desk on weekends to
support INC

S.A.T. surveillance-
items for action
identified

Service water gauge
was pegged high.

Numerous paper tags still
hanging on valves which
appeared to be left over
from construction period

Radwaste sample needs
cleanup.

Bottles'n top the the
sample panel

STATUS"

C

C,I
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SELf-EVALUATION SURVEILLANCE REPORTS

REPORT //

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

104

RESPONSIBLE
PARTY

OHenderson/JDuell

OHenderson/JDuell

JDuell

J Due 1 1

JDuell

JDuell

JConway

KDNard

MDJones

MDJones/LLagoe

JConway

DATE
RESPONSE DUE

8/4/87

8/4/87

8/4/87

8/4/87

8/4/87

8/4/87

'/14/87

8/14/87

8/14/87

8/14/87

8/14/87

SUBJECT

pH probe in a dry beaker
on top of the sample
panel unhooked

Five cardboard boxes
filled with beakers.
Are they needed?

Minor discrepancy in
the procedure for POC

analysis

Upper probe used in the
chloride analysis must be
changed out on a weekly
basis

Chemistry area within
NMP1 overcrowded

Chemistry supv. conduct-
ing surveillance in lab

Tech. Specs. not always
checked at end
of startup test

During TC-1 over 100
annunciators were lit
while at power

Operator leaning over
panel 602 and 603

Housekeeping poor in the
control room kitchen

Method to scram was
changed about 10 mins.
prior to the perf. of
N2-SUT-28-1

STATUS*

C,I

.C

10S MDJones . 8/14/87 Operators left panels
unattended

106 MDJones 8/14/87 Operator congregation
in the control room
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SELF-EVALUATION SURVEILLANCE REPORTS

REPORT ¹
107

108

109

110

112

113

114

115

116

117

118

119

120

RESPONSIBLE
PART-Y

MDJones

MDJones

MDJones

MDJones

MDJones

KDHard

CDTerry/TELempges

KFZollitsch

KFZollitsch

KFZollitsch

DLPike

HRYaeger/KDHard/
DLPike

DLPike

HRYaeger/DLPike

DATE
RESPONSE DUE

8/14/87

8/14/87

8/14/87

8/14/87

8/14/87

8/14/87

8/17/87

8/17/87

8/17/87

8/17/87

8/17/87

8/18/87

8/18/87

8/18/87

SUBJECT

Eating in the control
room

Abnormal high number of
operator complaints

Upper management should
be aware of new l,icensing
process

OP changes

Originator of new proce-
dure, major rewrite, all
preops should be present
for conduct of 1st test

No Unit ¹2 gai troni cs in
the Unit 1 Chem. Lab

Breakdown of Generation
and Engineering responsi-
bilities not clear

Training effectiveness

Operations training
effectiveness needs
improvement

No formal performance
indicator for Training

Engineering'erformance

No formal performance
indicator for engineer-
ing

Engineering department
needs to monitor timeli-
ness, responsiveness
and quality of their
documents

Status of engineering
effectiveness

STATUS

C,I

C
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SELF-EVALUATION SURVEILLANCE REPORTS

REPORT ¹
121

122

RESPONSIBLE
PARTY

DLPike

CLStuart

DATE
RESPONSE DUE

8/20/87

8/20/87

SUBJECT

Numerous observations
were made 87-040, 87-154,
87-161

Rad. technician on elev.
261', south auxil,iary bay
had no hard hat on

STATUS'11

8/19/87
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NIAGARAMOHAVCPOWER CORPORATION/301 PLAINFIELDROAD. SYRACUSE. N.Y. 132I2/TELEPHONE (315) 47~-'5",

June 4, 1987

Hr. Nilliam T. Russell, Regional
United States Nuclear Regulatory
Region I
631 Park Avenue
King of Prussia, Pennsylvania

Dear Hr. Russell:

0~y; +87

~ qIVC

aac -"-: -
~.>QIINIg>QI

Administrator 'g t
Commission

19406

Sub]ect: Program for Self-Assessment of the
Nine Mile Poi.nt Unit 2 Power Ascension Program
Docket No. 50-410

In response to your request at our meeting of Hay 13, 1987, this letter
provides an overview of Niagara Mohawk's Program for'Self-Assessment of the
Nine Mile Point Unit 2 Power Ascension Program.

PURPOSE

The purpose of this assessment is to evaluate Nine Mile Point Unit 2 plant
operations and support during power ascension through test condition 2. This
self-assessment program will provide Niagara Mohawk senior management with an
evaluation of the effectiveness of programs in place and identify areas
requiring management attention. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission will be
kept apprised of progress and results throughout the course of the
assessment. A final report will be prepared and submitted to the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission.

J

ORGANIZATION

The assessment will be conducted using a team approach with oversight by
senior management. This Self-Appraisal Team will be headed by
Hr. Norman L. Rademacher of our Quality Assurance Department. Hr. Rademacher
has thirteen years of nuclear experience in the areas- of design, licensing,
and quality assurance. The team wi 1 1 include my assistant, Mr. R. G. Smith,
and representatives of groups involved in Nine Hile 2 operations during the
power ascension phase. It will use personnel having experience in
operations, maintenance, radiation protection, engineering, and quality
assurance.





Mr. W. T. Russell June 4, 1987

Niagara Mohawk recognizes the importance of senior management involvement
in this self-appraisal. Therefore, the activities of the Self-Appraisal Team
will be closely monitored and supported by a Senior Management Oversight
Committee. This Oversight Committee is comprised of the following personnel:

C. V. Mangan, Chairman — Senior Vice President
T. E. Lempges, Vice President-Nuclear Generation
J. A. Perry, Vice President-Quality Assurance ,.
T. J. Perkins, General Superintendent-Nuclear Generation
C. G. Beckham, Manager-Nuclear QA Operations
C. D. Terry, Manager-Nuclear Engineering 5 Licensing

The Oversight Committee will meet regularly with the team to review
reports and progress. In addition, the Oversight Cormittee, as well as other
appropriate management, will be immediately advised of any significant
concerns noted by the self-appraisal team. Members of the Oversight Committee
will also be spending time at the plant observing operations. The Nuclear
Regulatory Commission Resident Inspectors will also be notified of any
significant concerns and will be provided copies of the team's reports.

The Self-Appraisal Team will function through the completion of Test
Condition 2. At that time, Niagara Mohawk will prepare and submit to the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission a report which wi 11 include an overall
assessment of the conduct of operation during the Power Ascension Program and
will identify specific problems, corrective actions and recommended
improvements. A determination will also be made by the Oversight Committee as

= to whether continuation of a formal appraisal team approach is warrented for
speclflc sub)ect areas.

OVERVIEW OF ASSESSMENT PROCESS

The self-assessment team will address each of the general areas evaluated
'n

the recent Systematic Assessment of Lic'ensee Performance (SALP) Report with
the exception of construction.

The team wi 11 review the SALP Report and the INPO Corporate and Site
evaluations to identify any areas that may require particu1ar attention. The

~ Institute of Nuclear Power Operations publication, "Guideli,nes for the Conduct
of Operation at Nuclear Power Stations," will be used to provide general
guidance to the team input. Input will be obtained from individuals involved
at all levels of the Power Ascension Program.

As pari of the assessment, the Self-Appraisal team will review
documentation from systems already in place for identifying potential concerns
or problems such as: Quality Assurance Surveillance Reports, Problem Reports,
Licensee Event Reports, operator'ogs, root cause analyses, Unit Supervisor
Reports and Occurrence Reports. The review of these documents will be used to
identify problem areas as well as to evaluate the effectiveness of these
reporting mechanisms. The Self-Appraisal team will provide status reports to
the Oversight Committee.





Hr. W. T. Russell June 4, 1987

The following areas will be specifically evaluated:

a. The effectivess of internal problem identification and resolution
programs.

b. Impact of administrative duties on effective monitoring and oversight.

c. Procedure adequacy and compliance.

d. Teamwork and communications.

e. Effectiveness of quality assurance audit, surveillance and corrective
actions to identify and resolve problems in a timely manner.

Adequacy of design and other technical requirements, including
Technical Specifications and FSAR.

g. Adequacy of corporate support including engineering and licensing.

h. Effectiveness of training.

Control room operations.

The Resident Inspectors and Regional staff will be kept apprised of the
details of program development and implementation as well as the status and
significant findings arising from its conduct.

Sincerely,

NIAGARA MOHAWK POWER CORPORATION

C. V. Hangan
Senior Vice President

CVH/PFF/pns
0281V

xc: Hr. R. A. Capra, Project Director
Hr. H. A. Cook, Resident Inspector
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SELF-EVALUATION TEAM CHECKLIST
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SELF-EVllfUhTION TIDE CHEClH IST
Page -1-

hTTRIBUTE
"

OBSERVER

FREQUENCY RhT UNShT N/4 SIGNhTURE RESUE TS/RHKlRKS
DhTE

'..GMHUNIChTIONS

public hddress System

Check that the plant public
address system (page) is
controlled to ensure it
retains its effectiveness in
contacting the plant personnel.

Each
entry
into
plant

Each team
member

2. hbbreviations and hcronyms

Check whether only abbrevi-
ations and acronyms obtained
from an approved list are
used in plant communications.
Both written and spoken terms
should be prescribed in the
list. For example, residual
heat removal service water
might be written "RHRSM" and
spoken "RHR service water."

Each
entry
into
the
plant

Each team
member

3 ~ Oral Instructions and
Informational Communications

Check that oral instructions
are clear and concise. In
all communications the sender
and intended receiver should
be readily identi'fl'able.

Each
entry
into
the'lant

Each team
member





SELF-EVALUATION TEAM CHECKLIST
Page -2-

ATTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/Jl SIGNATURE — RESULTS/REMARKS
DATE

COHHUNICATIONS (Continued)

3. Oral Instructions and
Informational Communications
(Continued)

Check tha't when transmitting
alpha-numeric information,
phonetics should be used to
ensure that letters are cor-
rectly received. For example,
the control room may want the
turbine plant equipment oper-
ator to close manual valve
MSV-002 in the main steam
system. Over a communica-
tions channel like the tele-
phone or radio, the instruc-
tions might be transmitted
in this manner: "Close
Hain Steam Valve Zero Zero
Two." Verify that the
phonetics appropriate for

''''v'er'bal communications should
be included in the operations
department list of, abbrevia-
tions and acronyms." ''

Each
entry

. into
the
plant

One time

Each
team
member
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SELF-EVALUATION TEAM CHECKLIST
Page -3-

ATTRIBUTE
I l

OBSERVER
FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/A SIGNATURE RESULTS/REMARKS

DATE

LABELING

1. Components Requiring Labeling

The following components are
labeled:

One time AJL/
RJP

a. valves (up to and including
instrument root valves)

b. switches
c. circuit breakers
d. fuse blocks
e. instruments and gages
f. cabinets

In addition, verify that major
equipment such as pumps, motors,
tanks, compressors, heat ex-
changers, etc., have labels.

2. Label Information

Check that information on labels
,should be the same as the infor-
mation found in plant procedures,
valve lineup sheets, and piping

, .„,.and instrument diagrams. Abbre-
viations and nomenclature used
should be standardize( and should
be understood by plant personnel.
Labels should be permanent,
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SELF-EVALUATION TEAM CHECKLIST
Page -4-

ATTRIBUTE

~ I OBSERVER
FREQUENCY SAT .UNSAT N/A SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS

DATE

LABELING .

2. Label Information (Continued)

securely attached, and have dis-
tinguishable, easy to read infor-
mation. They should be located
next to or on the equipment to
be operated. Each label should
have a unique component number.
The accompanying noun name or
description and power supply
(if applicable) should also be
provided. Labels may be color-
coded in accordance with
standard plant configuration.
See if piping is labeled to
indicate the fluid contained
and the normal fluid flow
direction.

One time AJL/
RJP

3. Replacing Labels

.,a ~ ~
~ ~

Identifying Lost or
Damaged Labels

Verify that procedures are
established to ensure mis-
placed or damaged labels are
replaced. See if labels
are often found missing fol-
lowing maintenance chock-

One time eS





SELP-EVALUATION TEAM CHECKLIST
Pago -5-

hTTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

PREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/h SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS
DATE

LABELING

3. Replacing Labels (Continued)

a. Identifying Lost or
Damaged Labels (Cont.)

list. The post-maintenance
testing requires a cheek to
be performed ensuring the
appropriate labels are
attached. Does the valve
lineup sheets that require
the operator to verify
labels are present, read-
able, and undamaged2 Are
operators required to look
for missing or damaged
labels during their normal
tours and other activities2

One time qs

b. Providing New Labels

Is a method established so
label deficiencies identi-
fied by plant personnel got
promptly corrected.

One time
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SELF-EVhLUATION TEhM CHECKLIST
Page -6-

ATTRIBUTE
'BSERVER

PREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/h SIGNhTURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS
DhTE

OPERATIONS

l. Operator Aid Development

Operator aids should be approved
prior to posting. Often, opera-
tor aids (system drawings,
maintenance procedures, etc.)
may be posted by individuals
other than operations personnel,
verify the procedure to be
followed in posting, information.

Once a
month

2. Approval

Verify that the shift supervisor,
or a higher authority, approves
all operator aids. The person
approving an operator aid should
ensure the aid is necessary and
correct. The approval (signa-
ture or initials and date)
should be noted on the aid.
Operator aids that alter pro-
cedures should not be approved.
Instead, appropriate procedures
should be changed to incorporate
the necessary information. Oper-
ator aids should not be used in
lieu of danger or caution tags.

Once
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SELF-EVALUATION TEhH CHECKLIST
Page -7-

ATTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCy SAT UNSAT N/h SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REHARKS
DATE

OPERATIONS (Continued)

3. Posting

which they re

5. Documentation

Verify that operator aids are
posted so that they obscure
instruments or controls. The
aids should be located in close
proximity to where they would
be expected to be used. The
operator aids should, when
possible, be protected (lami-
nated) and should be securely
fastened to the equipment to

fer.

Once a
month

Verify that a list of all Once
approved operator aids are being
maintained, along with a copy of
each aid posted in the plant.
This list would be used during

«,,the periodic reviews of operator
aids to help ensure that those
posted remain the most current
revisioq', and to provide a
reference copy should an operator
aid be missing during the review.

QS
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SELF-EVALUATION TEhH CHECKLIST
Page -8-

I

ATTRIBUTE
\ ~ OBSERVER

FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/A SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REHARKS
DATE

OPERATIONS (Continued)

6. Review

Verify that the posted operator
aids are reviewed periodically
to ensure they are still correct
and necessary. In 'addition,
verify by audit of. the listing to
ensure that only currently posted
aids are recorded on tho listing.
Operator aids no longer posted
should be removed from the
listing, and missing, aids should
be replaced. Some operator aids
are graphs, curves, or other por-
tions of approved procedures. To
help ensure these types of opera-
tor aids are the most current,
they should be updated when the
"parent" procedure is revised.
One way of accomplishing this is
to notify.appropriate document

..control personnel of those opera-
tor aids that are copies from
procedures. When a revision is
made to,one of these procedures,
document control would notify
the control room to check the
affected operator aid and see if
changes, are necessary., During
routine plant inspections, QS per-
sonnel should review'operator

i i

Once

Once a
month

QS
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SELF-EVhLUATION TEhM CHECKLIST
Page -9-

ATTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY ShT UNShT N/h SICNhTURE/ RESULTS/REMhRKS
DhTE

OPERhTIONS (Continued)

6. Review (Continued)

aids to ensure they are approved.
Unapproved postings should be
considered for approval or
removed. It is important for all
plant personnel to understand
that unknowingly using an operator
aid that is out of date could be
just as much of a problem as using
a procedure that is not the most
recent revision.

Once

TEMPORhRY MODS

1. Technical Review

Verify that temporary modifica-
tions made to systems in con-
junction with removal from
service for maintenance or test-

,ing are installed and removed
in accordance with an approved
procedure. Since these modi-

,,ficatioqs are made to systems
removed from service, as long
as the modificaticIn does not
affect systems in service, the
impact on plant operation is
minimized and further;technical

Once a

month





SELF-EVhLUhTION TKhM CHECKLIST
Page -10-

hTTRIBUTE ~ I

OBSERVER
FREQUENCY ShT UNShT N/h SIGNhTURE/ RESULTS/REHhRKS

DhTE

TEMPORhRY MODS

1. Technical Review (Cont.)

review is generally not necessary.
tions that are not installed
under an approved procedure and
Verify that temporary modifica-
will also affect systems in ser-
vice receive a separate techni-
cal review (SORC modification
review) prior to being approved.

Once a
month

QS

2. huthorization

Verify that the shift supervisor
authorized the placement and re-
moval of all temporary modifica-
tions. His authorization is
documented. hlso verify that
affected plant components are
coordinated through the shift sup-
ervisor so an evaluation for

(operational impact may be conducted

Once a
month

3. Installation

Verify that the correct instal-
lation and removal of, a safety
related temporary modification
i,s be independently verified.

Once a
month
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SELF-EVALUATION TEAM CHECKLIST
Page -ll-

ATTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/A SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS
DhTE

TEMPORARY MODS (Cont.)

4. Documentation

Verify that temporary modifica-
tions installed on plant systems
are documented in an appropriate
log. Reference materials (logs
or other pertinent. documents)
that serve as records of out-
standing temporary modifications
are readily available to opera-
ting personnel. Operating
personnel have'periodically
reviewed these materials. Shift
turnover practices, ensure that
all cognizant personnel are
aware of temporary modifications
and any changes in operating
practices that may result from
their installation. Check if the
size of the temporary modifica-
tion logs. Is it high ( 20) If a

,, temporary modification is intended
to be, or has been, in effect for
a long time (e.g., longer than six
months), documents, (e.g., drawings,
procedures, lesson plans, etc.)
should be revised to reflect the
temporary modification. hre they?
Once installed, a temporary modi-
fication should be clearly marked

One time QS





SELF-EVALUATION TEAM CHECKLIST
Page -12-

ATTRIBUTE
OBSERVER ~

FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/h SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS
DATE

Documentation (Cont.)

in the field so it can be distin-
guished from the permanent plant
design. Additionally, equipment
and related controls affected by
temporary modifications should be
marked. Unique modification tags,
caution tags, and color coding, of
jumpers are examples of methods
that can be used as good
practices, are they2

One time

5. Reviews of Installed Temporary
Modifications

Check that periodic audits of
installed temporary modifications
are performed. The audit should
check that the placement of the
temporary modification is phy-

,, sically correct and its marking
device is in place. Documenta-
tion for the temporary modifi-
cation should be verified to be
administratively correct.
Check that periodic reviews of

.- temporary modifications are per-
formed to keep their number and
duration to a minimum.

l

One time QS
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SELF-EVALUATION TEAM CHECKLIST
Page -13-

ATTRIBUTE

I

OPERATIONS

OBSERVER
FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/h SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS

DATE

l. Resources

Is the operations superinten-
dent provided with sufficient
resources to accomplish assigned
tasks. These resources should
include technical personnel
needed to support plant opera-
tions.

One time RBA/
RJP

2, Monitoring of Plant Operating
Performance

hro operating problems docu-
mented and evaluated. Are
corrective actions taken to
improve operations department
performance. Are frequent di-
rect observation of operations
activities by supervisors and
managers performed monitoring

, operations.
Are operating goals used as a
management tool for involving
cognizant plant groups in
improving operating performance
and for measuring operating
effectivenessV Plant operations
goals in subjects such as the
following should bo established:

One time

One time

RBA/
RJP

RJP





~
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SELF-EVALUATION TEAM CHECKLIST

ATTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/h SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS
DATE

OPERATIONS (Cont.)

2. Monitoring of Plant Operating
Performance (Cont.)

-minimizing the number of
reactor scrams per year

-minimizing personnel errors
-timely completion of scheduled
surveillances

-minimizing the amount of overtime
-minimizing lost generation
capacity

-complete staffing and training of
shift positions

-minimizing the number of normally
lighted annunciators

Do line managers and supervisors
perform routine observations of
personnel performing operating
activities. Deficiencies
identified should be documented
and trended. Does quality
assurance personnel,
periodically review and assess
operational performance. These
reviews can assist line managers
and supervisors in identifying
and correcting problems.

One time RJP
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SELF-EVALUATION TEAM CHECKLIST
Page -15-

ATTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/A SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS
DATE

OPERATIONS (Cont.)

3. Accountability

Are workers and their supervi-
sors held accountable for oper-
ating performance2 Are per-
sonnel involved in significant
or frequent violations of
operat'ing practices being
counseled; provided with re-
medial training, or both; or
disciplined when necessary2
Do supervisor performance
appraisals and promotions
include an assessment of
operating performance2

One time RBA

4. Management Training,

Is the formalized management
training program incorporated
into the plant training pro-
grams effective2

~ One time RBA/KFZ

SHIFT ROUTINES

1. Status Reports

Is the control room operator
responsible for the unit promptly
notified of all changes in plant

Once a

week
RBA





SELF-EVALUATION TEhH CHECKLIST
Page -16-

ATTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/A SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/RENNKS (

DATE

SHIFT ROUTINES (Cont.)

1. Status Reports (Cont.)

status, abnormalities, or dif-
ficulties encountered in per-
forming assigned tasks. Does
the control room operator notify
the shift supervisor of any un-
expected situations.

2. Safety Practices

~ Do operations and other personnel
adhere to the requirements of the
plant industrial safety program?
Are proper hearing, eye, head,
and foot protection worn in
designated areas to reduce the
potential for injury. Are lad-
ders or other approved means
used to access equipment located
in the overhead when permanent

''steps or catwalks are not avail-
able. Do personnel exercise
appropriate precautions when
entering energized panels. Do
operators periodically ensure
that electrical panel 'closures

~ are securely fastened?

Each
entry
into

.the
plant

Each
team
member





SELF-EVALUATION TEJlH CHECKLIST
Page -17-

ATTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/A SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS
DATE

SHIFT ROUTINES

3. Operator Tours

Are operator tours in sufficient
detail to ensure the status of
equipment is known. Does each
operator conduct a thorough tour
of all areas within his respon-
sibility, making appropriate
equipment inspections at desig-
nated times about at least once
each shift. Are tours normally
made early in the shift, before
the operator attends to other
duties so that he can become fami-
liar with the condition and status
of equipment for which he is re-
sponsible? During the tour, is
equipment inspected to ensure
that it is operating properly or,
in the case of standby equipment,
that it is fully capable of being

, operated?

Once a
week~

RGS/
WCD

In addition, are the following
., „activities conducted in con-

junction with the tour:

Once a
week"

RGS/
MCD

a. Is the status of plant
equipment (i.e., operating,

sas scheduled

Once a
week~

RGS/
MCD





SELF-EVALUATION TEAM CHECKLIST
Page -18-

ATTRIBUTE
.I

SHIFT ROUTINES {Cont.)

OBSERVER
FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/h SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS

DATE

3. Operator Tours (Cont.)

standby, work in progress,
or out of service) deter-
mined so that the operator
will be best able to respond
to problems he may face dur-
ing, his shift?

One times RGS/
WCD

b. Are electrical panels, alarm
panels, and breakers in-
spected for abnormal or un-
usual conditions2 Are unex-
pected conditions such as
equipment vibrations, unusual
noises or smells, or exces-
sive temperatures reported
to the control room so that
supervisors will be aware of
the conditions and be

able'o

direct repairs, trouble-
shooting, or additional oper-,
ator action as necessary.

One timea RGS/
WCD

c. Are, equipment alarms
periodically tested to en-
sure continued operability2

Once a
week~

RGS/
WCD

d. Does each operator inspect
all areas for which

sas scheduled
I

Once a
week"

RGS/
WCD
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SELP-EVhLUhTION TEAM CHECKLIST
Page -19-

hTTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY ShT UNShT N/h SIGNhTURE/ RESULTS/REHARKS
DhTE

SHIPT ROUTINES (Cont.)

3. Operator Tours (Cont.)

d. he is responsible and note
any deficiencies that may
be present? These defici-
encies may include steam,
oil, or water leaks; clogged
floor drains; housekeeping
or cleanliness problems;
fire and safety hazards;
radiological problems; or
building deficiencies such as
inoperative lighting, roof
leaks, or doors that do not
close properly.

Once a
week<

RGS/
MCD

Do operators take appro-
priate action to correct or
report deficiencies noted
during tours? hre equip-
ment defi'ciencies documented
in accordance with the plant
maintenance work request
system?

Once a
week~

RGS/
MCD

4. Round Sheets

Do round sheets provide an
effective method for providing
ogss)o[s w]fh gntd~nnn on tin

*as scheduled

One
time

RGS
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SELF-EVALUATION TEAM CHECKLIST
Page -20-

I

ATTRIBUTE
I

OBSERVER
FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/A SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS

DATE

SHIFT ROUTINES (Cont.)

4. Round Sheets (Cont.)

areas inspected during routine
tours? Is the recording of
key equipment parameters dur-
ing tours being used to record
equipment performance that can
be used to reconstruct events
leading up to unusual occurrences
or system malfunctions? Are
round sheets being used to faci-
litate operator turnover of
equipment status?

One time RGS

Are round sheets developed and
approved by the operations super-
intendent? They should include
areas located within the
particular shift position and
important parameters for
equipment. Where appropriate,
equipment parameters should
include maximum/minimum values,
or expected operating ranges, to
enable operators to recognize
abnormal readings quickly.
Equipment should be listed on
round sheets in the same order
that it, would be encountered
during a normal tour of the

One time WCD
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SELP-EVALUATION TEAM CHECKLIST
Page -21-

ATTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

PREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/A SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS
DATE

SHIPT ROUTINES (Cont.)

4. Round Sheets (Cont.)

operating station, and the
round sheets should include
a narrative section.

One time WCD

Do operators use the narrative
section of the log to document
major evolutions, cause of
abnormal conditions. Is data
recorded on round sheets at the
times specified by the
operations superintendent2 When
round sheet data is not obtained
within one hour of the specified
time, the actual time the data
was obtained should be noted on
the round sheet.

As sched-
uled

WCD/
RGS

Are parameters exceeding the
specified maximum/minimum values
circled or otherwise highlighted
on the round sheet and promptly
reported to the control room?

>" Are the causes of,abnormal
indications promptly
investigated with supervisors
becoming involved as

appropriate2 Is the .round sheet
fata teat~wed by eae) ehif[ te

t
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SELF-EVALUATION TEAM CHECKLIST
Page -22-

hTTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/h 'IGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS
DATE

SHIFT ROUTINES (Cont.)

4. Round Sheets (Cont.)

readings and to verify that
data has been properly recorded?

Once a
month

WCD

Operator rounds should be
periodically monitored by
supervisory personnel to ensure
that comprehensive tours
continue to be conducted,
including, as necessary,
periodic inspections of
equipment and areas not listed
on the round sheets.

5. Response to Indications

Do operators believe instrument
readings and treat them as
accurate unless proven
otherwise? Do operators check
other indications if possible
when unexpected readings are
observed? Is prompt action taken

,, to investigate the cause of
abnormal or unexpected
indications so that prompt
corrective action can occur?
When malfunctioning qr inaccurate

Key a~pproprfafely fFenpiileFto

Each
entry

RBA/
WCD

g
~ ~





SELF-EVALUATION TEAM CHECKLIST
Page -23-

ATTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/h SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS
DATE

X)IFT ROUTINES (Cont.)

Response to Indications (Cont.)

prevent subsequent ccnfusion,
and are instrument and control
personnel notified to effect
repairs?

Each
entry

RBA/
WCD

6. Resetting Protective Devices
A

Mhen protective devices
trip'e.g.,circuit breakers, fuse,.

reactor protection channels
where multichannel logic
exists), is an attempt made to
understand the cause of the trip
before it is reset. Normally,
before action is taken, does the
operator ensure no abnormal
conditions exists that would

'preclude reset. Is plant
specific guidance provided in

''''this area? Has the operations
superintendent provided the
appropriate guidance so that

''tripped protective devices will ~

be properly addressed?

Once a
month

KAD/
KJS/
MJF





SELF-EVALUhTION TEAM CHECKLIST
Page -24-

l

ATTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY ShT UNSAT N/A SIGNhTURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS
DhTE

SHIFT ROUTINES (Cont.)

7. Load Changes

Does the shift supervisor or
control room SRO approve all
load changes2 Is the system
dispatcher informed so that
system energy needs can be
efficiently filled2

One time
(hugust)

RBh

8. Authority to Operate Equipment

Is the control room operator
and the shift supervisor aware
of all activities affecting
plant equipment2 Has the
operations superintendent
specified those general
activities that may normally be
performed without informing the
control room or shift
supervisor, and shift
supervisors amplify these
specifications as appropriate.

Once a
month

RBh

9... Shift Operating Bases

The operating base is the place
an operator returns to when he
,is not performing in-.plant
,duties Is an operating bases
'established for eacli'shaft
I

One time RGS





SELF-EVALUATION TEAM CHECKLIST
Page,-2S-

ATTRIBUTE
I

OBSERVER
FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT. N/A SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS

DATE

SHIFT ROUTINES (Cont.)

9. Shift Operating Bases (Cont.)

position? Is each operating
base equipped with appropriate
office equipment for the operator
to maintain necessary procedures
and references and to conduct
administrative duties? Xs
communication equipment neces-
sary?

One time RGS

10. Reading Material

Is reading material that does
not relate to plant operation
read by on-duty operators?
Has the operations superinten-
dent provided guidance to the
shifts in acceptable reading
material?

One time RGS

CONTROL ROOM ACTIVITIES

Control Room Access

~ g

Is control room access limited
to those persons on official
business only. Is the "at-the-
contro'ls" area of the control
room clea'rly identifi'ed, and

Once or
twice/
week

RBA/
WCD/
KAD ~

1





SELF-EVALUATION TEAM CHECKLIST
Page -26-

ATTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCX SAT UNSAT Nlh SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS
DATE

CONTROL ROOM ACTIVITIES
(Continued)

Control Room Access
(Continued)

its boundary understood by all
persons who are granted access
to the control room? Is access
to the "at-the-controls" area
restricted to persons who need
to be in the area?

One to
two
times/
week

RBA/
MCD/
KAD

2 ~ Professional Behavior

Is professional behavior
displayed in the control room
at all times?

One to
two
times/wk

RBA/MCD/
KAD

3 ~ Monitoring the Main Control
Room

.''''h>e operators alert and atten-
tiVe to control board indica-
tions and alarms. Are control
board indications monitored

'''*frequently, and prompt actions
taken to determine the cause of
hand correct abnormalities? Is
e'mphasis'laced on closely
monitoring and trending to detect

i~ ,l ' I

't ~

Once/
week

WCD/RBA/
RJP
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SELF-EVALUATION TEAM CHECKLIST

ATTRIBUTE

~ I

OBSERVER
FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/h SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS

DATE

CONTROL ROOM 'ACTIVITIES
(Continued)

3. Monitoring the Main Control
Room

problem situations are2 Are
operator response to alarms
timely, and actions taken to
address and correct, if appro-
priate, the alarm causes2 Are
the number of evolutions affec-
ting, control board indications
that are performed concurrently
limited so that the

operators'bility

to detect and respond
to abnormal conditions will not
be compromised?

Once/
week

WCD/
RBA/
RJP

Control Room Operator Ancillary
Duties

Are duties assigned to control
...,rooln operators interferring

with their ability to monitor
plant parameters2 Do activities
such as preparation of tagging
orders, reviews of operating
procedures, required reading, and
review of maintenance work
activities comprising, a major
portion of t.hose operators'hift
responsibilities2 Is the
l ~ ~

Once/
week

WCD/RBA/
RJP
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SELF-EVALUATION TEAM CHECKLIST

OBSERVER
FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/h SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS

DATE

Page -28-

CONTROL ROOM ACTIVITIES
(Continued)

4 ~ Control Room Operator Ancillary
Duties (Cont.)

administrative workload of the
operators responsible for moni-
toring and operating the control
board minimized2- Are admini-
strative activities better
performed away from the
"at-the-controls" area being
performed by an operator or other
personnel who is not responsible
for operating the main control
board2

Once/
week

WCD/
RBA/
RJP

5 ~ Operation of Contxol Room
Equipment

Check that only persons
specifically authorized by

...,pperations depax tments
administxative procedures operate
control room equipment. When
trainees. operate this equipment,
sre they supervised and controlled
by the operator who normally would
perform the operations2,

<c ~

Once/
week

WCD/RBA/
RJP

~ g I s I )i~ ~ ~ l

s I. I ~ .
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hTTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

-FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/h SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REKlRKS
DATE

LOGKEEPING

1. Establishment of Operating
Logs

Are narrative logs established
at all key shift positions?

'Once/month RGS

2. Timeliness of Recordings

Is information promptly recorded
in the logs?

Once/month RGS

3. Information to be Recorded

Is the following information
recorded in at least one station.
log„, although any one log might
not contain all of these items?

Once/
month

RGS

a.

b.

; ~ .Ci

d.

e ~

reactor mode or condition
changes (e.g., cold shutdown,
power operation, run,
start-up, refueling, etc.
criticalities and appropriate
critical data
status changes to
safety-related and other major
plant equipment „
placing the main generator on
or off the line
occurrence of any .reportable
events
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hTTRIBUTE
j r ~

I

OBSERVER
FREQUENCY SAT UNShT N/h SIGNhTURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS

DhTK

LOGKEEPING (Cont.)

3, Information to be Recorded
(Cont.)

f. initiation and completion
of surveillance tests

g. entering and exiting tech-
nical specification action
statements

h. security incidents
i. out-of-specification

chemistry results
j. shift reliefs

Once/month RGS

4. Legibility

Are log entries made in a manner
such that they can be easily
read and understood2 hre the
log entries readily reprodu-
cible2

Once/
month

RGS

R...Corrections

Is a standardized method for Once/
,.„ .correcting any erroneous entries month

established2 Verify that the
method chosen should not obscure
)he incorrect entry. Log en-
tries should not be erased or
covered,qp. Are all correc-
tions initialed and dated?

RGS
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hTTRIBUTE

I

LOGKEEPING (Cont.)

I ~ ~

OBSERVER
FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/h SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS

DATE

6. Log, Review

hre control room logs reviewed
by the shift supervisor, and
logs kept by operators outside
the control room reviewed by
the control room operator in
charge2 Are these reviews
occurring shortly before shift
relief and are entries are
accurate and adequate2 Does
operations superintendent review
the control room logs on a daily
basis when he is on site2

Once/
month

RGS

CHEMISTRY/RADIATION PROTECTION

Communicating Between Operations
and Chemistry Personnel

Do operators inform chemistry
personnel prior to commencing
plant evolutions that have the
potential to affect plant chem-
istry or require action from
chemistry technicians. Do

,operators receive reports from
the chemistry department on key
day-to-day chemistry, results and
;problems2, Mhen chemistry-related

Once/
month

CLS/
Each
team
member
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hTTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/h SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS
DATE

CHEMISTRY/RADIATION PROTECTION

1. Communicating Between Operations
and Chemistry Personnel (Cont.)

problems occur, does operations
and chemistry personnel work
closely to provide prompt correc-
tive action?

2. Radiological Protection

Verify that personnel follow
good radiological protection
practices and station radiolo-
gical procedures to maintain
personnel radiation exposure as
low as reasonably achievable, to
minimize the spread of
contamination, and to reduce the
generation of contaminated
waste. In particular, do
personnel observe the following

,,,requirements:

Once/
month

CLS

a. Do personnel adhere to all
posted radiolog',ical pro-
tection requirements and
observe proper practices and
precautions while in
radiologically controlled
areas?
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ATTRIBUTE

'I y ~ ~

OBSERVER
FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/A SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS

DATE

CHEMISTRY/RADIATION.PROTECTION
(Continued)

2. Radiological Protection
(Cont.)

c ~

d.

e.

Do personnel correctly uti-
lize appropriate radiation
monitoring instruments when
required?
Are personnel cognizant of
their own radiation exposure
and take appropriate action
to minimize their exposure?
Are personnel knowledgeable
in the proper use of
radiation work permits2
Do personnel promptly report .

radiological protection
deficiencies and hazards to
the control room and
appropriate radiological
protection personnel. In
addition, do operators take
appropriate immediate actions
to reduce or correct the
hazards?
Are radiological protection
personnel informed prior
month to evolutions or
activities that have a-
potential to significantly
change radiological,
conditions in thd 'plant.

Once/
month

CLS





SELP-EVALUATION TEAM CHECKLIST

ATTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

PREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/h SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/RHKlRKS
DATE

CHEMISTRY/RADIATION PROTECTION
(Continued) ~

2. Radiological Protection
(Cont.)

Do radiological protection
personnel monitor the
stations radiological per-
formance and controls and
measure program effective-
ness'nce/month

. CLS

MAINTENANCE

1. Review plant operating history
and interview plant personnel
to select certain completed
maintenance activities,
preferably one from each of the
following categories:

One time KAD/KJS/
MJP

a.

b.
~ jt /I

d'.

Safety-related (SR) equipment
failure leading to a plant
shutdown.
Non-SR equipment failure
leadi'ng to a plaht'shutdown.
Equipment failure leading to
reduced capability of an SR
system.
Recurring SR equipment
failure.

~ ~ $
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ATTRIBUTE i~
I ~

OBSERVER
FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/h SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS

DATE

MAINTENANCE (Cont.)

2. Review the records associated
with the maintenance activities
selected in item 1 to determine
whether:

Once/
month

qs

a.

b.

C ~

d.

e.

The cause of the failure was
evaluated and adequate
corrective action was taken to
reduce the probability of
recurrence.
The procedures specified in
the maintenance package were

,adequate for the scope of the
maintenance performed.
The vendor technical manual
for the equipment under repair
was controlled and kept up to
date (whether or not the
vendor manual was specified in
the maintenance package).
Vendor maintenance
recommendations, iF utilized,
were correctly translated into
or referenced by the
maintenance procedures.
Periodic surveillance testing
associated with the selected
failed equipment provided any
indication of aq impending
failure.
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I

hTTRIBUTE - -
'

I

I

MAINTENANCE (Cont. )

OBSERVER
FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/h SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REHARKS

DATE

3. Review the records associated
with the maintenance activities
selected in item 1 and other
completed maintenance on SR

equipment to ensure:

One time

a.

b.

C ~

d.

)'II )'
e.

)

~ f.

Required administrative
approvals were 'obtained before
initiating the work.
Limiting conditions for
operation were met while the
component or system was
removed from service.
Approved procedures were used
where the activity appeared to
exceed the normal skills
possessed by qualified
maintenance personnel.
Inspections were made in
accordance with the licensee's
requirements and quality
control records are complete.
Functional testing and
calibrations, as necessary,
were completed before
returning the equipment to
sepvice.
Idet)tify the perSonnel who
performed the tests and verify
that they were, properlyqualified.
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ATTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY SAT UNSET N/k SIGNhTURE/ RESULTS/RHKlRKS
MTE

HhXNTENhNCE. (Cont. )

g. Corrective and preventive
maintenance records were
assembled and stored as part
of the maintenance history.

h. The measuring and test
equipment (MME) used was
identified and in calibration.
Parts and materials used were
identified.

j. Special processes were
controlled and documented.

One time

4. Examine several maintenance
procedures used to conduct the
work items selected in item l.
The review should include
corrective maintenance procedures
from each of the areas of
mechanical, electrical, and
preventive maintenance
procedures. The following
should be considered, as
appropriate:

Once
every
two
weeks

IQlD/
KJS/
MJF

Note (l) Maintenance review will on-
compass these activities
but need not review each
item for each package each
review.

a. The procedures should
conform to administrative
requirements, including
format, approval and
control.

b. The post-,maintenancetesting is appropriate for
the repairs made.
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ATTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/A SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS .

DATE

MAINTENANCE (Cont. )

Co

d.

e.

f.

ge

h.

lo
I

The inspection and hold
points are identified in the
procedure or in a documented
plan, and are based on a set
of established guidelines.
Supplementary reference
material such as drawings
and technical m'anuals is
adequate.
The activity is described
in sufficient detail.
Consideration is given to
radiological, temperature,
pressure, and electrical
hazards, as appropriate to
the circumstances.
The provisions for fire
protection, cleanliness,
and housekeeping are
adequate.
The provisions for control
of equipment, including
lifted leads, jumpers,
bypasses and mechanical
blocks are present.
The provisions for
ob ta in ing approval> from
operations as well as
method for notifying
operations when affected

I

Once
every
two
weeks

KAD/
KJS/
MJF

Note (1) Maintenance review will en-
compass these activities but
need not review each item for
each package each review.
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ATTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY SAT 'UNSAT N/h SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS
DATE

MAINTENANCE (Cont.)

5. Review the machinery history
systems are removed from service
and ready to be restored to normal
service are present. records for
each of the completed maintenance
activities selected in item l.
Verify that the machinery history
records are being kept up to date
and are properly stored as quality
assurance records.

One. time QS

6. Review the records for certain
M6TE in at least two different
areas (electrical, mechanical)
used to perform the maintenance
activities selected in item l.
Verify the following:

One time

a.

b.

c ~

d.

The M6TE was in calibration at
the time of use.
The calibration of the M6TE

. can be traced to nationally
recognized standards.
The M6TE is properly stored,
controlled, identified with a
unique number, and labeled
with,calibration status.
The error of the M6TE was less
than, or equal to the
instrument being calibrated.
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ATTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/h SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS
DATE

MAINTENANCE (Cont. )

a.

b.

C ~

I. e.

A master schedule is
available.
A compilation of late and
incomplete preventive
maintenance activities is
available for management
review.
Input was made to the
preventive maintenance
program, if appropriate,
based on the equipment
failures selected for
review in item 1.
Preventive maintenance
procedures are available
and are sufficiently
detailed.
A lubrication control
system is available and
kept up to date.

7. Review the preventive mainte-
nance program and verify the
following:

One time KAD/
KJS/
MJF

Note (1) Maintenance review will en-
compass these activities but
need not review each item
for each package each review.

8. Review the qualification and
training of the maintenance
staff and consider the fol-
lowing:

One time
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ATTRIBUTE
OBSERUER

FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/h SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS
DATE

MAINTENANCE (Cont. )

a. The control of job assign-
ments to new and inexper-
ienced personnel.

b. Initial qualification and
training.

c. Periodic retraining.
d. Awareness of supervisory

and nonsupervisory
maintenance personnel to
any generic maintenance
issues associated with the
equipment failures
identified in item l.

One time

9. Select a number of corrective
and preventive maintenance'c-
tivities that are in progress,
preferably those that are related
to the problem components or
systems determined in item l.
For the maintenance activities

'''selected, verify the following:

Once/
month

lGlD/KJS/ Note (1) maintenance review will en-
MJF compass these activities but

need not review each item for
- each package each review.

a. Maintenance personnel
assigned understand the scope
of the job.

b. Applicable parts of items
item 2 and item 3 are
satisfied for the work in
prog'ress.
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hTTRIHUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/h SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS
DATE

MAINTENANCE (Cont. )

c. The technicians are qualified
for their respective tasks.

d. Supervisory oversight of the
work is adequate.

e. QC personnel assigned are
knowledgeable of the task.

Once/
month

KAD/
KJS/
MJF

ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE

1. Program Review

a. Review plant operating history
and interview plant
personnel to select certain
completed maintenance
activities, preferably one
from each of the following
categories:

One
time

KAD/
KJS/
MJF

Note (1) Maintenance review will en-
compass these activities but
need not review each item for
each package each review.

l. emergency diesel
generators and associated
equipment

2. normal power distribution
systems

3. safety-related AC and DC

control power sy"tems
4. engineered safety features
S. reactor protection and

control systems
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ATTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY SAT . UNSAT , N/A SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS
DATE

ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE (Cont.)

1. Program Review (Cont.)

6. systems required to reach
and maintain cold shutdown

One
time

KAD/
KJS/
MJF

Note (1) Maintenance review will en-
compass these activities but
need not review each item for

b. For the maintenance activi-
ties selected from item la,
review the procedures for
the licensee's corrective
and/or preventive maintenance
program. Determine that
written procedures have been
established for routine
and/or emergency maintenance
activities and include the
following:

Once
every
two
weeks

KAD/
KJS/
MJF

each package each review.

I I P

Administrative approvals
for removing the system
from service and
returning it to service,
with specific attention
to system lineup and
verification prior to
its return to service.
Provisions to require
that the latest approved
drawings and
instructions are used.
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ATTRIBUTE

OBSERVER

FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/A SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS
DATE

ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE (Cont.)

1. Program Review (Cont.)

t ~

~ g

2.

3.,

4 ~

This includes vendor
manuals, bulletins and
letters of instructions
associated with lOCFR21
notifications, and IE
Notices and Bulletins.
Designated steps for
inspection/audit and
signoff by Quality
Assurance/Quality
Control (QA/QC) or
other appropriate
licensee personnel,
or reference to
prescribed inspection
plan under separate
cover.
Provisions for
returning the item
maintained and the.
affected systems to
the original
configuration
following
maintenance~, and
verifying that the
configuration is
correct.

Once
every
two
weeks

KAD/
KJS/
MJF

Note (1) Maintenance review will en-
compass these activities but
need not review each item for
each package each review.
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ATTRIllVTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/A SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS
DATE

ELECTl:ICAL MAINTENANCE (Continued)

1. Program Review (Continued)
5. Provisions for opera-

tional readiness testing
of an item maintained and
affected systems fol-
lowing maintenance.

Once
every
two
weeks

KAD/
KJS/
MJF

Note (1) Maintenance review will en-
compass these activities but
need not review each item
for each package each review.

6. Requirement for
special authorization
for activities
involving welding,
open flame, or other
ignition sources. The
procedure should take
cognizance of nearby
flammable material,
cable trays, or
critical process
equipment.

'It ~ E

7. Provisions tn ensure
that materials, parts,
and components are
correct and suitable,
including
environmental
qualificatxon; if
applicable. '"
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ATTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/A SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS
DATE

.'LECTRICAL MAINTENANCE (Continued)

1. Program Review

8. Provisions for ensuring
that limiting conditions
for operation contained
in the technical speci-
fications are identi-
fied and satisfied
during the repair
period.

Once
every
two
weeks

KAD/
KJS/
MJF

Note (1) Maintenance review will en-
compass these activities but
need 'not review each item
for each package each review.

9. Provisions for the
control of
housekeeping during
the maintenance
effort.

10. Provisions for
cleaning
safety-related
systems/components
during maintenance.

.Provisions for
obtaining approval
from operations, as
well as methods for
notifying operations
when affected systems
are removed from
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ATTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/A SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS
DATE

ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE (Continued)
~ I

Program Review (Cont.)

11. service and when systems
are ready to be restored
to normal service.

Once
every
two
weeks

KAD/
KJS/
MJF

Note (1) Maintenance review will en-
compass these activities but
need not review each item
for each package each review.

12. Provisions for removal
of appropriate jumpers
and restoration of
lifted leads.

13. Responsibility for
reporting to licensee
management details
concerning deficiencies
identified during
maintenance.

14. Provisions for providing
for control of special
tools, test equipment,
and special processes
(such as terminations,
cable splicing, relay
settings, and electrical
NDT).

15. Appropriate acceptance
criteria, such as
performer signoff and
verifier signoff.
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l
ATTRIBUTE

OBSERVER
FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N!A SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS

DATE

ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE (Continued)

Program Review (Cont.)

16. Provisions to ensure
that personnel qualifi-
cations necessary to
perform the maintenance
activity have been
specifically delineated.

Once
every
two
weeks

KAD/
KJS/
MJF

Note (1) Maintenance review will en-
compass these activities but
need not review each item for
each package each review.

Provisions to record
measurement and test
equipment
identification numbers
and calibration dates,if used.

2. Observe work in progress asso-
ciated with th'e maintenance
activities selected from item
la, above and determine that:

Once/
month

KAD/
KJS/
MJF

a. Proper operational
personnel have .been
notified and clearances

I issued.

b. Appropriate maintenance
work orders have been
issued and approved.
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ATTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCy'AT UNSAT N/h SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS
DATE

ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE (Continued)

c. The latest approved proce-
dures, drawings, and instruc-
tions are being used. This
includes vendor manuals,
bulletins and Part 21
notifications, and IE
Notices and Bulletins.

Once/
month

KAD/
KJS/
MJF

Note (1) Maintenance review will en-
compass these activities but
need not review each item for
each package each review.

d. Properly specified parts
and materials are
identified for the activity.

e. The approved inspection
personnel (e.g.. Performer
signoff, verifier signoff,
QC foreman or peer) are
signing off at designated
steps.

f. Qualified test equipment
and tools are in use.

Adequate identification of
jumpers and lifted leads
is maintained.
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ATTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/A SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS
DATE

ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE (Continued)

h. Proper restoration of bar-
riers, covers, and separation
requirements is accomplished.

Required system lineups
have been accomplished and
verified prior to
functional testing.

Once/
month

KAD/
KJS/
MJF

Note (1) Maintenance review will en-
compass these activities but
need not review each item for
each package each review.

3 ~ Adequate functional testing
is performed prior to
returning the equipment to
operations for system
restoration.

k. Correct fire protection
precautions are observed
and "hot-work"
authorizations obtained.

LCO's involved during, the
activity and required
surveillances are checked.

m. llousekeeping and
cleanliness at the job site
are 'not deteriorated to a
point that proper 'or safe
completion of the job is
jeopardized.
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ATTRIBUTE
t ~

OBSERVER
FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/A SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS

DATE

ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE (Continued)

n. Electrical separation Once/
requirements are adhered to. month

KAD/
KJS/
MJF

Note (1) Maintenance review will en-
compass these activities but
need not review each item for
each package each review.

3. Review the records associated
with completed maintenance
activities selected from item la,
above to determine that:

One time

a. Required administrative
approvals were obtained before
initiating the work.

The acceptance criteria were
met.-

Ce Referenced procedures were
approved and appeared adequate
for the activity.

~ ~ Inspections were made in
accordance with the provisions
of the licensee's procedures,
and inspection records are
complete.

e. Functional testing„
adjustments, and calibrations,

s necessary,.were completed
efore returning the equipment

to operations.
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ATTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/A SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REKlRKS
DATE

ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE (Continued)

f. Qualified personnel per-
formed the activity.

One time

Vendor/outside contractor
work was controlled in
accordance with the
approved QA program.

h. Corrective and preventive
maintenance records are
assembled, stored, and
retrievable as part of the
maintenance history.

i. Records, plans, drawings,
and instructions which are
affected have been updated.

j. Any required lOCFRSO.S9
reviews have been performed.

4'.: tDetermine that the maintenance
department has measures
established to perform trend

'analysis for repetitive
.component failures based on
maintena'nce history« Such
analyses should determine the
root cause of the failure.

One time
k
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hTTRIBUTE

ThGOUTS

OBSERVER
FREQUENCY ShT UNShT N/h SIGNhTURE/ RESULTS/REMhRKS

DhTE

0

1. = Clearance Tagout Procedures

hre aspects of the tagout pro-
gram defined in appropriate
station procedures? hre the
procedures understood and com-
plied with by all personnel who
work with the tagging system?
Does the tagout form provided in
the tagout procedure provide a
logical sequence of events to
follow in documenting the tagout
evolution and guiding the
process? Elements that are
contained in the tagout procedure
include the following:

Once/
month

WCD

a ~

b.

: ii Fi-

l ~

clearly defined terms
assigned duties and
responsibilities that specify
detailed action
guidance for determining the
boundary points as well as
vent and drain paths, where
applicable, based upon the
purpose for each tagout
request and the nature of the
potential hazard (e.g.,
electrical, temperature,
oressure< chemical, or toxic

I'
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ATTRIBUTE
I

~ I

OBSERVER
FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/h SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS

DATE .

TAGOUTS

2. Clearance Tags

Are the meaning of the tags
used for personnel or equipment
protection understood by station
personnel2

One time WCD

-3. Clearance Tagout Preparation

Are tagouts prepared using
controlled documents that iden-
tify all requi'red boundary
points (valves, circuit breakers,
fuses, etc.)2 Are these docu-
ments used to identify all
equipment that would be affected
when the boundary points are
isolated2 When appropriate,
does the tagout include the
sequence in which components
are to be positioned and tagged.

.~ }

4. Clearance Tagout Approval

One time WCD

, „,Are tagouts affecting plant
equipment approved by the
person who has the control
room supervisory function for
the effected unit2 In
additioq,,does

Once/
month

WCD
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hTTRIBUTE

I

ThGOUTS (Continued)

OBSERVER
FREQUENCY ShT UNShT N/h SIGNhTURE/ RESULTS/REMhRKS

DhTE

Clearance Tagout Approval
(Continued)

the shift supervisor verify
that the tagout does not violate
technical specifications and-
arrange for any testing of re-
dundant components or systems
required to satisfy technical
specifications?

Once/
month

WCD

5. Clearance Tagout Records

Is the record of active tagout
and the position of tagged com-
ponents available to control
room personnel2 hre the control
room personnel able to use this
documentation to determine
readily the effect of the tag-
outs on the plant2

F I)
6. Clearance Tag Placement and

Verifications

One time QS

hre tags placed by operators
qualified to do so aqd who are
knowledgeable of the particular
components and systems being,
gagged? :For safety-related or

Once/
month

WCD





! I
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ATTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/h SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS
DATE

TAGOUTS (Continued)

6. Clearance Tag Placement and
Verifications (Cont.)

other important system's tag
installation and component po-
sition independently verified by
a second qualified individual.
Are tags placed such that it is
obvious what component is
affected by the tag, and so
that anyone intending to
operate the component would
notice the tag prior to the
operation2 Does the person
placing the tags and the person
verifying tag placement
individually document the
placement or verification as
each action is performed2
Prior to the start of work,
does the worker or the job

,,;,qupervisor verify that the tags
have been placed and that the
boundary components are
properly,positioned2

Once/
month

WCD
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hTTRIBUTE '
OBSERVER

.,FREQUENCY ShT UNShT N/h SIGNhTURE/ RESULTS/REMhRKS
DhTE

ThGOUTS (Continued)

7. Clearance Tag Removal
huthorization

Does the shift supervisor or
other cognizant control room
supervisor authorize the removal
of tags2 In addition, it is the
need to check the lineup of other
components that were not tagged,
such as valves inside the
isolation boundary, determined at
this time and 'appropriate
instructions developed2 These
checks should be done, when
necessary, to ensure that
components within the tagout
boundary are correctly aligned to
support intended. operation.

Once/
month

WCD

8. Clearance Tag Removal and
hccountability

j' I
Does an operator qualified to
operate the tagged equipment
remove the tags and reposition
the components in the sequence
specified2 Does the,oprator
check the lineup of any
additional components as deemed
necessary by the person who
authorized the tag control2 Is
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ATTRIBUTE'BSERVER
PREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/h SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS

DATE

TAGOUTS (Continued)

8. Clearance Tag Removal and
Accountability (Cont.)

the removal of the tags and the
lineup of components documented2
hre tags returned to the shift

'upervisoror other cognirant
control room supervisor?

Once/
month

WCD

9. Clearance Lineup Verification

Is independent verification of
systems or component alignment
performed and documented
following.removal of tags on
safety-related and other
important systems.

10. Temporary Removal of Clearance
Tags

,/ra tags temporarily removed
for testing or other required
brief periods of equipment
operatioq„ Is temporary removal
allowed for extended periods?
Does a .temporary tag,removal
extend,boyond the next sbift
change? When tags are temporarily
placed are the same.
l s ~ I

.% s
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ATTRIBUTE i

OBSERVER
FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/h SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS

DATE

TAGOUTS (Continued)

controls associated with normal
removal and placement of tags
observed?

Once/
month

WCD

11. Clearance Tagout Audits

Are tagouts administratively
reviewed at least monthly? Is
this review documented2 Xs an
audit of randomly selected tags
and tagouts performed at least
quarterly2 Are tags checked at.
least annually, and a complete
audit of all tags conducted
prior to start-up from extended
outages? Audits should include
the following checks:

-One time QS

-proper placement of each tag
-proper position of tagged

equipment
-accuracy, completeness, and
legibility of information on
tags and tagout sheets

During the course of these
audits, a tour of plant spaces
should be made to check for the

~ I
presence of unauthorized tags
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ATTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/h SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS
DATE

TAGOUTS (Continued)

11. Clearance Tagout Audits
(Continued)

and tags for which no record
exists. These tags should be
investigated and either removed
(with concurrence of the
individual for whom the
component was tagged, it

-applicable) or authorized,
whichever is appropriate.

One time

12. Caution Tags

Are caution tags used for per-
sonnel protection2

One time

a. Pre-issurance Review

t.$ ~
''"

Are situation that require
special operator precautions',
or amplifying information
brought to the shift
supervisor's attention. The
shift supervisor should
ensure that issuing a
caution tag is necessary.

~ 1 ~ r
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ATTRIBUTE
I s

OBSERVER
FREQUENCY ShT UNShT N/h SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS

DATE

TAGOUTS (Continued)

12. Caution Tags (Continued)

c. Caution Tag Records One time eS

Is a record of all active
caution tags and the
amplifying information
contained on them available
to control room personnel2
Is this record and associated~
tags reviewed at least
monthly by operations
personnel?

INDEPENDENT VERIFICATION

1. Returning Equipment to Service
Following Maintenance or Testing,

hre independent verifications
performed to ensure systems are

.:, properly aligned when equipment
is returned to service2

Once/
month

WCD/
RGS

2;....Removing, Equipment From Service

Verify that independetIt veri-
fications are performed when
equipmont, is removed from service.

Once/
month

RGS





~ ~ I s ~
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I

hTTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY ShT UNShT N/h SIGNhTURE/ RESULTS/REKlRKS
DhTE

INDEPENDENT VERIFIChTION

3. Periodic Checks During Plant
Operation

Verify the positions of cer-
tain critical plant components
while the plant is operating to
prove the associated equipment is
fully operable.

One time WCD

4. Verification Techniques

5.

hre operators trained in the
appropriate techniques for
verifying the positions of all
plant components2

Independence

One time

hre independent verifications
conducted in a manner such that
each check constitutes an actual

...,,identification of the component
and a determination of both its
required and actual positions.
To be independent, the integrity
of the checks must be maintained
by minimizing interqction between
/he personnel operating
components and those performing
the,indqpendent verifjcations.

~ ~

One time





~ ~
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hTTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY ShT VNShT N/h SIGNhTVRE/ RESULTS/RIRKS
DhTE

INDEPENDENT VERIFIChTION

6. Remote Position Indicators

Verify that one of the checks
is made locally at the component
or from a remote indicator that
is independent from the main
control board indicating lights.

One time WCD

7. Process Parameters

In some situations is a compo-
nent's position determined by
observing process parameters
such as pressure, flow, or
voltage. The observation of
process parameters, combined
with a physical check of a
component's position, can con-
stitute an independent verifi-
cation. Does station procedures
specify where and when process
parameters are acceptable in-

Wll dicators of component position?

One time

INVESTIGhTION OF hBNORMhL EVENTS

l. Events Requiring Investigation

Do event) that occur in the
plant,an/ adversely, affect

One time RGS

aug J ~
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SELF-EVALUATION TEhH CHECKLIST

ATTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/h SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REHARKS
DATE

INVESTIGATION OF ABNORMAL EVENTS
(Continued)

1. Events Requiring Investigation
(Continued)

plant operations, personnel
safety, or regulatory require-
ments receive a thorough in-
vestigation? Is the criteria
for when to perform an event
investigation clearly
established? Do the following

- conditions and situations require
an investigation:

One time RGS

a ~

b.
C ~

d.
ii I i'il

'.

„f.
( ~ ~ ~ gg I

Reportability to a
regulatory agency is
appropriate.
Design limits are exceeded.
Plant system performance is
unusual or unexplained.
Reactivity conditions are
,abnormal or unexplained.
Control rods are improperly
positioned.
An,unplanned shutdown or
significant loss of
generating capability
occurs.

e ~,I

4
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Page -65-

ATTRIBUTE

I . ~

OBSERVER
FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/h SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS

DATE

INVESTIGATION OF ABNORHhL EVENTS
(Continued)

l. Events Requiring Investigation
(Continued)

h.

p ( i<1<

A procedural violation or
personnel error occurs that
caused or could have caused
serious personnel in)ury or
equipment damage or could
have affected nuclear safety.
Equipment failure occurs
that could affect generating
capability or. nuclear safety.
Radiological limits are
exceeded or radioactive
material is lost.
Actual or attempted sabotage
is suspected.
Chemistry parameters are out
of specification or indicate
unexplained trends.

. A department head or the
plant safety review committee
deems an investigation is
appropriate.
Repetitive problems occur.

One time RGS

The above list is not intended to
be all-jpclusive. At the
discretion of the operations

1
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ATTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY SAT . UNSAT N/A SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS
DATE

INVESTIGATION OF ABNORMAL EVENTS
(Continued)

l. Events Requiring Investigation
(Continued)

superintendent (or other appro-
priate department head), other
specific events should receive
a formal investigation. Do
near miss situations receive a
formal review at the discretion
of the responsible supervisor?

One. time RGS

2. Information to be Gathered

Is sufficient data collected
to allow the event investigators
to perform a reconstruction and
analysis of the events Is in-
formation gathered in the
foglowing areasf

One time RGS

b.

~ .

I, c ~

initial plant conditions
statements of operators and
plant personnel involved in
the, event
pertinent computer printouts
(post-trip log sequence of
events) and strip charts
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SELF-EVhLUhTION TEhM CHECKLIST

OBSERVER
FREQUENCY ShT UNShT N/h SIGNhTURE/ RESULTS/RBKlRKS

DhTE

INVESTIGhTION OF AGNORMhL EVENTS
(Continued)

2. Information to be Gathered
(Continued)

d. pertinent documentation such
as operator logs, radiation
work permits, chemistry
logs, and radiological-
surveys, as required to
establish conditions prior
to and during the event.

One time RGS

hre statements of operators and
plant personnel involved in the
event obtained? The collection
of data should not interfere
with the continued operation of
the plant.

3. Event hnalysis and Evaluation

. «.Once the facts of the event
have been established, is the
event analyzed to determine the

.response of equipment and
involved personnel? During the
analysis', is emphasis placed on
determini,ng the proper response
of plant systems, comparison of

I ~
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I

hTTRISUTE-

I ~

OBSERVER
FREQUENCY ShT UNShT N/h SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/RHMARKS-

DATE

INVESTIGATION OF ABNORKlL EVHNTS
(Continued)

3 ~ Event hnalysis and Evaluation
(Continued)

actual and expected response,
'adequacy of procedures, and fac-
tors affecting human performance?
When available, is the event com-
pared with previous event investi-
gations of similar events or
transients? During the analysis,
is a safety evaluation performed
to ascertain the proper response
of equipment and to identify detri-
mental effects on plant equipment?

One time RGS

4. Root Cause Determination

Is the root cause of the event
~ determined? The root cause can be

defined as those casual factors
,that, if corrected, would preclude
a recurrence of the event.?

One time RGS

5 ~ Corrective hction Determination
I ~

Is appropriate corrective action
established for each event in-
vestigation, and specific personnel
assigned responsibilities for the
corrective action?

One time RGS
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ATTRIBUTE

I

INVESTIGATION OF ABNORKlL EVENTS
(Continued)

6. Investigative Report

OBSERVER
FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/A SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS

DATE

Is an investigative report pre-
pared2 Does the report include
a description of the event,
including pertinent plant
conditions; a discussion of the
impact of the event; tho lessons
learned; and the proposed
corrective action(s). Does the
report include positive aspects
of the event such as particularly
effective personnel response2
Are the lessons learned from an
event investigation shared with
all appropriate personnel who
could benefit from the lessons
learned?

One time RGS

7. Event Trending
~ t

Are patterns of deficiencies
such as operator errors or

.inadequate procedures trended2

One time WCD

Relative to the licensee's
ability to anticipage and to
properly identify engineering
problems.

~
~

i'�

)
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ATTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/h SIGNATURE/ 'RESULTS/REMARKS
DATE

INVESTIGATION OF ABNORMAL EVENTS
(Continued)

-7. Event Trending (Cont.)

2.

Are engineers performing
root cause analysis similar
to that discussed above for .

plant evaluation?
Are these reviews effective2

One time RGS

SHIFT TURNOVER

1. Shift Turnover Checklists

Does each shift position have a
turnover checklist to be used in
the turnover process2 Are these
effective?

One time RBA

a. Plant Equipment Operator
Checklist

p ) ~ q ~ ( ~
Do- plant equipment operator
checklists, or other formal
documents, provide for noting
major components, status;
e.g., operating pumps, trains
in service, etc.; any
abnormal lineups; >valid
alarms on all pertinent local
control panels; and
surveiJ.lances or evolutions

I /
) ,t
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ATTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/A SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS
DATE

SHIFT TURNOVER (Cont.)

l. .Shift Turnover Checklists
(Continued)

a. Plant Equipment Operator
Checklist

planned or in progress2 Are
provisions made for
documenting that, a review
of round sheets and
narrative logs have been
performed by the oncoming
person2 Are these
effective2

One time RBA

b. Control Room Operator
Checklists

g (I ~

Do licensed operator
checklists or other
documents reviewed at shift
change provide for
recording the

following plant status
information3

-plant power level
-reactor temperature
-reactor pressure,,

~ ~

s ~ S
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hTTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/h SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS
DATE

~ SHIFT TURNOVER (Cont.)

1. Shift Turnover Checklists

-important tank levels
-rod positions
-technical.specification
action statements in
effect

-other important parameters
-required chemistry sample

times
-maintenance, surveillances,
tests, or evolutions in
progress or planned

-problems experienced with
plant

equipment and ma)or equipment
out of service

-when specific planned actions
are required

-changes in radiological
conditions

One time RBA

fir'o licensed operator checklists
require documenting review of

...,certain plant status
documents. These include the
operator's own operqting
(narrative) log, the
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hTTRXBUTE

~ (

~ ~t
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY ShT UNSAT N/h SIGNhTURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS
DATE

SHIFT TURNOVER (Cont.)

1. Shift Turnover Checklists
(Continued)

tagout (clearance) log, the
temporary modification and
jumper'logs, the technical
specification action statement
log, and the shift order books.

One time RBA

2. Document Review

Do oncoming operators review
documents specified on their
checklists prior to assuming
responsibility for their shift
position? Are, document reviews
intensive as necessary for the
oncoming operator to understand
important history, present
status, and planned events2

Once/
month

RBA

'3I,,„Control Board Malkdown

hre walkdowns of appropriate
.„, control boards conducted

by each shift watchstander2
Do oncoming shift sqqervisors
walkdown the main control boards
before, during, or shortly after
shift relief? Do oncoming and

Once/
month

RBh
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ATTRIBUTE i')' I ~

OBSERVER

FREQUENCY ShT UNSAT N/h SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REKlRKS
DhTE

SHIFT TURNOVER (Cont.)

3. Control Board Malkdown
(Continued)

off-going control room operators
walk down their unit's main
control board together2 Do
plant equipment operators review
all pertinent local control
boards, (e.g., diesel, makeup
water treatment, and ventilation)
during their tour early in the
shift2

Once/
month

RBh

4. Discussion and Exchange of
Responsibility

ht a time when plant conditions
are stable, does the off-going
operator explain all items noted
on the turnover checklist, and
the oncoming operator should ask
any questions he might have?

Once/
month

RBA

5. Roliefs Occurring During the
Shift

Do the,reliefs occurring during
the shift, e.g., exchange of
control room supervisory func-
tion between SROs, have a turn-

Once/
month
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ATTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/h SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS
DhTE

SHIFT TURNOVER (Continued)

S. Reliefs Occurring During the
Shift (Continued)

over that ensures the oncoming
person is at least as know-
ledgeable of the plant condi-
tions as he would have been had
complete shift turnover process
beeen conducted?

Once/
month

RBh

SHIFT ORDERS

1. Content and Formal

hre shift orders clearly
written, dated, and maintained in
the control room? Relative to
the information and policies
intended to become permanent, are
they incorporated into
appropriate administrative
procedures? Xs the shift orders
program used to change operating
procedures, because the changes

,,noted in the shift orders might
be missed by a procedure user?

One time RJP
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ATTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/h SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REHARKS
DATE

SHIFT ORDERS (Continued)

2. Issuing, Segregating, and
Reviewing Orders

Are shift orders issued by the
operations superintendent or his
designee whenever necessary to
communicate instructions to the
shift personnel? Are shift
orders segregated into daily and
long-term orders in order to
facilitate review by shift
personnel2

One time RJP

3. Removal of Orders

Are orders that are no longer
applicable or are out dated
promptly removed or cancelled?

. Does the operations
superintendent periodically
review the shift orders to ensure

. only applicable and current
orders remain effective2

One time RJP

l. Evaluate the effectiveness of
of the .system correcting
long- term problems and monitoring
the ongoing improvement actions.

One time RGS/RJP
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ATTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/A SIGNATURE/
RESULTS/REMARKS'ATE

ENGINEERING

2. Assess the implementing trans-
ition plans for assuming design
control for Unit 2. Have they
been developed for affected
parties? Are they being
implemented? Do they have broad

-distribution2 Are people. aware
of them2 Are they effective?

3. Assess the implementation of
defining and communicating
Nuclear Division policies and
guidelines. Have they been
developed for affected parties?
Are they being implemented2 Do
they have broad distribution?
Are people aware of them? Are
they effective2

One time RGS/RJP

4. Assess the implementation of the
....management development program.

'ave they been developed for
affected parties? Are they being
,implemented2 Do they have broad
distribution2 Are people aware
of them2 Are they effective2
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ATTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/A SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS
DATE

ENGINEERING

5. Assess whether Unit.2 Safety
Analysis are documenting
references, analyses, and
failure modes and effects
analysis.

One time RGS/RJP

6. Assess whether technical train-
ing of the design engineering
organization are being
strengthened. Plant systems
training, SRO, filling
specialists.

One time RGS/RJP

7. Do transition
plans:'.

b.

C ~

d.

define transitional
interfaces and
responsibilities
develop working knowledge
of Unit 2 design
identify design basis
documents to be turned over
from SWEC

identify mechanisms and
controls to enable
documents to be transferred
to Niagara Mohawk
identi'fy staff resources
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hTTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY ShT UNShT N/h SIGNhTURE/ RESULTS/REHhRKS
DhTE

ENGINEERING

f. identify formal plan and
agreements with Nuclear
Engineering

One time RGS/RJP

8.

9.

Is operating information being-
fed back to engineers2 hre
they reviewing it?

Does continuing training for
engineers include significant
industry and in-house operating
experience positions2

SU CE

2 ~

3 ~

llae tho 8RhB audit activ1tion
been upgraded for more indepth
audits2
hre unfinished business items
closing in a timely manner?
hre quality trends used to
,identify areas needing
improvement?
Has the Unit 1 surveillance
program been

updated2'ne

time NLR
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ATTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/h SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS
DATE

RADIATION PROTECTION

l. 'ssess whether the corporate
overview of radiological
activities is effective in
identifying and. promoting the
correction of recurring
radiological performance
problems.

One time CLS

2. Determine whether supervisors
are enforcing station policies
such as radiological protection
and chemical control

3. Is internal radioactivity
. contamination and solid radwaste

being minimized?

4. Are open items being closed in a
timely and effective manner?

5. Are personnel safety devices
being used?

6. Is chemistry training being
,,performed in a timely manner?
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ATTRIBUTE
~ OBSERVER

FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/h SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS
DATE

MAINTENANCE

l. Is the work planning activities
performed adequate2 Are
planning instructions issued
and used?

0'ne time

2. Assess whether maintenance
tools and equipment are being
stored and controlled
effectively?

3. Are enough storage locations
designated for equipment2

4. Does continuing training for
electrical/mechanical
maintenance personnel include
significant industry and
in-house operating experience?

5. Are vendor manuals-controlled
and updated2

OTHER'TEMS TO BE COVERED BY SAT

l. > Review

QA Surveillance Once/
month

NLR
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ATTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT . N/A SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/RKHhRKS
DATE

OTHER ITEHS TO BE COVERED BY SAT
(Continued)

1. Review (Cont.)

Unit Supervisor Reports

Problem Reports

LERs/ORs

Operating logs

Root Cause

Onc'/
month
Once/
month
Once/
month
Once/
month
Once/
month

NLR

RJP

RGS

RGS

RGS

and report on this relative the
adequacy, trends and effective-
ness of these documents to the
SAT.

t'
g

Based upon the review of item 1
above identify the effectiveness
of internal problem identifica-
tions input from each level of
individuals in the power
ascension program.

One time SAT Team-

3 ~

I

Based upon the performance of
surveill'ances to date determine
the input of administrative

'utieson effective monitoring
and oversight.

One time RGS/NLR
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ATTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/A SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS
DATE

OTHER ITEMS TO BE COVERED BY SAT
(Continued)

4. Are procedures adequate and
are they being complied with?

One time SAT Team

5. Are people from different de-
partments working together as
a team2

0'ne time SAT Team

6. Are good communications developing One time
and being maintained?

SAT Team

Is training effective in pre-
paring personnel for their
daily tasks?

One time SAT Team

ENGINEERING

l. Are the documents containing
technical requirements and
design basis, adequat'e2 The
review should include the Tech-

- '''nical Specifications and FSAR.

One time RGS/RJP

Is corporate engineering and
licensing support adequate2

ls engineering's ability to
an'ticipate and properly
identify engineering problems
improving2
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hTTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY ShT UNShT N/h SIGNhTURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS
DATE

STARTUP AND TEST

1. Are startup and test problems
and ability to resolve testing
deficiencies effective and
improving?

One time RGS

2. Are startup and test personnel
errors being effectively
corrected?

3. Is station management involved in
the effectivoness of the startup
test program, are goals
established for ESF actuations,
scrams and isolations?

4. Is training effective for startup
and test personnel, and are
procedures followed and effective?

5. Is there a corporate awareness of
'ay-to-day activities and timely

,<,,resolution of problems?

6. hre multiple activities in the
-,.control. room taxing SSS ability

to control?
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ATTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

PREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/h SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS
DATE

CHEMISTRY/RADIATION PROTECTION

l. Is the chemistry control policy
implemented, reviewed
periodically2

One time CLS

2. Are radiological supervisors
trained in ventilation system
testing2

LICENSING

1. Is licensing planning and
knowledge of licensing require-
ments particularly exemption
requests improving2

2, Is licensing preparation adequate
and reviews timely2

3. Is licensing involved in root
cause evaluation2

Onc time RJP

ho...Is licensing aware of plant
events2

Iu |iconsing continuing to
solicit NRC comments to determine
minimum acceptable response?
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OBSERVER

PREQUENCY SAT UNSAT N/A SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS
DATE

Review the interface of your own de-
partment personnel with others. Are
communications clear, concise and
effective2 Mhile in the control .room
observe communications with the
operations shift crew, are these ~

coaanunications clear, concise and
effective2

Each
entry
to the
plant/
control
room

Each
SAT
member





.Enclosure 2

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION I

INTERIM ASSESSMENT REPORT

NIAGARA MOHAWK POWER CORPORATION

NINE MILE POINT UNIT 2

ASSESSMENT PERIOD: JUNE 4, 1987 - SEPTEMBER 4, 1987





PURPOSE AND SCOPE

The Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP) Report (No.
50-410/86-99) on Nine Mile Point Unit 2 (NMP-2) assessed the period
from February 1, 1986 to January 31, 1987 and was issued on May 15,
1987. In it the NRC staff concluded that the Niagara Mohawk Power
Corporation (NMPC) demonstrated a general inability to be
self-critical. As a result, the Regional Administrator requested that
NMPC conduct a self-assessment of their performance during the initial
phases of the Power Ascension Test Program. NMPC agreed to perform
the self-assessment and documented this in a June 4, 1987 letter to
the Regional Administrator. At,the full power license Commission
briefing NMPC repeated their self-assessment commitment and the
Regional Administrator coranitted to perform a concurrent Region I
assessment. Also, this self-assessment was to be reviewed by the
Region I staff at the conclusion of Test Condition 2, and a joint
meeting to discuss the findings and assessments would be held prior to
proceeding to Test Condition 3.

Because the reactor shut down on September 2, 1987 after reaching 42%

power, September 4 was judged to be a convenient end date for the
assessment. Accordingly, this Interim Assessment Report covers the
three month period from June 4, 1987 to September 4, 1987. Although
the assessment utilizes a SALP-type methodology, it is in addition to
the SALP process, and the assessment period of the next NMP-2 SALP

will not be adjusted for it. This assessment reviews Operations,
Startup and Surveillance Testing, and Assurance of guality and
includes an Overall Evaluation.

OVERALL EVALUATION

Performance in the functional area of Operations has generally
improved. The numerous and complex tests conducted by the Operations
Department staff have generally been well planned and executed. The
majority of the problems identified have been isolated and not
untypical for a plant going through this phase of operations. The
control room environment has improved. The handling of the Standby
Gas Treatment (SBGT) System surveillance problem on September 1, 1987,
and the feedwater thermal stratification problem demonstrated that
previous NMPC management efforts had been ineffective in ensuring that
identified problems get a high enough level of management involvement
to properly resolve the problems.

Performance in the area of Startup and Surveillance Testing was
generally good. Management oversight and control of the Power
Ascension Testing Program has generally improved during this
assessment. Weaknesses were identified in the areas of engineering,
support, communications, and management oversight of Technical
Specification requirements. Strengths in this area were noted in the
professionalism and competency of the licensed operators and a well
coordinated and smooth functioning testing organization.
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Problems in the area of Assurance of guality have persisted during
this assessment. Poor housekeeping and radiation protection practices
reflected an apathetic worker attitude and insufficient management
oversight. Only limited improvement in corporate and station management
involvement in station activities was evident during this assessment
period. Station management communications and coordination improved
during this assessment; however, these improvements were not timely
and were not entirely effective. Problem identification and resolution
improved, but more senior management oversight is warranted. Resolution
of plant problems at too low a level continued to hinder prudent station
operations.

Overall, NMPC safely and competently operated the unit, conducted
testing, and performed complex modifications and maintenance when
those evolutions were preplanned and well-defined. In contrast, NMPC

demonstrated difficulty in handling abnormal occurrences and
unexpected problems. Corporate and station management need to respond
more quickly to station problems and take effective action regarding
the communication and coordination between station departments.

OPERATIONS

In the SALP Report this functional area was rated Category 2 and.
weaknesses were noted in the areas of operator familiarity with the
Technical Specifications, control of activities in the control room,
and'Operations staff responsiveness to plant problems. In general,
the transition of the Operations Department from construction support
to power operations was not smooth and had required continued
management oversight and involvement.

During this assessment, the inspectors noted a general improvement in
the SALP identified weaknesses. Specifically, licensed operator
familiarity with Technical Specifications improved. Shortly after
fuel loading, NMPC management attributed the licensed operators'ack
of familiarity with the Technical Specifications during the fuel load
phase to a lack of coverage during the licensed operator training
program. However, they stated that additional training on the
Technical Specifications was already in progress. Experience during
succeeding operational phases has shown this training to have been
effective as the licensed operators have generally demonstrated a
better understanding of Technical Specifications.

The SALP identified problems in the control of activities in the
control room; the control room was frequently noisy and congested,
Senior Reactor Operators (SROs) needed to provide more direct
oversight of shift crews, and logs lacked detail and substance. In
response to the continued NRC emphasis NMPC has improved the control
room environment. Specifically, the "at the controls" area has been
clearly defined with the use of boundary chains and placards.
Licensed operators typically challenged station personnel entering
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those areas and generally limited access to the control room. The
overall noise level in the control room has diminished, in part, due
to moving the auxiliary operator break/eating and shift turnover area
to a separate room across the hall. The establishment of the
Operations Work Group Coordinator, a position filled by an Assistant
Operations Superintendent, has lessened the administrative work load
on the Station Shift Supervisors (SSSs), and they have taken a more
active role in directly overseeing the shift crew's activities. The
detail in'he control room logs has improved, but the substance of the
logs still needs improvement. In general, it appeared that the
improvements made to the control room environment and activities over
the last year have primarily resulted from the continued emphasis of
the NRC inspectors. Accordingly, NMPC management must maintain
sensitivity to the control room to ensure the improvements remain.

Some improvement was noted in Operations staff responsiveness to plant
problems. .When operators exhibited a casual response to control room
annunciators, station management was informed by the inspectors of
this observation and took prompt action to improve operator
attentiveness. Also, Operations responsiveness to NRC questions and
concerns has improved significantly.

During the period from May 23, 1987 to September 4, 1987, NMP-2
achieved initial criticality, completed Startup Test Condition One
(TC-I) and was nearing the completion of TC-2 at 42K power.
(Approximately seven days of testing remained.) Thirty-eight
reportable events occurred during this three and a half month period.
For comparison the statistics for Limerick 1 and Hope Creek from
initial criticality to TC-2 completion are listed below:

Limerick I

Hope Creek

Re ortable Events

76

Duration

8 months (included 4
month licensing delay)

3 I/2 months

Nine Mile Point 2 38 4 months (projected)

Attachment 1 lists the reportable events which occurred subsequent to
initial criticality'. Some of the more significant reported events
which are germane to the Operations functional area are listed below:

On July 11, 1987, a violation of Technical Specifications
occurred when operators failed to measure service water
temperature every two hours over a 24 hour period. This failure
indicates a lack of attention to detail on the part of the
operators of three successive shifts.





On July 25 and August 25, 1987, Reactor Building Ventilation
isolations occurred with concurrent Standby Gas Treatment (SBGT)
system automatic initiations. On August 25 a second isolation
occurred while operators were attempting to restore systems to
the normal lineup. Similar SBGT initiations and secondary
containment isolations occurred on November 28, 1986,
November 29, 1986, and January 9, 198?. These repetitve events
indicate inadequate root cause analysis and inadequate corrective
action..

On August 9, 1987, a Residual Heat Removal (RHR) pump trip and
shutdown cooling isolation occurred when operators failed to
reset the Nuclear Steam Supply Shutoff System (NSSSS) control
room isolation signals prior to transferring control from the
Remote Shutdown Panel back to the control room. This event
resulted from a procedure error and lack of familiarity with the
equipment.

On August 13, 1987, a Technical Specification requirement was .

violated when an automatic isolation of the shutdown cooling mode
of RHR occurred during Electrical Protection Assembly (EPA)
testing. The isolation occurred due to an unanticipated effect
of deenergizing the EPA logic, and the design interconnection
between the EPAs and primary containment isolation is being
reviewed for modification. Shutdown cooling was restored within
two hours (an hour in excess of allowed). Operators did not take
timely action to manually open the isolation and restore reactor
coolant circulation when initial attempts to restore circulation
were prevented by an electrical problem.

In general, the frequency of recurring problems and events caused by
operator error has been reduced during this special assessment period
when compared to previous operations.

Based on the number of reportable events and the time needed to
proceed from initial criticality to.50Ã power, it appears that the
operations and testing of NMP-2 have been comparable and somewhat
better than the experiences at similar, recently licensed Region I
boiling water reactors (BWRs). Also, based on a qualitative review of
the NNP-2 reportable events and comparison to these other facilities,
it appears that the safety significance of the events has been minor
and typical for this phase of operation.

Overall, the problems encountered have not been untypical for this
phase of operation. In view of the relatively few problems and their
low safety significance, Operations performance has demonstrated no
significant weaknesses and has generally improved since the last SALP
Report. The control of activities in the control room has improved
and is currently acceptable. NMPC management, should continue to be
sensitive to control room activities.





~Startu and Surveillance ~Testin

The SALP Report rated this functional area as Category 2 and
identified problems regarding the poor quality of startup test
procedures initially and a lack of Site Operations Review Committee
(SORC) involvement in the resolution of major test exceptions. NMPC

had initiated a review of startup test procedures to ensure
technical'dequacy

and proper integration with other station procedures,
including simulator validation of startup procedures. During this
assessment period, these efforts continued and the NRC review of
startup test procedures through Test Condition 3 has identified
significant improvement in 'the quality of these procedures, including
frequent direct references to Technical Specification requirements and
better integration with station surveillance and operating procedures.

SORC involvement in the resolution of major test exceptions and
related plant problems has also been significantly improved. The SORC

has been particularly conscious of the safety significance of
identified problems. The SORC members have consistently demonstrated
a clear understanding of both the technical and safety aspects of
issues, and SORC has routinely taken actions that are conservative
with respect to safety. Particularly noteworthy were the actions
taken to address the feedwater temperature stratification problem and
the spurious actuations of the redundant reactivity control system.

Management oversight and control of the startup test program have been
adequate and generally effective. Despite daily site management
meetings to coordinate activities, problems were initially encountered
in assembling accurate information on plant status and disseminating
the information to the plant staff. With the exception of the
Operations Department representatives, attendees were frequently
ill-prepared. Various department representatives did not have an
accurate status of their departmental activities during the
backshifts. This lack of preparedness was typically exacerbated
during Monday morning planning meetings. Improvements occurred when
written reports of past activities, critical work items and the
current short term schedule were .distributed at these meetings. Also,
the meetings were rescheduled to an hour later (9:30 a.m.) to permit
better preparation. However, instances continued to be noted in which
poor communications hampered effective management of daily activities.
Continued management attention in this area is needed.

Overall, the Startup Test Program has been deliberately paced and well
implemented. All testing was conducted in an organized and controlled
manner. Prior to testing, the Shift Test Supervisors held briefings
to discuss the procedure, note potential problems, and review actions
required in the event of problems. During testing, test engineers and
Operations personnel carefully monitored plant parameters and proceeded
cautiously with testing after assuring proper plant response. Station
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Shift Supervisors (SSSs) effectively controlled the testing and
maintained the proper control room atmosphere by limiting access
of nonessential personn'el.

Early in the startup testing, the inspectors identified that a test
was performed without procedural controls or a written safety

~
evaluation. On May 25, 1987, temperature stratification was
identified in the feedwater lines. At the suggestion of engineering
personnel, operators cycled feedwater isolation valves to attempt to
disrupt the stratification. No procedure existed for operating or
testing with one feedwater line isolated. On May 30, 1987, the
problem recurred and the actions were repeated. It was only following
the second event that station management became aware of the thermal
stratification problem and of the actions previously taken. Once
involved in the problem, station management was effective in properly
resolving the problem.

The test results review process has functioned smoothly. Technical
review of the results was thorough and the SORC review was adequate.
Resolution of test exceptions has been aggressive.

Several equipment problems have been encountered with balance of plant
systems (reactor water cleanup, offgas and electrohydraulic control
among others). While management attention has been clearly focused on
the safety implications of these problems and the plant staff has
proven capable in addressing them, in many cases their efforts have.
been hampered by the lack of availability of spare parts and a lack of
adequate Engineer>ng Department support. The quality and timeliness
of Engineering support has declined significantly during the current
assessment period. For example, during the initial attempts to place
the Offgas System in service, Operations personnel were tasked with
lead responsibility. It soon became apparent that the problems
included design and installation deficiencies. Engineering was aware
of many of these problems, but did not become actively involved in
their resolution for almost two weeks.

Several significant surveillance testing events occurred. On June 26,
1987, technicians discovered that the flow transmitters on the
condensate storage tank (CST) suction lines for the High Pressure Core
Spray (HPCS) and Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) Systems had
their low side vent lines plugged. It is believed that the plugs had
been installed since the previous calibration in February 1987 and
that technicians- removed the plugs, performed the calibration and
reinstalled the plugs. This is indicative of inadequate technical
training and ineffective material control.





On July 2, 1987, during a HPCS surveillance test, NMPC discovered that
a lead (for the HPCS high reactor water level seal-in reset relay) was
lifted. NMPC concluded that the lead had been lifted during
performance of the last surveillance test in March 1987. This is
indicative of a lack of control of lifted leads during testing,
including the lack of a specific sign-off.

On July 30, 1987, a missed surveillance of the flow-biased trips of
all six Average Power Range Monitors resulted in a shutdown required
by Technical Specifications. The por tion of the procedure which
required surveillance of the flow-biased trip had not been required
for previous startups, since the mode switch had not been placed in
Run. An additional shutdown required by Technical Specifications
occurred on September 2, 1987, due to a missed surveillance of a
Standby Gas Treatment (SBGT).system charcoal bed. Both events
illustrate inadequate management oversight and review of Technical
Specification requirements and poor communication between station
personnel.

In summary, NMPC has conducted a deliberately paced startup testing
program with a good perspective on nuclear safety. Management
oversight and control of startup testing improved during this
assessment period; however, management oversight of surveillance
testing and the associated Technical Specifications has been a

significant weakness. Strengths included professional and competent
operators and a well coordinated and smoothly functioning test program
organization. Shortcomings were apparent in the areas of engineering
support, spare parts management, comunications to management on plant
status and problems, technical training of ISC technicians, material
control,, and control of lifted leads.

Assurance of ~Oualit

For this assessment, management involvement and control in assessing
and assuring quality have been evaluated. This section is a synopsis

,of the assessments relating to the quality of work in all areas.

The last SALP Report rated this area as Category 2 and identified that
NMPC had shortcomings in the following areas: problem identification
and resolution; corporate management awareness and involvement in
routine station activities; station'anagement communications and
coordination; and a poor approach to interpretation of Technical
Specifications. Based on the activities during this assessment
period, the inspectors have concluded that these weaknesses persist.

NMPC has improved their problem identification and resolution
processes through the enhancement of their Licensee Event Report (LER)
reviews and root cause analyses. However, examples persist where
management has either not pursued or has not succeeded in identifying
the underlying or programmatic causes of the problems. Examples of
recurring problems include: reactor building ventilation isolations
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~ and subsequent Standby Gas Treatment system automatic initiations;
reactor water cleanup (RWCU) pump bearing failures; foreign material
exclusion control problems (e.g., plugged RWCU flow transmitter
sensing line and HPCS and RCIC pump suction line transmitter vent
plugs); rod drive hydraulic control unit circuit card failures; repeat
fire protection program violations involving personnel error; and
persistent housekeeping problems. In contrast to the above, the
corrective actions in response to unqualified Intermediate Range
Monitor (IRM) circuit cards and an Electro-Hydraulic Control system
pipe break were both prompt and comprehensive. In general, the
identification and resolution of problems have improved, but further
improvement is needed.

The September 2, 1987 event involved train A of SBGT being inoperable
because of a missed surveillance (charcoal filter testing based on run
times). This event demonstrated insufficient corporate and station
management review of a Technical Specification interpretation. In
addi'tion, two months prior to the event the Operational Readiness Team
Inspection had specifically identified to NMPC corporate and station
management that tracking of SBGT run times was a potential problem.
Yet, apparently no corrective action to this finding occurred. Based on
this example, it appears that corporate and station management involvement
have shown only limited improvement since the previous assessment.

Regarding station communication and coordination, the daily site
management meetings were ineffective at the beginning of this
assessment period, as discussed earlier in the testing section.
Improvements in the attendees'reparation for the meetings have aided
communication and problem resolution, such that the meetings have
become generally effective. However, examples of poor communication
onsite persisted through the end of the assessment.

As noted in the testing section, Engineering Department support of
unit operations and power ascension testing has not been fully
effective. It was not apparent that the site engineering and
.operations staffs were communicating problems to each other or
receiving sufficient direction from management to get the appropriate
attention and manpower to resolve identified problems. Inadequate
materials support and spare parts inventory for Rosemount transmitters
and RWCU pumps are further examples of poor station coordination. At
times, the inspectors have observed an openly antagonistic
relationship'etween various station departments. Such adversarial
relationships must be resolved by station management to improve
problem resolution efforts at the station.

The September 2 forced shutdown also exemplified a lack of
communication within station management. Information (excessive SBGT

run time hours) indicating the potential inoperability of the A train
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of SBGT was made known to Operations personnel on September 1. This
information was not provided to the SSS, Unit Superintendent, or other
responsible station managers until September 2.

A recent issue concerning reactor building ambient and service water
differential temperature, although a complex safety issue,
demonstrated that NMPC was still reluctant to make decisions with
respect to compliance with regulations. The responsibility to make
this type of decision, rather than relinquish it to the NRC staff, has
repeatedly been brought to NMPC's attention. In this instance, NMPC

presented two different analyses to the NRC staff. Both analyses
appeared to be accurate, but the more conservative analysis imposed a
more restrictive operating limit on the plant. NMPC attempted to have
the NRC staff make the decision as which analysis to follow, rather
than exercise their responsibility as the license holder by making
their decision and then providing appropriate justification for their
position.

Housekeeping and radiation protection practices at Unit 2 appeared to
have slipped from previously acceptable levels. Housekeeping has been
a repetitive problem in the past. Towards the end of this assessment,
the station guality Assurance organization took the lead to monitor
adherence to proper housekeeping and radiation protection practices.
While the gA efforts may have a positive impact on this area, NMPC

management should continue to review this area. It appears that
station management needs to instill pride and responsibility in all
station personnel to address this concern;

In summary, NMPC has made so'me improvements in their ability to
identify and resolve problems. However, senior management needs to be
more active in their review process to ensure comprehensive corrective
action. Station and corporate management communications,
coordination, and involvement have demonstrated little overall
improvement. However, station management involvement and control of
the Power Ascension Testing Program have been. generally good and
represent an exception to the lack of improvement. The September 2

forced shutdown indicated that efforts to improve management assurance
of quality have not been fully effective. NMPC's reluctance to make
conservative regulatory and licensing interpretations and their
inclination to resign that responsibility to the NRC staff continued.





ATTACHMENT I

Cumulative Summar of Si nificant Events

IO/31-
3/11-
5/11-
5/23-
5/25-
5/25-
5/26-
5/27-
5/28-
5/28-
5/29-
6/3
6/12-
6/12-
6/14-
6/15-
6/17-
6/18-
6/19-
6/19-
6/24-
6/26-
6/27-
7/2
7/2
7/2
7/3
7/11-
7/11-
7/l4-
7/17-
7/25-
7/26-
7/28-
7/29-
7/30-
8/5
8/9
8/9
8/13-
8/25-
9/2
9/3

License issued
NMPC decision to replace the MSIVs
MSIV replacement completed
Initial criticality
SBGT exhaust radiation monitor inoperable (TS violation)
RWCU isolation while venting flow transmitters (ENS)
Reactor shutdown initiated due to Air Lock Door (ENS)
SBGT initiation while swapping RB ventilation fans (ENS)
Cont. purge and vent isolation signals due to rad monitor (ENS)
Non-Class lE elect. components supplied as Class 1E (Part 21)
Cont. purge and vent isolation signals due to rad monitor (ENS)
SBGT initiation due to faulty flow switch (ENS)
Reactor scram on high IRM power due to failed feed valve (ENS)
RWCU isolation due to flow perturbations (ENS)
RWCU isolation due to flow perturbations (ENS)
Inadvertent alternate rod insertion during RRCS testing (ENS)
Recirc pumps trip during RRCS surveillance testing (ENS)
Inoperable and uncompensated fire detection (LCO violation)
Non-Class 1E breakers in safety-related systems (ENS)
Inoperable RWCU flow transmitters due to tape (ENS)
Inoperable steam tunnel temperature transmitters (ENS)
Inoperable RCIC and HPCS suction transfer (LCO violation)
Two recirc pump trips due to RRCS (ENS)
RWCU isolation capability inoperable, forced S/D (ENS)
Full power license issued
HPCS system declared inoperable due to lifted lead (ENS)
RB and service water inlet delta temperature concern (ENS)
Reactor scram on high press due to EHC line rupture (ENS)
Failure to monitor service water temp (TS violation)
Revised RB/service water delta temperature limit (ENS)
IRM Channels A,D and H declared inoperable (ENS)
RB vent. isolation and= SBGT system auto start (ENS)
Forced Shutdown due to service water temp 77 F (ENS)
Vital area boundary degraded (ENS)
RB vent. isolation and SBGT system auto start (ENS)
Shutdown required by Tech S'pecs. (TS surveillance violation)
RWCU system auto isolation (ENS)
Shutdown Cooling and RWCU system auto isolation (ENS)
Main Stack flow estimate missed surv test (TS surv. vio)
S/D cooling isol and loss of coolant circulation (TS vio)
Automatic initiation of SBGT system (ENS)
Forced shutdown due to inop SBGT and EDG (TS LCO violation)
RWCU isolation due to reject flow oscillations (ENS)





Enclosure 3

COMMENTS ON AND COMPARISON OF TWO ASSESSMENTS OF

In general the two assessments (NMPC and NRC) agree on many findings and
conclusions, the most significant of which is that station operations have
been conducted safely. The two reports are of markedly different styles and
have different thrusts. The NMPC assessment report is 122 pages long with a
lot of detailed information; some important findings are masked by less
important and some irrelevant information. The NRC assessment is 10 pages and
focuses on management problems and station operations. Details of the com-
parison are provided below.

NMPC NRC

0 erations

'hift staff performed well. (4A)*

'oticeable improvement in the
control room. (4A, 4J, 6. 11, 6.38)

'ttention to detail needs to be
stressed. (4A, 6. 1, 6.3, 6.6)

Startu and Surveillance Testin

'icensed operators were professional
and competent. (3)

'rofessionalism improved in the
control room. (3)

'everal'events were caused by lack of
familiarity and lack of attention to
detail. (3)

'he shutdown from outside the
control room test was professional.
(4~)

'aterial management respon-
sibilities are not well defined.
(4C, 4N, 4I, 6.8)

'he Engineering Department caused
some delays. (4A, 4N, 4P, 6. 15,
6.25)

'hift supervisor test briefings and
test control were generally good.
(4)

'aterial and spare parts problems
persist. (4)

'he Engineering Department was very
slow to become active in site
problems. (4)

* ~ Section of Report

,blind 2 2

pend
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COMMENTS ON AND COMPARISON OF TWO ASSESSMENTS OF

NMPC NRC

'ersonnel errors and inadequate
review of test results resulted
in missed surveillances. (4A, 6.6)

Assurance of ualit

'nadequate management oversight of
the T.S. surveillance program is a

significant weakness. (4)

'anagement attention is needed to .

improve problem of hesitancy to
bring forth concerns. (4K, 4R, 6.35)

'nly a perception problem that
licensing group relies on NRC.
(4G, 4P, 6.10)

'ousekeeping needs improvement.
(4C, 6.33)

'eaknesses in last SALP persist with
problem identification, problem
resolution, and corporate involvement
in station operations. (5)

'MPC asked the NRC to make the tough
decision for complying with TS. (5)

'anagement has -been unable to instill
pride in the workers for housekeeping
and general radiation protection
practices. (5)

Items Identified b NMPC and Not Addressed b NRC

Due to the more detailed nature of the NMPC report, it addresses many specifics
not discussed in the NRC report. Some of the items are as follows:

' better method is needed to incorporate policy memos. (4N, 6.2)

'ngineering should expedite review of electrical load list. (4A, 6.4)

'ORC presentations need improvements, including an advance agenda. (6.21)

,blind 2 2

.end
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NRC ISSUES ON FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS DISCUSSED AT MEETING

2.

3.

4 ~

Recommended Corrective Actions - NRC noted that although it appeared that
a een somew at se -critical, the planned corrective actions

(recommendations, section 6.0) appear weak or not properly directed toward
some of the findings. NMPC agreed that the recommendations did not always
appear to be appropriate solutions to the findings and stated that this
had occurred because of the short time frame allotted to the proposal and
review of the recommendations. NMPC management stated that a corrective
action plan was being developed to properly resolve the findings and that
the specific corrective actions would be reviewed and approved by senior
management. Region I management stated that the effectiveness of the
implemented corrective actions would be the final proof of the self-
assessment process, both to NMPC employees and to NRC.

d

Mana ement Involvement - NRC judged that only limited improvemen't had
occurre in station and corporate management involvement in station
operations. This conclusion was largely based on the forced shutdown on
September 2, which demonstrated slow response'to NRC identified problems,
insufficient review of TS interpretations, and lack of management
involvement outside the Operations Department. NMPC agreed that
management involvement still needed to be increased and stated that the
corrective action plan would address this area.

Raisin Problems to Mana ement - NRC .reviewed the established concern
t at pro ems are not ra~se to high enough levels of management. NRC

noted that Recommendation 6.35, which proposed reinforcing the existing
policy on open communications, seemed to deemphasize the serious nature
of this concern and seemed to be an ineffective solution. NMPC discussed
additional planned actions which appeared more effective and appropriate
to the concern. These actions will be addressed in the corrective action
plan.

~gk l -Rdt td h h l fh k pfgp hl did
not seem to be supported by specific findings in the report and that the
housekeeping concerns generally appeared to be repetitive NRC findings
with weak NMPC responses. NMPC was able to show multiple examples within
the report which documented the findings of poor housekeeping practices.
Further, NMPC discussed some of the planned corrective actions including
establishing the unit supervisors as the people primarily responsible for
ensuring good housekeeping practices. NRC agreed that on further review
the report contained valid housekeeping findings and stated that the
effectiveness of the corrective actions would be reviewed later.

,blind 2 2

,end
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5. Reliance on NRC - NRC objected to the finding in Section 4G that NRC~pti lg tl 11 tt 1 1 tglt y
Commission staff to make technical decisions." Senior NMPC management
agreed that the word "perceives" was inaccurate and that the NRC concern
was valid. Senior NMPC management stated that the corrective action plan
would provide definite steps to improve the self-reliance of NMPC

regarding methods of compliance with regulations.

,blind 2 2

end
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SELF-EVALUATION TEAM CHECKLIST
Page -86-

hTTRIBUTE
OBSERVER

FREQUENCY ShT UNSAT N/h SIGNATURE/ RESULTS/REMARKS
DATE

LICENSING
(Continued)

6. Is licensing supporting operator One time
training in Technical Specifica-
tions interpretations?

RJP

7. How can licensing support better
operator technical specification
interpretations2

U SSURANCE

l. Is communication improving be-
tween corporate Qh and Site QA2

One time NLR
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